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Ensuring safety in communication
An introduction to EN 50159:2010 “Safety Related communication for

Signaling applications”
Shri.  Yashpal Singh Tomar,  Director/Telecom, RDSO

Yashpal Singh Tomar, IRSSE 1991 exam batch. B.E. in Electronics and Communication from MITS Gwalior
and M.Tech. in Electrical Engineering from IIT Kanpur.Working as director Telecom RDSO Lucknow. Main
works include scheme and specification for Accident site communication system being procured by IRPMU
for 25, mainly A Route divisions of IR  and  Scheme and specification for VoIP based train control communica-
tion system.

Abstract:
We often come across signaling devices

exchanging safety related information e.g. axle
counters in BPAC application. The information is
exchanged in the form of messages. If the
integrity of these messages is not ensured, the
safety will be compromised. European Standard
EN 50159 deals with ensuring safety in such
communication. This standard contains the
requirements which shall be met by the signaling
system which involves communication. In addition
to ensuring integrity, there are other requirements
with respect to the messages being exchanged
which need to be met. The messages are subject
to  various types of threats  depending on the
characteristic of underlying transmission system.
Therefore, the transmission system is divided into
certain broad categories and various defences
required to be incorporated against various
threats are discussed for each of these categories
of transmission systems.

1.0 Introduction:
There are many signaling devices which

exchange information, e.g. two SSDAC  track
devices exchanging axle count information or
Siemens MSDAC evaluation computer
exchanging information about vital relays with
another evaluation computer. As can be seen from
these examples, this information is safety related
information. The signaling devices must ensure
safety in such communication. For this, the
signaling devices must meet certain
requirements. These requirements are contained
in European standard EN 50159. The content of
this article is based on this standard. This article
will enable signal engineer to understand the role
of signaling device and transmission system in
ensuring safety. This wil l also help in
understanding the implication of changing

transmission system and issues involved if any
such change in transmission system is
contemplated. In this article, language used is
that of common use in signaling parlance where
words like danger, safety hazard, risk etc. are not
used as per standard definitions of EN standards.
Meaning of these words will be clear from their
context of use.

2.0 Content:
This article will discuss the following:

· Two digital signaling devices exchange
safety information in the form of messages.
Message can be subject to many types of
errors while it is transmitted from one device
and received by another signaling device. Each
type of message error is threat to safety. What
are these errors and how they will affect
safety?

· How the safety can be ensured despite
of likelihood of various types of message errors
and what are the defences against message
errors constituting threat to the safety?

· The likelihood of types of message errors
will depend on the type of transmission system
used. Certain characteristics of transmission
system can be related to certain types of
message errors. Based on these
characteristics the transmission systems are
categorized in three broad categories.
Depending on type of transmission systems,
the required safety measures can be worked
out.

2.1 Components of signaling system
requiring communication:

Before discussing further, let us have a look
at the components of signaling systems when
communication is required between two devices
of signaling system. There are two components
as depicted in the diagram below.
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The signaling equipment has two logical
components. All the communication safety
requirements are fulfilled by the communication
module. It may be noted that no safety
requirement is placed on Transmission system.

2.2 Types of Message errors (Threats):
For discussion of message errors, let us

assume that A, B and C are three authorized
signaling devices connected on a transmission
system and communicating safety related
messages. Depending on the type of transmission
system, there may be an attacker X. The various
types of message errors which are threat to safety
are;

2.2.1 Repetition:
It means that an old message is again sent to

the recipient. This can be done by attacker.
Alternatively it can also be caused when a non-
safety device (like NMS) is also sharing the same
transmission system and it resends an earlier
stored message due to some fault.

If such repeated message says e.g. “Line
clear” when actually it is not, it can lead to unsafe
situation.

2.2.2 Deletion:
A message can be deleted due to hard ware

failure like cable cut. It can cause unsafe situation
if e.g. deleted message was to change status from
track clear to track occupied.

2.2.3 Insertion:
Unauthorized attacker X inserts a message

permitting movement of train when it should not
be happening.

2.2.4 Re-sequencing:
Due to hardware failure the message

sequence is changed or the message reaches
out of sequence e.g. in IP based network or
attacker changes the sequence of the message.

2.2.4 Corruption:
Due to data corruption (may be due to

hardware failure) or bit errors (due to
Electromagnetic Interference), the message
changes to another message. Or attacker alters
the message to permit unsafe movement.

2.2.5 Delay:
Delay can cause unsafe condition due to same

reasons as deletion. The delay may be caused
by congestion in network. The congestion may
be caused by other non -safety applications
sharing the network or by attacker X by
overloading the network.

2.2.6 Masquerade:
If attacker X intercept message from A to B

and replaces by its own message pretending to
B as if message coming from A, this attack is
known as masquerading. The implication on
safety of such attack is obvious.

2.3 Ensuring safety:
Safety in communication is ensured by the

communication module. The following aspects of
the received message are checked by it.

• Message authenticity, implying that the
message is coming from the correct source.

• Message integrity,  implying that the
content of the message is not altered

• Message timeliness,  implying that the
message is received within permissible time delay
limit,

• Message sequence, implying that
messages are arriving in sequence and message
is not deleted or inserted.

If any one of the above is compromised, the
communication module shall detect it and will
cause signaling system to fall back to safe state
i.e. to fail on safe side.

2.4 Commonly used mechanisms
(defences):

To achieve above mentioned objective with
respect to messages exchanged, communication
module may use some of the following mentioned
mechanisms. This list is not exhaustive and other
defences may also be used.

2.4.1 Sequence Number:
A running sequence number is added to each

message exchanged between two signaling
devices. This will help in detecting receipt of any
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out of sequence packet which may have been
caused by deletion of some message or by
attacker. In some network like IP based network,
it may also happen due to the fact that different
messages may follow different path.

2.4.2 Time stamp:
 It involves adding timing information to each

message by transmitting device. This will enable
receiving device to work out delay. This will require
mechanism for exchanging clock or alternatively
each device can maintain global time
independently.

2.4.3 Time out:
In this technique the messages are sent

periodically and if any message is not received
within an expected time then the system enters
into fail state. This takes care of unsafe situation
which may arise out of message deletion or delay.

2.4.4 Source and destination identifier:
A unique source or destination identifier or both

is added to message. It will verify to the receiver
that the message is from the correct sender and
meant for the correct receiver. If any error is noted
then the system will discard the message and
may enter into safe state.

2.4.5 Feedback message:
When return channel is available, the receiver

can send a feedback message as a positive
confirmation receipt of messages in time or
receipt of late or corrupt messages. In later case
an appropriate action can be taken. This can also
be used for synchronization of clocks.

2.4.6 Identification procedure:
When there is risk of unauthorized access

which may cause masquerading, an identification
procedure can be used which can involve
exchange of additional information between
sender  and receiver. This may include exchange
of device identifiers or feedback of received
information etc.

2.4.7 Safety code:
Safety code is additional data sent along with

message to achieve the following objectives:

• The capability to detect expected systematic
types of message corruption like transmission
systems generating all bit 1 or all bits 0 or
errors like bit inversion, burst errors etc. due
to some hardware failure

• The detection of random type of message
corruption e.g. due to EMI with certain

minimum probability. The minimum probability
is defined in the required safety level of the
signaling system. This will decide length of
safety code to be used.
The safety code is in addition to the error

detecting or error correcting code which may have
used by transmission system. As per requirement
of EN standard, the safety code must be
functionally independent from the error correcting
/ detecting code of transmission system. It shall
also use separate algorithm and or different
parameters if same algorithm is used.

2.4.8 Cryptographic techniques:
Cryptographic techniques are used if there are

chances of unauthorized access and malicious
attack cannot be ruled out. Some of the
techniques are use of message authentication
code (MAC), enciphering the message etc. The
length of MAC or enciphering key is determined
by the level of safety required in terms of
probability. When cryptographic techniques are
used, management of key becomes a major
issue. It also involves review of adequacy of
cryptographic techniques, in relation to risks of
malicious attack.

An important point which is required to be
noted is that when there is chances of
unauthorized access and malicious attack, safety
codes in form of error detecting codes are not
sufficient to ensure message integrity and
authenticity. Only cryptographic techniques are
capable of ensuring these and prevent attacks
like replay, modification in data etc.

2.5 Choice of defences:
The type of defences required to be

implemented in the communication module of
signaling device will depend on types of message
errors that are possible. This in turn will depend
on the type of transmission system intended for
use.  Therefore we first need to look at the
transmission system to be used.

To simplify design of  defences, the
transmission systems are divided into three
categories.  For each category, broad requirement
of defence can be identified.

• The first and obvious basis for categorization
of transmission systems is, whether there is
chance of unauthorized access resulting into
malicious attack. This will determine, whether
cryptographic techniques will be required or
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not.
• The second basis is formed on the basis of

how much we know about the transmission
system in terms of its consistency in
characteristics and number and type of users
sharing the transmission system. Based on this
information we can design specific set of
defences leaving aside some of the defences.
If these parameters are not known then we
have to design based on worst case scenario
in terms of errors likely to be caused by
unknown parameters.

2.6 Categories of transmission system:
 Based on above discussion, the transmission

systems are divided into three categories;

2.6.1 Category 1(closed Transmission
system):
• The number of devices connected (may

include both safety devices or non safety
devices like NMS) to the transmission system
are known and fixed;

• The physical characterist ics of the
transmission system are known and
unchanged during life cycle of the system and;

• The risk of unauthorised access is negligible.
2.6.2 Category 2 (open transmission
system):
• Known users or user groups with limited scope

of extention of users;
• Properties are unknown, partially unknown and

not fixed during life time;
• Negligible chance of unauthorized access for

malicious attack.
2.6.3 Category 3 (open transmission
system):
• Unknown number of and unknown type of

devices can be connected to transmission
system. These devices may read, store
process or retransmit data in a form not known
to the user.

• The physical characterist ics of the
transmission system are not fixed.

• There are chances of unauthorized access.
2.7 Examining the defences required for a
transmission system:
• Examine the characteristics of the

transmission medium and try to categorize  in
one of the three categories.

• Once the category is defined, identify the likely
threats. The following table can be used as
guideline to identify the threat.

Table 1: Threat / Category relationship
(Source- EN 50159:2010)

Key:  ++ Threat exists, strong counter
measures required, + Threat exists but rare, weak
countermeasure sufficient, - Threat can be
neglected

 This table is only for guidance. In actual
implementation the likely threats for a given
transmission system can be less or more than
those shown in the table.  For example, in a point
to point closed transmission system which only
connects two safety devices, threats of re-
sequence, repetition and insertion may not be
there.

• Once the threats are identified, the required
defences can be worked out. The following
table gives the type of defence required for
various threats.

Table2:   Threats/ defences  matrix

(Source- EN 50159:2010)

2.8 Safety code:
2.8.1 Need for safety code:

As seen from table 1, the threat of data
corruption is always there for all types of
transmission system. Therefore, safety code will
invariably be used.  The type and length of safety
code is determined using analysis of probability
of unsafe failure. For this purpose any bit error
which remains undetected by safety code is
considered as unsafe failure. Therefore the length
of safety code is worked out to keep the probability
of undetected bit error below a predefined level.

Category 

Threats 

 Closed Transmission 
system  

(Cat. 1) 

Open system  with negligible 
chances of unauthorized 
access 

(Cat 2.) 

Open system  with 
chances of 
unauthorized access 

(Cat 3.) 

Repetition + ++ ++ 

Deletion + ++ ++ 

Insertion + ++ ++ 

Re-sequence + + ++ 

Corruption ++ ++ ++ 

Delay + ++ ++ 

Masquerade - - ++ 

 

Threats Defences 
Sequenc
e 
number 

Time 
stam
p 

Time
- out 

Source 
and 
destinatio
n 
identifiers 

Feed- 
back 
message
s 

Identificatio
n procedure 

Safet
y 
code 

Cryptographi
c techniques 

Repetition X X       
Deletion X        
Insertion X   X X X   
Re-sequence X X       
Corruption       X X 
Delay  X X      
Masquerade     X X  X 
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This predefined level of probability depends on
targeted safety integrity level or SIL.

2.8.2 Length of safety code for a closed
transmission system:

In a closed transmission system, the
characteristics of the transmission systems are
known and fixed, therefore the probability analysis
for working out the length of safety code takes
the characteristics of the transmission system
also into account. This includes the error rates
caused by transmission system, effect of EMI
(Electromagnetic interference) in causing
random, bit error and error detecting mechanism
used in by the transmission system. This analysis
is part of what is known as “safety case” of the
signaling system. Therefore for changing the
transmission system for a given signaling system,
these aspects need a relook.

2.9 Ensuring safety in Open transmission
system:

If chances of unauthorized access are not
ruled out then cryptographic techniques are used
to ensure safety. These techniques may involve
used of either Message Authentication code
(MAC) or enciphering the message. For either of
these cases, the length of MAC or length of
encryption key is worked out using probability

analysis to keep the probability of undetected
corruption of message even after use of
cryptographic techniques, below a targeted level.

3.0 Conclusion:
Various types of errors in message which

constitute a threat to safety are discussed. Some
of the commonly used defence mechanisms to
ensure safety against these threats are also
discussed. We have seen that the types of
defences used are governed by the type of
transmission system intended for a given
signaling device. It was also mentioned that the
quantitative analysis of safety is based on
probability of unsafe failure. In a closed
transmission system, the quantitative analysis
also takes into account the characteristics of
transmission system. This gives us an
understanding on as to why the transmission
system should not be changed even from one
closed type transmission system to another
without proper analysis.

Reference:
EN 50159:2010 Railway applications -

Communication, signalling and processing
systems -Safety-related communication in
transmission systems.
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Successful Implementation of TPWS
in Southern Railway

End user perspective
Shri:V.Nagamalleswara Rao, Dy.CSTE/Projects/Egmore, SR

Train Protection Warning System (TPWS)
project on Indian Railways is implemented in
accordance with European Train Control System
(ETCS) Level-1 principles conforming to RDSO
specifications No. RDSO/SPN/183/2012.

The main features of TPWS are

• Supervising current speed to the Maximum
Permitted Speed(MPS).

• Automatic Visual and Audio Warning during
over speeds.

• Automatic Service Brake application, if current
speed exceeds the MPS by 5 Kmph.

• Automatic Emergency Brake application, if
current speed exceeds MPS by 10 Kmph.

• Roll away protection.
• TPWS system guides motorman during poor

visibility of signal due to foggy weather/
obstruction of the signal.

• Since the location of Permanent speed
restrictions and turn –outs are also fed in to
the system, TPWS controls the speed of train
ahead of such location also.

The TPWS system was commissioned by
installing TPWS trackside equipment in More
market Complex (MMC)- Chennai Beach(MSB)
– Gummidipoondi (GPD) section of Southern
Railway (48 Km) and also installing TPWS
onboard equipment in 82 EMUs/MEMUs.

The TPWS consists of two subsystems, one
is On board sub system and other is Trackside
subsystem.

TPWS Trackside System:
The TPWS Trackside system consists of

1. Lineside Electronic Unit (LEU)
2. Balise
3. Associated cables, fittings and wiring.

TPWS Onboard System:
The TPWS Onboard system consists of:

1. Onboard Computer/European Vital Computer

(OBC/EVC)
2. Balise Transmission Module (BTM)
3. Antenna
4. Simplified Driver Machine Interface (SDMI)
5. Wheel Sensors
6. Train Interface unit (TIU)

Commissioning of the system:
TPWS was commissioned in Southern

Railway on 2 May,2008 by installing TPWS
trackside equipment in MMC/MSB-GPD section
and wiring of 3 EMU rakes with TPWS Onboard
equipment. Further one by one EMU rakes were
wired and inducted in to service and by May-2009
all the 82 motor coaches were wired with TPWS
and inducted in to regular services. After
commissioning in regular services with TPWS,
many problems were noticed. The failures were
studied in depth by Ansaldo-India, Ansaldo-
France and Ansaldo-Italy engineers and solutions
were found out and implemented at site and these
problems were arrested by carrying out both
hardware and Software modifications. The details
of the problems experienced and its solutions
implemented are given below.

Problems Encountered in Trackside:
After commissioning of the TPWS system,

during regular service of EMUs intermittent
failures like LEU going to error mode which
require manual resetting were observed. To arrest
these following modifications were carried out in
the trackside.

1. Initially the LEU power supply was not having
Battery backup. So during input Power (110 V
AC) interruptions LEUs were going to error
mode. To overcome this LEU Power supply
were provided with Battery (6V- 4AH-4nos)
backup arrangement. This was completed in
all the LEU locations by Feb:2008.

2. Also to arrest the LEU hanging new version of
LEU software were loaded in all the LEU
locations by June-2009.

3. To have a compact module of Power Supply,
LEU Power supply was modified with Li-Ion
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battery (7 cells of 3.7 V/1.2 AH) backup in all
LEU locations by Feb-2009.

4. As the life of Li-Ion batteries were reduced
drastically because of the high temperature
inside the LEU cabinet, Li-Ion battery was
replaced with capacitor bank arrangement was
provided in all locations by June-2011.

5. To arrest the LEU failures due to excessive
heat inside the LEU cabinet, Double Wall
arrangement was provided for LEU cabinet
and this was completed in all locations by Dec-
2011.
After doing all the above corrective actions the

failure rate of LEU has been reduced drastically.

Problems encountered in Onboard:
In regular services of TPWS, it was noticed

that there was intermittent Onboard failures like
BTM failure, CODOU (odometric system) failure,
SDMI failure, TIU failure etc thereby causing
Onboard System Failure leading to isolation of
TPWS by Motormen in run or while at start of the
trip. To overcome these failures after studying the
nature of failures, the following modifications were
carried out.

1. Modifications for arresting BTM failure, SDMI
failure, CODOU failure and arresting EMI
interference the following hardware
modifications were carried out and are
completed by June-2010 .
• Body to Bogie earthing
• Providing Copper bride cable for BTM to
Antenna cable
• Loading of new configuration BTM
software.
• Cutting of ends of Antenna protection
plate to improve the SWR (Standing Wave
Ratio).
• Providing Copper bride cable for OBC to
SDMI cable
• Shortening the earthing wire of SDMI.
• Changing the SDMI plastic connector with
metallic one.
• Changing of Zener diode in SDMI for
Audio port failure.
• Providing Copper Bride cable for wheel
sensor cable.
• Providing of Power filter at 110 V DC input
for OBC.
• Bringing of Traction Cut off relay outside
the EVC cubicle.
• Bypassing EB circuit in sleeping mode.

2. For arresting the intermittent BTM failures,

BCON card in BTM replaced in all the coaches
by Jan-2011.

3. For arresting frequent SDMI failures Software
modification was carried out and completed
in all the coaches by May-2011.

4. To arrest the intermittent CODOU and BTM
failures, modified CODOU and BTM Software
were loaded in all the motor coaches by June-
2011.

5. As M/s.Ansaldo has found out the reason for
the frequent BTM failure as that due to the
manufacturing problem in the BTM Transmitter
module, this was replaced in all the BTMs by
Aug-2011.

6. Elastomer coupler is used to interface Wheel
sensor with axle of EMU motor coach .As the
periodicity of replacement of Elastomer
coupler is 3 years and this period is over,
Elastomer coupler replaced in all motor
coaches by Dec-2011.

7. Free Wheeling Diode was provided in the
circuit  of Main Reservoir (MR) valve,
Emergency Brake (EB) valve, Traction Cut off
relay and EP Application & Holding Relay coils
for arresting failures due to Back EMF and
completed by Dec-2011.

8. The SDMI Power supply unit originally made
by M/s.Chirra, Bangalore was failing frequently
and so the Power Supply replaced with M/
s.Gallant make by Jan-2012.

9. In regular service the rear MC which is in
Sleeping Mode will pickup unwanted noises
and the Onboard will goes to System Failure
Mode. At the terminal station when this MC
becomes leading and when motorman inserts
BL key, the TPWS system will boot and goes
to System Failure mode. To overcome this,
Sleep Mode removal completed by Mar-2012
with the approval of RDSO.

10. New On Board Software Ver.2.3.2e
loaded in all Motor Coaches for arresting Level
Transition failures by July-2012.

11. LEACH relays are used for interfacing
TPWS with EMU brake interface circuits. “Train
Interface modification” to achieve standstill
protection and “Brake interface modification”
for arresting LEACH relay failures were
completed in all the Motor coaches by Sep-
2012.

12. Since April,2013 , some of the coaches
were experienced CODOU failures/MPS
blanking when running at lower speeds. On
downloading the Odometric logs      (WATIS
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data) in these coaches it was found the
difference in speed between Wheel “A” and
Wheel “B” is more than the permitted limit of 3
Kmph. This problem was referred to M/s.
Faivily-France, the supplier of speed sensing
Onboard computer card and Software. This
failure was attended by changing the Wheel
Sensor/Elastomer Coupler/Female adaptor/
CODOU card, reloading CODOU software
providing proper sensor earthing/Body to bogie
earthing etc.This problem was noticed in 13
Motor coaches from April-2013 onwards and
all are made fit subsequently. At present all
the 81 Motor coaches are working normal.

In addition to above hardware and Software
modifications the following activities were carried
out to improve the TPWS working.

1. Issuing pocket diary to motormen indicating
Dos and Don’ts  about TPWS working.

2. Accompanying the Motormen by S&T and M/
s. Ansaldo officials and giving online training.

3. Conducting Periodical joint footplate inspection
by Loco Inspectors and S&T officials and
thereby counseling the motormen.

4. Analyzing the Onboard downloaded logs and
further counseling the Motormen about the
mistake they have done- if any- in TPWS
operation.

5. Conducting regular seminars with Motormen,
Loco Inspectors and concerned TPWS officials
for clearing the doubts and problems related
with TPWS operation.

6. TPWS trackside installations were handed
over to Chennai Division in Feb-2013.

Conclusion:
TPWS system is performing its intended

function of arrest ing over speeding and
preventing collision due to SPAD by suitably
applying Service brake and Emergency brake.
Now with all the above said modifications,
counseling of Motormen and periodical preventive
maintenance, the performance of TPWS in
Southern Railway has reached more than 98%.
Motormen are giving a better feedback now and
are generally happy about the TPWS system.

WATIS Report

Elastomer Coupler Assembly
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Elastomer arrangement fixed on Axle

Wheel Sensor for TPWS

TPWS Double Wall arrangement

Power Filter and FWD wiring

Wheel Sensor Earthing Arrangement

FWD fitted with MR Solinoid Valve

Free Wheeling Diode
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Next Generation Data Logger System
External Data Logging

Shri. B. Sambi Reddy -Chief Engineer,
 Efftronics Systems Pvt.Ltd., Vijayawada

Data logger system shall help signal
engineers in:

1. Reduction of MTTR of signalling system by
conveying signal incidences as soon as they
occur to the concerned maintenance
personnel. The details like the probable cause
of the incidence or the current state of the
signalling system shall also be conveyed –
which helps maintenance staff in quick
rectification of failure

2. Increasing MTBF of the signalling system by
providing insights into the behaviour of various
signalling equipment. This shall help in
predictive maintenance i.e. preventing a
failure by selectively maintaining the signalling
equipment based on the alarms generated by
data logger system.

3. Providing evidence of events that lead to an
unusual occurrence.

 Present data logger capability is limited to
monitoring the potential free contacts and
analogue voltages in the relay room. Data logging
could not be introduced to the more complicated
processor based systems like Digital Axle
Counter, Processor based block instruments,
IPSs and signalling equipment distributed in the
field like point machines, track circuits, relays etc.

 It is time to look into data logging as
maintenance tool of signalling system rather than
as evidence creating equipment.

The following issues of data logging system
are to be addressed to make it more useful:

1. Ideal data logging system
2. Data capture of various signalling equipment
3. Dissemination of alarms generated by

signalling system
4. Limitation of existing data logger sub-systems

and modifications suggested

Ideal Data logger system:
Model 1:

In model 1 every signalling device has its own
data logging equipment and networked

separately in the test room. Disadvantages of this
system are – too many communication channels
requirement, multiple PCs and different software
for each type of equipment. Usage of failure
alarms becomes difficult.

Model 2:
While the network of each type of device is

retained; the data of all the types of equipment is
collected and processed by one system in test
room. This improves the man machine interface
at the test room; however communication
channels are not optimised

Model 3:
Data generated by all types of devices at a

station is concentrated and send to test room on
single channel through the data logger network.
Optimisation of communication channels and
improved man machine interface is achieved.
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Health data capturing of various signalling
devices:
1. SSDAC [Single Section Digital Axle
counter]:

At present man machine Interface to the
diagnostics of SSDAC is provided at the Station
Master’s Reset Box.  Diagnostics are displayed
in the form of Error Codes.

 The following limitations are affecting MTTR
of SSDAC.

i. All diagnostics captured are not displayed as
Error Codes
Error Code by itself cannot be readily used
unless the trouble shooting manual is referred
to by technician in case of failure

ii. The state of SSDAC equipment cannot be
seen remotely by better qualified person to
guide the technician at site as the diagnostic
information is available at the station only.

iii. Station master has to monitor reset boxes
continuously for any errors as no audible alarm
is provided in reset boxes.

Data Logger interface to SSDAC shall address
all the above limitations.

The diagnostic packets are to be taken from
the serial port of SM reset box of SSDAC by data
logger interface equipment. The diagnostic
packets are to be posted in data logger and further
carried to CMU in the Test Room through the
existing Data Logger network.  Software in CMU
may generate alarms to be sent to concerned
maintenance staff.  The software loaded in the
Local PC at the station also may generate the
same alarms.

2.  IPS [Integrated Power Supply]:
 IPS is the heart of the signalling system.

However, very few diagnostics of IPS are made
available to the maintenance staff.  Many a time

an alarm generated at the station could not be
made use of because maintenance staff are not
available or Station Master ignores the alarm [if
displayed to him].  It is possible to develop health
alarms of various sub-systems of IPS by
accessing the health packets from serial/ethernet
ports.

Some of the alarms that are identified for the
next generation IPS of M/S. Amararaja are:
1. Any subsystem temperature rise is beyond the

permissible limits
2. Whether any one of the DC-DC converters has

failed while the good ones are feeding the
circuits – pinpointing of defective converter

3. Abnormal rise in currents of sub-systems due
to equipment failure or field gear failure
[specially when the failure is of transient
nature]

3.  Battery health Monitoring:
 Battery is the most important sub-system of

IPS. Revenue loss caused to railways due to
battery failure can be many times the cost of the
entire battery. BMU shall monitor the health of
each cell in the bank based on its discharge
characteristics and give alarm before the bank
voltage drop causes signal failure.

Some of the alarms are:
• Any cell voltage varied beyond set limits
• Battery temperature beyond set limits
• Residual AH capacity beyond set limits
• Abnormal increase/ decrease in load/ battery

currents
Accurate capacity test record for periodical

monitoring of status of battery

MTTR of IPS is brought down as it is possible
to pin point defective cell by the time maintainer
reaches the station to attend the failure

It is possible to find out the weakest cell of the
bank at the press of a button by using BMU. By
providing equalizing charge it is possible to
restore the capacity of the weak cells, there by
getting benefit of full capacity of the bank when
needed.
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When IPS alarm unit is already provided to
SM, why this extra monitoring? BMU gives precise
reason for deterioration of battery bank. IPS alarm
is not generated if a single cell voltage goes down
to 1.5 V, unless the whole bank voltage comes
down. By that time this cell may go into deep
discharge and even cause failure of the bank.
BMU pin points the defect while IPS alarm is of
general nature.

4. Point machine Health Monitoring:
Point machine health is monitored by

measuring its current. The following abnormalities
can be found out.

1. Friction clutch ware out
2. Overload protection time delay variation
3. Which of the two point machines is the cause

of the failure of point
4. Point taking more time for operation [may be

due to binding of rods or slide chair]
5. Point machines operated correctly but

detection circuit failed
6. Point machine has not been applied any

voltage even though point operation relays
operated correctly

Point operation monitoring:

Point detection monitoring:

 Typical current signatures [two] of point
machine normal operation [3 sec] and when
point obstructed [10 sec]:

Point machine spring adjustment monitoring
through current signature:

The fig. above shows the number of current
signatures of normal and reverse shown one after
other. Little increase of current at the end of the
operation shows that the switch rail pressed
against stock rail. In the above fig. reverse
operation does not have increased current. After
adjustment the increase could be seen.
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In the above fig. current signatures of two
operations are super imposed. B end point is
obstructed in one operation and lock fouled in
second operation. Difference could be seen – in
case of obstruction with stone current raised
faster than lock foul.

5. DC Track circuit health monitoring:
By monitoring feed end and relay end currents

it is possible to monitor the health of DC track
circuit remotely from divisional HQ and guide the
maintenance staff.

Preventive maintenance can be taken up
based on the ballast leakage current which
increases productivity of maintenance staff.

It is also possible to find out the state of the
battery by measuring the feed end voltage during
maintenance visits of supervisor by switching off
the AC power to track feed chargers.

Maintenance time is reduced considerably as
disconnection of wires is eliminated for current
measurement.

 Current signature of feed and relay end
currents of track circuit:

Red colour graph shows feed end current and
the blue one relay end current. When a train
occupies the track – feed end current shoots up
and relay end current is reduced to almost zero.
The gap between red and blue lines represents
ballast current/leakage current.

 Behaviour of track circuit during rain:
Behaviour of two track circuit at a station during

rain is shown below. A signal supervisor can easily
decide that he has to attend to the first track circuit
as its leakage current is more.

 Typical screen shot of multiple DC track
circuits monitoring screen at a station:

6. Earth Leakage Detector monitoring:
ELD operates a potential free contact as soon

as the leakage is detected in the supply. By wiring
the potential free contact to data logger, it is
possible to record the event with time stamp. But
the defective conductor carrying the supply
cannot be identified.

 It is possible to pinpoint the faulty conductor
of external cable by linking with the latest operated
relay controlling the power to the conductor. [It is
not possible to identify the faulty indoor wire]

EX:

1. External 24 V DC supply leakage detected
when point 10 is operated to normal and
disappeared when operated to reverse.

2. 110 V AC supply leakage detected as soon as
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distant green lamp is lit and disappeared after
supply to green lamp is cut off.

Typical report of data logger system:
BDPL  S20 UECR DN AT 1:28:46:734

Earth Leakage disappeared in 110V AC Supply
04/23/2013 12:23:44:000

7. External data logging:
External data logging guides the maintainer

to find out the progress of signalling circuit, thus
pinpointing the failure. As an example the
progress of circuit of point operation circuit is
given below.

By logging the status of external relays and
measuring external 24 V DC voltages it is possible
to find out the progress of circuit easily.

 The following are the failure cases for point
operation circuit:

1. Point switch/knob relay ( NCR/RCR )  picked
up but lock relay ( WLR ) not picked up

2. Point lock relay up but command relay at site
( NWR/RWR ) not up

3. Point command relay up but contactor relay (
WCR )not up

4. A) WCR up but 110 v DC supply not extended
to one or both points

5. B) Supply extended to the point but one or
both points could not be set because of
obstruction to point lock because of gap at
point or bad adjustment

6. C)  Both Points are locked but LOCAL point
detection relay ( WRKR/WNKR ) not up at the
point location – as any one or both point
machines detection requires adjustment or
wiring of  WRKR/WNKR relays disturbed or
supply to these relays not available

7. Local detection relay up but detection relay at
relay room ( NWKR/RWKR  ) not up

8. In relay room detection relay up but repeater
relay ( NWKPR/RWKPR ) not up
It is possible to identify all the above 8 cases

and make troubleshooting easy by data logger
system

 Issues in external data logging:
1. Proliferation of equipment geographically in

small area requires mini loggers for cost
effectiveness

2. Networking by physical medium is too costly

BDPL  S20 UECR DN 
AT 1:28:46:734 

Earth Leakage 
disappeared in 

110V AC 
Supply 

04/23/20
13 

12:23:44:
000 

 S3 HECR DN AT 
11:32:09:156 

 S1 HECR DN AT 
11:32:09:984 

 S1 DECR DN AT 
11:33:07:546 

S1D DECR DN 
AT 11:33:07:562 
 S3 DECR DN AT 

11:34:31:843 
 S18 HECR DN 
AT 1:57:19:250 
S20 HECR DN AT 
11:57:19:906 
 S20 DECR DN 
AT 1:57:34:921 
 S18 DECR DN 
AT 1:59:13:328 
 S15 DECR DN 
AT 1:59:34:578 
 S6 DECR DN AT 

12:06:25:375 
 S17 RECR DN 
AT 12:23:33:890 

 S1D HECR UP 
AT 1:33:07:968 
 S1 RECR UP AT 

11:33:08:109 
 S3RECR UP AT 

11:34:32:265 
 S20 RECR UP 

AT 11:57:35:359 
 S18 RECR UP 

AT 11:59:13:859 
 S15 RECR UP 

AT 11:59:34:984 
 S6 RECR UP AT 

12:06:25:875 
 S17 HECR UP 

AT 12:23:33:781 
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and poor reliability, hence use wireless
communication in free band

8. Model for trouble shooting of sophisticated
signalling equipment:

With the introduction of more and more
sophisticated signalling equipment, it is becoming
difficult for railways to absorb the technology and
trouble shooting skills.  Dependency on OEM
[Original Equipment Manufacturer] has become
essential. It is too costly to involve OEM in trouble
shooting at site.

The cost effective way of achieving least MTTR
using OEM’s expertise by railways with data
logging system is shown below. Technician at site,
supervisor at his office and senior supervisor in
test room and OEM engineer in his office shall
be able to see the same diagnostic data on real
time basis.

 The diagnostic guidelines issued by the OEM
also shall be directly usable by the technicians
by clear visual diagrams – two trouble shooting
diagrams of SSBPAC D block instrument  of
EFFTRONICS are shown as example.

9. New Data logger system
Keeping the above requirements in view the

4th amendment to the data logger system is
proposed by RDSO.

The diagram below shows different data
logging sub-systems proposed in the amendment
4.

Salient features:
1. RTU role is expanded. Hence depending on

the role – they are classified as 3 types. Type
1, 2 &3.

2. Data logger is also modif ied to enable
receiving data from number of devices – details
are given below.

New data logger:
 1. Number of network ports increased
2. Printer connectivity by Bluetooth catered – to

provide isolation of supplies of data logger and
printer which prevents damage to data logger
port.

3. Removable external secondary flash memory
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added to make data collection simple in case
of accident

4. Ethernet port provided for connection of local
PC which enables fast data down loading.

5. Ethernet ports provided for networking
6. USB connectivity provided for data down

loading

New RTU type 1:

Salient features:
1. This is upgraded version of present RTU.
2. All features of data logger are provided like –

printer connectivity, PC connectivity, Ethernet
ports etc.

3. Inputs capacity is increased to 128 relays to
cater for auto location hut.

New RTU type 2 [wireless mini logger]:

Salient features:
1. Network through wireless
2. Capable of recording 6 currents in non-invasive

way by hall effect sensors
3. Can also record 4 voltages and 16 potential

free contacts
4. Can be expanded by connecting two or more

units

New RTU Type 3:

Salient features:
1. It can receive data from multiple equipment

with different protocols and convert it to
common protocol of RDSO

2. It works as data concentrator

Additional alarms that can be generated by
data logging system by outdoor data logging:

NOTE: Amendment 4 is yet to be approved
and released by RDSO
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 Maintenance related alarm  Equipme
nt  

Mome
ntary 

Confir
med 

1 Generation of alarm when the track relay energisation varies 
beyond the low and high ranges set by the user. 

DC track 
circuit   C 

2 Generation of track feed charger status alarm based on the 
potential free contact provided by the supplier of the charger. 

DC track 
circuit  C 

3 Generation of low feed end voltage alarm based on the 
voltage set by the user. 

DC track 
circuit  C 

4 Generation of alarm when leakage current varies beyond the 
range set by the user. 

DC track 
circuit M  

5 Obstruction at point Point 
machine   C 

6 Exceeding point machine operating time for normal operation 
and obstructed operation beyond the set time limit. 

Point 
machine M  

7 Generation of alarm when  point machine steady and initial 
peak currents exceeding  the set values 

Point 
machine M  

8 Detection of deterioration of friction clutch by detecting 
obstruction current. 

Point 
machine M  

9 Non operation of point machine even after point contactor 
relay is operated  

Point 
machine  C 

10 Point machine operating voltage varying beyond the set value. Point 
machine M  

11 Point machine operated properly but detection has not taken 
place 

Point 
machine  C 

12 Generation of alarm when the signal lamp current varies 
beyond the set limits. 

Signal 
lamp  M  

13 Signal Lamp is lit[known by lamp current detection]but lamp 
checking relay not operated 

Signal 
lamp  C 

 Safety related alarms     
1 OFF aspect signal lamp is lit (detected by current sensing at 

Signal location) when its control relay is in dropped condition  
Signal 
lamp 

 C 

2 Point Detection Relay is UP when there is no feed to it from the 
field [detected by current in the detection relay feed 
conductors] 

Point  
 C 

3 Track Repeater Relay (TPR) is UP in Relay Room when the 
Relay end current of the Track Relay is less than 100 ma  

Track 
circuit   C 

4 Signal Aspect Control Relay [HPR] at signal location is UP when 
the main relay in Relay Room (HR) is not UP 

Signal   C 
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Innovative application of Data Logger on WCR for
predictive and preventive maintenance

                                                         Shri.  Sanjeev Tiwari, Dy.CSTE/WCR

Innovation is going to be the key for success
in any field in the coming years. One may
correlate ‘Innovation’ to ‘Modern Signalling
Equipment’ what ‘Efficiency’ was to ‘Industrial age’
period. Innovation will not flow if any modern
signalling equipment is perceived as suitable only
for narrow isolated functions. Innovative thought
processes should be regarded as potentially
valuable and eligible for logical and economic
application in any equipment for enhancing its
effectiveness. It can be stated that ‘Efficiency’
comprises mainly speed, quality and economy
but ‘Effectiveness’ comprises ‘Efficiency’ and
ability to deliver the desired results. Superior
innovative ideas continually await birth and
implementation for desired results.

In order to log events at a station on real-time
basis, to facilitate analysis of critical failures, to
analyse any unusual/ signal passing at danger
(SPAD)/ accident by off-line simulation, to
generate various exception reports as per RDSO
list, safety related reports, point reversal reports,
emergency crossovers testing reports etc on a
daily basis for analysis by all concerned
departments, role of Data Logger, which is a
modern signalling equipment, has grown
immensely.

Data Logger is also being used innovatively in
WCR for preventive & predictive maintenance and
in enhancing safety. These innovative cost-
effective usages of data logger have caused a
paradigm shift in considerable reduction of
signalling failures and in enhancing safety. These
innovations are briefly described as follows:

1. 24X7 monitoring of health of signalling
cables through Networked Data Loggers with
the help of ELDs [Earth Leakage Detectors]:

The earth leakage detector is an extremely
useful device as it is detects earth faults in
signalling cables. Cable failure cases result in
signal/ point/ track etc. failures.

i) When ELD was initially provided at signalling
installations, it almost invariably indicated a
fault. The staff felt that it was not working. It
surfaced that the cables were really having

faults and if not tackled properly they could
result in large scale failures of signalling gears.

ii) The faulty conductors are identif ied
automatically. The cable faults however have
a dynamic situation as there are certain cable
faults which do not come to the notice of the
ESM when he checks readings of the ELD
normally. For example, when HG (yellow)
aspect of signal is cleared to DG (green)
aspect, the power supply comes only when
the signal is cleared. If the cable fault is in
conductor carrying power supply for DG
(green) aspect, the cable fault will be shown
by ELD. As soon as the signal resumes its red
aspect, the power supply from green aspect
is disconnected and hence cable fault will also
disappear.

iii) At all the stations wherever ELDs have been
provided, the faults in the cables were rectified
and stations made fault-free. The potential free
contacts, wherever not present, were
incorporated in old ELDs. New ELDs have
been procured and installed which have inbuilt
potential free contacts.

iv) Because of incorporation of the above potential
free contacts (wherever not present) in old
ELDs and installation of new ELDs having
inbuilt potential free contacts, it became
possible to connect these ELDs with
networked Data Loggers installed at the
stations.
The  photographs of the innovation are shown

below:
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Old ELD in which potential free contacts
were incorporated

New ELD having inbuilt potential free
contacts

Schematic of ELD monitoring through Data
Logger:

v) The networked data loggers are being
monitored for ELD faults on a daily basis. This
monitoring not only reflects faults as stated
above, but also reflects the transient faults
which were not rectified by the staff. With this
monitoring, it is now possible to make all the
installations of a division completely free of
earth faults. The new faults on day to day basis
can also be tackled immediately.

This work of monitoring ELDs through
networked data loggers has been completed on
Jabalpur and Kota divisions and the work on
Bhopal division is nearing completion.

2. Replacement of defective condensers of
various time delay circuits with the use of data
logger:

There have been a large number of failures
due to defective/ weak capacitors of time delay
circuits. Many auto right failures may also be due
to this reason. Hence, health of capacitors
will be checked with the help of data loggers and
defective capacitors replaced as soon as they are

diagnosed. A logic has already been developed
which will declare a capacitor as faulty if the time
delay available is less by 30% as compared to
the expected value with new capacitors.

The logic has been implemented completely
on Jabalpur division, whereas it is in progress on
Bhopal and Kota divisions.

3. Detection of short cut methods through
Data Logger:

Some logics have been developed in Data
Logger to detect short cut methods. The logics
are under implementation on the divisions and
this activity is being monitored on a monthly basis.
Logics that are being implemented through Data
loggers to identify the shortcut methods or any
unsafe side failure is shown in Table 1.

4. Management Information System (MIS):
The data loggers provided on the signalling

installations have been providing very useful
information for quick fault rectif ication of
interlocking systems, besides offering a highly
accurate and authentic post-mortem service for
analyzing the unusual events at the railway
stations.

As the data logger started penetrating more
and more into the routine functioning of signal
interlocking in particular and train operations in
general, a need was felt to have a more user
friendly management information system on
hand, based on the inputs provided by the data
logger.

This data logger MIS is a result of the
realization of a need of user friendly MIS making
use of the accurate and authentic information
provided by the data loggers. The idea has been
conceptualized by the General Manager of West
Central Railways, under whose guidance the
team of signalling and telecommunication
department of West Central Railway has been
able to present this MIS.

All the departments of railways can use the
appropriate reports as applicable and they can
give there valuable suggestions and ideas for
further improvement of this system.

Benefits:
Various data logger reports related to different

departments can be generated, i.e., point loose
packing, late starting of trains, premature release
of buttons, late operation of home signal, late
closure of LC gate, analog power supply failure,
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Sr 
No. 

Logic Condition 

1 Signal – GR2 picks up without picking up of 
G(R)LR 

GR2 pick up and G(R)LR drop at the same time  

2 Signal – GR2 picks up with picking up of 
GLSR pick up  

GR2 pick up and GLSR pick up the same time  

3 Signal – GR1/GR2 picks up without LCPR for 
Advance starter signal 

GR1/ GR2 pick up and LCPR drop the same time  

4 GLSR not drop by GR1 pick up GR1 pickup and GLSR pick up at the same time 
for more than 10 seconds 

5 Clearing of signal without route locking HR/HECR/DECR pick up and ASR is pick up at 
the same time 

6 Signal assume DG aspect with next signal at 
RG/HG (except Distant signal) 

DECR/ DR pick up and RECR/HECR of next 
signal  pick up (other than Distant signal) 

7 NWKR / RWKR pick up without WKR1 pick up NWKR / RWKR pick up and  WKR1 drop at the 
same time 

8 NWKR / RWKR pick up without CHKLCR pick 
up 

NWKR / RWKR pick up and  CHKLCR drop at the 
same time 

9 Point Z1WR pick up without WN & WWN 
/EWN pick up. 

Point Z1WR pick up and WNR, WWNR/EWNR 
drop at the same time. 

10 Picking up of track circuit when  adjacent track 
circuits are drop 

T1, T2 & T3 are consecutive track circuits, T1 & 
T3 are drop and T2 is pick up for more than 10 
seconds. 

11 Signal assuming green with point reverse Any signal DECR pick up and RWKR of any point 
in the route pick up at the same time. 

12 Distant Signal green for non-through train Distant signal DECR pick up and Home/ Starter/ 
Advance Starter RECR pick up at the same time. 

13 Timer setting less Timer setting is less than 90% of the nominal 
value. 

 

relay room door opening, point not set against occupied line, premature operation of block instrument,
overspeeding of trains etc so that corrective action may be taken timely by the concerned departments.
MIS is planned for operationalization during the month of September 2014.

Some reports generated are briefed as follows:

Point Loose Packing

Late Start of Train

Table 1

D i v is i o n  S e c t i o n  S t a t io n  D e s c r i p t i o n  
N o  o f  
C o u n t  D a t e  a n d  T i m e  

B h o p a l  B h o p a l - B i n a  V id is h a  1 1 2  R W K P R  
P O I N T  L O O S E  
P A C K I N G   

1  0 8 /0 4 / 2 0 1 4  0 2 : 0 3 : 2 0 . 2 1 8  

B h o p a l  B h o p a l - B i n a  G u la b g a n j  1 1 4  N W K P R  
P O I N T  L O O S E  
P A C K I N G   

2  0 8 /0 4 / 2 0 1 4  
1 4 :1 2 : 4 1 . 3 9 0 ,  
0 8 /0 4 / 2 0 1 4  1 4 : 2 9 : 0 0 . 3 1 2  

B h o p a l  B h o p a l - B i n a  B a r e t h - S S I   1 0 8  N W K P R  
P O I N T  L O O S E  
P A C K I N G   

1  0 8 /0 1 / 2 0 1 4  1 4 : 4 6 : 3 0 . 0 0 0  

 

Division Section Station Description No of 
Count Date and Time 

Bhopal Habibganj-
Khandwa 

Dulariya LATE START OF TRAIN 
AT S5 SIGNAL  

1 08/05/2014 14:43:14.625 

Bhopal Habibganj-
Khandwa 

Habibganj LATE START OF TRAIN 
AT S4 SIGNAL  

1 08/02/2014 11:44:39.125 

Bhopal Habibganj-
Khandwa 

Obaidullaganj LATE START OF TRAIN 
AT S35 SIGNAL  

1 08/03/2014 13:24:56.000 
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Division Section Station Description 
No of 
Count 

Date and Time 

Bhopal Bina-Guna Pipriagaon S35-204 UNPR 
PREMATURE 
OPERATION 

3 08/07/2014 18:33:10.375, 
08/07/2014 21:00:09.421, 
08/07/2014 22:23:55.906 

Bhopal Bina-Guna Pipriagaon S36-204 UNPR 
PREMATURE 
OPERATION 

1 08/07/2014 17:40:53.906 

Bhopal Bina-Guna Pagara S5-247 UNPR 
PREMATURE 
OPERATION 

2 08/07/2014 05:01:25.140, 
08/07/2014 07:44:10.062 

 

Premature Release of Buttons

Late Operation of Home Signal

Late Closure of Level Crossing Gate

Premature Operation of Block Instrument

Over Speed of Train

D iv is io n  S e c tio n  S ta tio n  D e s c rip tio n  
N o  o f 
C o u n t D a te  a n d  T im e  

K o ta  G a n g a p u r 
C ity -M a th u ra  

P ilo d a  S 5  L A T E  
O P E R A T IO N  O F  
S IG N A L S   

2  0 8 /0 3 /2 0 1 4  1 5 :0 2 :0 9 .6 0 9 , 
0 8 /0 6 /2 0 1 4  1 8 :2 5 :3 1 .0 9 3  

K o ta  G a n g a p u r 
C ity -M a th u ra  

D u m a riya  S 5  L A T E  
O P E R A T IO N  O F  
S IG N A L S   

1  0 8 /0 2 /2 0 1 4  1 3 :4 7 :1 0 .0 1 5  

 

Division Section Station Description 
No of 
Count Date and Time 

Kota Kota-
Ruthiyai 

Antah LC22 LATE CLOSED  1 08/05/2014 18:07:28.187 

Kota Kota-
Ruthiyai 

Atru LC54 LATE CLOSED  3 08/01/2014 13:30:26.296, 
08/05/2014 22:21:44.140, 
08/06/2014 14:17:01.140 

Kota Kota-
Ruthiyai 

Dharnaoda LC85 LATE CLOSED  1 08/05/2014 08:46:39.812 

 

D iv is io n  S ectio n  S tation  D esc rip tion  N o of 
C ou nt D ate  and  T im e 

Bho pa l Bho pa l-
B in a  

M and ibam ora  S 22 PR EM A T U R E 
O PE R A T IO N  O F B LO C K  
IN ST R U M EN T   

1  08 /02 /2014  17 :19 :51 .000  

Bho pa l Bho pa l-
B in a  

S ora i S 11  PR EM A T U R E 
O PE R A T IO N  O F B LO C K  
IN ST R U M EN T   

1  08 /06 /2014  11 :24 :30 .312  

 

Division Section Station Date Time 
Actual 
Speed 

Permitted 
Speed Line Name 

Jabalpur Jabalpur-
Itarsi Gurra 04/08/2014 08:46:27 30.22 

KMPH 30kmph. DN Train In 
Dl/l  

Jabalpur Jabalpur-
Itarsi Gurra 04/08/2014 16:31:52 37.84 

KMPH 30kmph. DN Train In 
Dl/l  

Jabalpur Jabalpur-
Itarsi Gurra 07/08/2014 18:33:31 31.51 

KMPH 30kmph. DN Train In 
Dl/l  
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Main Features of FDCOM:
- FDCOM Pre-check sequence: A pre-check

sequence is programmed for each route of
selection table in FDCOM. This pre-check
sequence is used to validate operation of
taking off signal for correctness of operation.

- FDCOM Timer: A Timer is programmed for each
route of selection table in FDCOM. This Timer
defines the available window for normal
clearance of signal. This has to be
programmed as per number and type of relays
in route.

- FDCOM Diagnostic sequence: A diagnostic
sequence is programmed for each route of
selection table in FDCOM. This diagnostic
sequence is used to compare with faulty
sequence in failure cases and pinpoint fault
by identifying First Not Operated Relay in faulty
sequence.

6. Weekly exception report of important data
logger triggers “Not working”:

Following important data logger triggers are
being monitored for proper working on a weekly
basis at stations, IBHs & LC gates equipped with
networked data loggers to ensure active and
fruitful participation of data logger in the preventive
maintenance and failure rectification activities:

7. SMS generation through data logger and
sending to staff:

The system of SMS generation and sending it
to the staff through data logger has been
introduced by the all the divisions. Initially there
had been a very large number of messages sent
to the staff. The need to contain the number of
messages was emphasized time and again.
Action has also been taken by the

 

S. 
N o. 

Item s 

1 D aily m em ory check by up load ing 
data  in local PC  (m odel 1998 and 

1999/ 2001) 
2 D aily m em ory check  through D ata 

Logger M anagem ent C entre (m odel 
99/ 2006  and later) 

3 C all S&T  and other IPS  SM Ss – (for 
each &  every m odu le) 

4 Battery vo ltage getting  < 108 V SM S  
5 Indiv idual pow er supp ly unavailability 

SM S (R E) (D elay- ½  H r) 
6 Selected pow er supply unavailability 

SM S (R E) 
7 M ains fa il SM S (N on R E) (D elay- ½  

H r) 
8 C ondenser m onitor ing &  SM S  
9 ELD  m onitoring  &  SM S  

10  FD C O M  im plem entation & SM S  
11  Shortcut m ethod SM S  
12  S tandby system  SM S (BPAC  etc) 
13  Signal fa il SM S (FD C O M ) 
14  C hattering analys is (m anually daily) 
15  D ig ita l channels functioning  
16  Ana log channe ls func tion ing and 

calibration  
17  D elay in data reception- D a ta not 

reaching  
18  C orrect work ing of a ll logics  
19  Validation of a ll inputs  
20  R ejection  %  of SM Ss 

Considering the prevailing confusion on the
matter, it has been decided vide instructions
issued in July 2014 to divisions that “only” the
following messages will be sent to the staff and
officers henceforth:

SN Message Type To be sent to 
ESM JE SSE ADSTE DSTE Sr. DSTE 

1 110 V DC- < 108 v v v v v v 
2 Any IPS module failure including 

call S&T v v v v v -- 

3 Mains fail- (Non RE) 
(Delay – ½ Hr) v v v -- -- -- 

4 Selected supply fail v v v v v -- 
5 Individual power supply not 

available (RE) 
(Delay – ½ Hr) 

v v v v -- -- 

6 Short cut alarm v v v v v v 
7 Point failure (> 2”. Maint. cases 

get included) v v -- -- -- -- 

8 RR opening & closing v v v -- -- -- 
9 RR opening in night v v v v -- -- 
10 FD-COM- Signal failure v v v v -- -- 
11 ELD fault v v v v v -- 
12 Pt loose packing- only one SMS 

per day (summary) v v v -- -- -- 

13 Chattering (to be manually 
repeated- for 24 Hrs) v v v v v -- 

14 Analog faults v v v -- -- -- 
15 Point testing v v -- -- -- -- 
16 Condenser monitoring v v v v -- -- 
17 Standby System failure. v v v v v v 

 

5. FDCOM (Failure Diagnostic and
Communication System): An Online-aid in
diagnosing real cause during signal failures:

FDCOM is a data logger & GSM Modem event
trigger-based online application to pinpoint signal
failure when it takes place and relays the failure
and its pinpointed possible reason to S.M.,
sectional signal inspector, sectional in charge
signal inspector and higher officers along with its
pinpointed possible reason. Therefore, the
concerned failures get necessary attention and
cases of “Right Auto”, “No Fault found” and
“Tested & found okay” will be gradually eliminated
by timely diagnosis, thereby, reducing MTTR. This
activity is completed in JBP division and it is in
progress in Bhopal and Kota divisions.

divisions,however, many messages are still
received by the staff. This leads to dilution of
dilution of attention given to the messages with
the result that the purpose of SMSs is not served.
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Divisions have been advised that Data Logger
Management Centre (DLMC) supervisor should
receive all the messages for all the sections on a
regular basis, so that he can monitor the
implementation of these instructions. These
instructions have been complied by two divisions
whereas these will be complied by one division
shortly.

Conclusion

The above-mentioned innovations have
emerged as cost-effective tools in preventive and
predictive maintenance besides ensuring safety

by channelising the flow of creative thoughts.
While ‘Invention’ requires greater degree of ‘Free-
wheeling’, ‘Innovation’ requires ‘Disciplined
professionalisation’. The need is to be innovative
on the right things in the right areas at the right
time, to mix the proven and the novel so as to
attain an optimum, harmonious ensemble.
Innovation in design/ application of any modern
signalling equipment must be combined with
wisdom stemming from experience and with new
creative, logical and economic ideas to reap
maximum benefits.
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CBTC : Solution to the capacity challenge

Shri C.K.Prasad, Professor Telecom, IRISET

Cities play a vital role in
generating economic growth
and prosperity. The
sustainable development of
cities largely depends upon
their physical, social and
institutional infrastructure. In
this context, the importance
of transport infrastructure is
paramount. To facilitate this,

what is required is a sound urban transport policy.

The urban population in India has increased
significantly from 62 million in 1951 to 285 million
in 2001 and is estimated to grow to around 540
million by the year 2021. In terms of percentage
of total population, the urban population has gone
up from 17% in 1951 to 29% in 2001 and is
expected to increase up to around 37% by the
year 2021. Consequently, the number and size
of cities have also increased considerably.
Although circumstances differ considerably
across cities in India, certain basic trends which
determine transport demand (such as substantial
increase in urban population, household incomes,
and industrial and commercial activities) are the
same. These changes have placed heavy
demands on urban transport systems, a demand
that many Indian cities have been unable to meet.

In the Indian context cities with a population
of 20 lakhs and above are at different stages of
planning and execution of Metro Rail System. The
need for mass transit transport and signalling
systems need to evolve and adapt to safely meet
this increase in demand and traffic capacity by
focussing on maximising train line capacity. The
main objective of CBTC is to increase capacity
by safely reducing the time interval (headway)
between trains travelling along the line.

Traditional signalling systems are based on
the detection of the trains in discrete sections of
the track called 'blocks'. Each block is protected
by signals that prevent a train entering an
occupied block. Since every block is fixed by the
infrastructure, these systems are referred to as
fixed block systems.

Unlike the traditional fixed block systems, in
the modern moving block CBTC systems the
protected section for each train is not statically
defined by the infrastructure i.e.  stations/IBS/
Automatic Signalling section. Besides, the trains
themselves are continuously communicating their
exact position to the equipment in the track by
means of a bi-directional link using radio
communication.

Communications-Based Train Control (CBTC)
is a railway signalling system that makes use of
the telecommunications between the train and
track equipment for the traffic management and
infrastructure control. By means of the CBTC
systems, the exact position of a train is known
more accurately than with the traditional signalling
systems. This results in a more efficient and safe
way to manage the railway traffic. Metros (and
other railway systems) are able to improve
headways while maintaining or even improving
safety.

A CBTC system is a "continuous, automatic
train control system utilizing high-resolution train
location determination, independent of track
circuits; continuous, high-capacity, bidirectional
train-to-wayside data communications; and
trainborne and wayside processors capable of
implementing Automatic Train Protection (ATP)
functions, as well as optional Automatic Train
Operation (ATO) and Automatic Train Supervision
(ATS) functions.", as defined in the IEEE 1474
standard.

Communication-Based Train Control (CBTC)
System is the next generation of signaling
technology that is increasingly being adopted in
subways and other new modes of transportation
for cities and suburbs. These systems integrate
equipment installed on the trains with land-based
equipment, using wireless communications to
collect position information from trains and send
back control signals. This significantly reduces
the amount of wayside equipment and facilitates
benefits such as high traffic densities and the
adoption of single-driver or unmanned trains.
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Another advantage of the system is its use of
the general-purpose 2.4 GHz band, which makes
it suitable for many different countries and
regions. The system has also been made robust
enough to prevent interference from other
wireless users and allow its use in mission-critical
situations. Finally, CBTC enables the operator to
efficiently control the train's acceleration and
deceleration to maximize energy efficiency.

CBTC and moving block
CBTC systems are modern railway signaling

systems that are mainly used in urban railway
lines (either light or heavy) and Advance People
Movers(APMs), although it could also be deployed
on commuter/suburban lines. For main lines, a
similar system is  European Railway Traffic
Management System ERTMS Level 3. In the
modern CBTC systems the trains continuously
calculate and communicate their status via radio
to the wayside equipment distributed along the
line. This status includes, among other
parameters, the exact position, speed, travel
direction and braking distance. This information
allows calculation of the area potentially occupied
by the train on the track. It also enables the
wayside equipment to define the points on the
line that must never be passed by the other trains
on the same track. These points are
communicated to make the trains automatically
and continuously adjust their speed while
maintaining the safety and comfort (jerk)
requirements. So, the trains continuously receive
information regarding the distance to the
preceding train and are then able to adjust their
safety distance accordingly.

Safety distance (safe-braking distance)
between trains in fixed block and moving block

signalling systems

From the signalling system perspective, the
first figure shows the total occupancy of the
leading train by including the whole blocks which
the train is located on. This is due to the fact that
it is impossible for the system to know exactly
where the train actually is within these blocks.

Therefore, the fixed block system only allows the
following train to move up to the last unoccupied
block's border.

In a moving block system as shown in the
second figure, the train position and its braking
curve is continuously calculated by the trains, and
then communicated via radio to the wayside
equipment. Thus, the wayside equipment is able
to establish protected areas, each one called Limit
of Movement Authority (LMA), up to the nearest
obstacle (in the figure the tail of the train in front).

It is important to mention that the occupancy
calculated in these systems must include a safety
margin for location uncertainty (in yellow in the
figure) added to the length of the train. Both of
them form what is usually called 'Footprint'. This
safety margin depends on the accuracy of the
odometry system in the train.

CBTC systems based on moving block allows
the reduction of the safety distance between two
consecutive trains. This distance is varying
according to the continuous updates of the train
location and speed, maintaining the safety
requirements. This results in a reduced headway
between consecutive trains and an increased
transport capacity.

Grades/Levels of automation

Modern CBTC systems allow different levels
of automation or Grades of Automation, GoA, as
defined and classified in the IEC 62290-1.In fact,
CBTC is not a synonym for "driverless" or
"automated trains" although it is considered as a
basic technology for this purpose.

The grades of automation available range from
a manual protected operation, GoA 1 (usually
applied as a fallback operation mode) to the fully
automated operation, GoA 4 (Unattended Train
Operation, UTO). Intermediate operation modes
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comprise semi-automated GoA 2 (Semi-
automated Operation Mode, STO) or driverless
GoA 3 (Driverless Train Operation, DTO). The
latter operates without a driver in the cabin, but
requires an attendant to face degraded modes
of operation as well as guide the passengers in
the case of emergencies. The higher the GoA,
the higher the safety, functionality and
performance levels must be.

Architecture

Illustration of a typical radio-based CBTC
architecture. Technical solution may differ from

one supplier to another

The typical architecture of a modern CBTC
system comprises the following main
subsystems:

Wayside ATC equipment cabinets
in a CBTC system

1. Wayside equipment, which includes the
interlocking and the subsystems controlling
every zone in the line or network (typically
containing the wayside ATP and ATO
functionalities). Depending on the suppliers,
the architectures may be centralized or
distributed. The control of the system is
performed from a central command ATS,
though local control subsystems may be also

included as a fallback.
2. CBTC onboard equipment, including ATP and

ATO subsystems in the vehicles.
3. Train to wayside communication subsystem,

based on radio links.

CBTC architecture is dependent on the
supplier and its technical approach, the following
logical components are generally available in a
typical CBTC architecture:

• Onboard ATP system: This subsystem is
responsible for the continuous control of the
train speed according to the safety profile, and
applying the brake if it is necessary. It is also
communicates with the wayside ATP
subsystem in order to exchange the
information needed for a safe operation
(sending speed and braking distance, and
receiving the limit of movement authority for a
safe operation).

• Onboard ATO system: It is responsible for
the automatic control of the traction and
braking effort in order to keep the train under
the threshold established by the ATP
subsystem. Its main task is to facilitate the
driver or attendant functions, or to operate the
train in a fully automatic mode while
maintaining the traffic regulation targets and
passenger comfort. It also allows the selection
of different automatic driving strategies to
adapt the runtime and reduce the power
consumption.

• Wayside ATP system: This subsystem
undertakes the management of all the
communications with the trains in its area.
Additionally, it calculates the l imits of
movement authority that every train must
respect while operating in the mentioned area.
This task is therefore critical for the operation
safety.

• Wayside ATO system:  It is responsible for
controlling the destination and regulation
targets of every train. The wayside ATO
functionality provides all the trains in the
system with their destination as well as with
other data such as the dwell time in the
stations. Additionally, it also performs auxiliary
and non-safety related tasks including for
instance alarm/event communication and
management, or handling skip/hold station
commands.
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ATS control center (illustration)

• Communication system: The CBTC systems
integrate a digital networked radio system by
means of antennas or leaky feeder cable for
the bi-directional communication between the
track equipment and the trains. The 2,4GHz
band is commonly used in these systems
(same as WiFi), though other alternative
frequencies such as 900 MHz (US), 5.8 GHz
or other licensed bands may be used as well.

• ATS system: The ATS system is commonly
integrated within most of the CBTC solutions.
Its main task is to act as the interface between
the operator and the system, managing the
traffic according to the specific regulation
criteria. Other tasks include the event and
alarm management as well as acting as the
interface with external systems.

• Interlocking system:  When needed as an
independent subsystem (for instance as a
fallback system), it will be responsible for the
vital control of the trackside objects such as
points and signals as well as other related
functionality. In the case of simpler networks
or lines, the functionality of the interlocking may
be integrated into the wayside ATP system.

Benefits & USP of CBTC
No passenger disruption

One of the major challenges faced by mass

transit operators today is that of upgrading
systems to increase capacity and reduce
headways on existing lines, whilst maintaining
existing services to their customers. For most
transport authorities, disrupting passenger
services to re-signal a line is not a viable option.
Capacity demands coupled with continued
advances in computer technology and the
implementation of new standards – whilst
desirable for system safety and modernisation –
are accelerating obsolescence, which further
drives the need for upgrades.

Reduced lifecycle costs

By creating a continuous bi-directional
communications link between the wayside and
onboard equipment, CBTC provides many
advantages as an advanced signaling solution.
With CBTC there is no need for any physical
vehicle detection systems such as track circuits
or an axle counter, which reduces the overall
wayside equipment, required, and eliminates any
additional maintenance costs.

Major benefits of CBTC include:
• Providing an integrated system based upon

state-of-the-art CBTC with bi-directional radio
communications.

• Improved transport capacity to optimise use
of the infrastructure: track and trains.

• Ensuring maximum system availability thanks
to a systematic introduction of redundancy
features.

• Optimised train operation, improving regularity
and achieving energy savings through
automatic driving functions (driving strategies).

• Enhanced system supervision and control from
centralised Automatic Train Control (ATC)
location, thanks to bidirectional communication
capabilities and integrated data network.

• Providing a transparent migration path
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Next-Generation IP Signaling Concentrators for
Rail and Industrial Markets

Contributed by Shri. Binu Nair, Cisco Systems, Bangalore

Many industries use centralized or
decentralized control centers to manage the
operational sides of their businesses. These
control centers have high resiliency and uptime
requirements because of the nature of the
systems that they manage, many of which have
penalties associated with the loss of service.
These control centers depend upon high-uptime
voice systems for communications. This white
paper discusses the benefits and deployment
capabilities of IP-based solutions within these
control centers.

Today’s Communications Systems in Control
Centers

Traditional industrial control centers have used
a combinati on of modified traditi onal private
automated branch exchanges (PABXs) and/or
trader turret systems to provide the
communications technology withi n them. These
systems have provided a highly resilient
standalone voice solution to control centers for
many years. However, these solutions have many
limitati ons that a next-generation IP-based
solution can overcome:

• Existing solutions are standalone: One system
per control center is required, mitigating any
economies of scale.

• Existing solutions are single-site-resilient:
Solutions are resilient, but if they fail, no remote
site can take over and provide resilience while
the main site is being restored.

• Existing solutions are customized: Many of
these solutions are customized either in
hardware or by specific software builds,
creating ongoing support and maintenance
challenges for organi zations in maintaining
or upgrading these systems. Customization
also creates support challenges in attempting
to stay up-to-date and within a manufacturer’s
support window, with expensive custom
support offers being required.
Examples of such existing solutions include

Siemens HiCom Trading 300, Northgate wi th
Aastra MX-ONE, Ericsson Feature Phone on GC
MD110, and BT Syntegra PV405.

Next-Generation IP-Based Voice Control
Systems

Because of the challenges of traditional voice
control systems for control centers, Cisco has
developed a next-generation IP-based voice
control system to overcome the limitations of exi
sting control systems and allow organizations to
embrace modern IP-based telephony
technologies. This voice control system
comprises numerous components to deliver a
more effective solution:

• Cisco®   Unified Communications Manager
(UCM): Cisco Unif ied Communications
Manager is a highly scalable, resilient voice
communications platform that is deployed in
numerous mission-critical environments. It
runs on industry-standard, highly available
hardware, offering increased hardware
redundancy and lower capital and ongoing
support and maintenance costs.

• Cisco VG350 Analog Voice Gateway:
 Cisco VG350 provides analog-to-IP
conversion to allow existing analog attached
telephones to be connected into the IP-based
solution. This hardware solution attaches up
to 96 off-premises analog lines, with online
insertion and removal (OIR) capabilities on the
two line cards. The chasis can be powered by
dual power supply units with a choice of AC or
DC power. It has multiple Ethernet interfaces
attaching redundantly to a customer’s WAN.
 The Cisco VG350 supports off-premises
lite cards, allowing for longer analog cable
runs. It also supports the “cable-detect” feature
to allow it to poll for cables being connected to
its analog port.

• IP Trade - T3203 and T3210 trader turrets: IP
Trade provides a purpose-built, high-capacity
user interface that allows you to intuitively
visualize and prioritize voice and video
communications at the touch of a button. You
simply log in to the terminal and your full turret
profile is applied to the hardware turret that
you have logged into.

• Red Box Quantify voice recorder: Red Box
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Quantify provides a complete set of voice-
recording and call -recording software
applications. Specifically, you can access these
applications directly through portlets on the IP
Trade turrets.

Migration to Next-Generation IP-Based Voice
Control Systems

Because many of the existing voice control
systems are deployed in mission-critical
environments, the ability to migrate from an
existing to a newer IP-based solution with as little
risk as possible is advisable. Because these IP-
based voice control systems are designed in very
flexible manners, they lend themselves to easy
deployment in an existing location.

Two design options are recommended for
initial deployment of IP control systems:

• Collecting analog lines in the centralized
control building similar to existing deployments:
In this deployment model, all analog phones,
cabling, and backhaul transmission methods
from the location of the remote phones to the
central control room are retained. In the central
control room, a bank of Cisco VG350 Analog-
to-IP Gateways are used to connect to the
existing analog lines being brought into the
control room. These gateways are then
connected to the local LAN in the control room
(Figure 1).

Figure 1 Centralized Analog Gateway

• Collecting analog lines at their sources through
Cisco VG350 Analog-to-IP Gateways: In this
deployment, VG350 Analog-to-IP Gateways
are placed out in the field in the vicinity of a
concentrated number of analog phones. The
gateways are then connected into the
customer’s IP WAN and the voice-over-IP

(VoIP) traffic is carried over this IP WAN in a
redundant fashion back into the control room.
The control room receives the VoIP traffic over
IP WAN links present in the control room. No
analog cabling is connected to the control room
(Figure 2).

Figure 2 Distributed Analog Gateway

Enhanced Deployment Models of Next-
Generation IP-Based Voice Control Systems

One of the core limitations of tradi tional voice
control systems is their restriction to a single
platform deployment per each control center they
are deployed within. As well as increasing the
original capital costs, this solution provides no
resilience if the control system fails on site. An
additional chall enge that these deployments
creates is that control systems are purchased over
a period of time and disparate control systems
from different manufacturers are purchased and
deployed into each control center. This situation
creates substantial ongoing support and
maintenance challenges as well as training
challenges when personnel move between control
centers. This training problem is particularly
challenging as mistakes due to a different human-
machine interface (HMI) for the operator can
affect the overall operational performance of the
control center. It can also affect safety and
security, which are critical in both rail- and
industrial-based markets.

Using a Cisco next-generation IP-based
control system, you can deploy the main voice
call control and the required applications to
support the turrets centrally in data centers. The
turrets support server software and the voi ce-
recording server software. Deployment of these
services is usually performed in a redundant
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design, which allows the resilient portion of the solution to sit in a geographically different location
from the primary portion of the solution (Figure 3).

Figure 3 Centralized Concentrator

Summary of Benefits

•    Consolidate and converge networks to decrease capi tal expenditures (CapEx)
•    Reduce costs associated with ongoing maintenance and management of disparate networks
•    Improve operational efficiencies
•    Provide greater resiliency and network redundancy
•    Help improve safety and security in mission-critical  environments
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Remote Condition Monitoring of Signaling Assets
Optimization of Asset Performance through Intelligent Infrastructure

- Shri  Rajashekar USP, Shri  Mohan Sai Kuppili, Shri  Praneeth Challa,  Shri
Venkat K A Reddyvari, Ms.Cyient Technologies

Summary
With railway transportation gaining ground in

India, the reliability and safety of railway
infrastructure becomes critical as OEM’s (Original
Equipment Manufacturers) and Infrastructure
Managers need to work together to gear up to
meet the increasing demand. Indian Railways
alone proposes to add 25,000 route kilometers
of new lines by 2020. Signaling assets play a
central role in supervising, controlling and
ensuring safe railway operations, making it a top
priority for industry players to maintain the health
of these assets. The increasing complexity and
deployment of trackside signaling equipment
across wide geographical areas, is forcing them
to contain operational and maintenance costs,
Recognizing this fact that manual monitoring is
not effective, rail industry is now looking for
solutions on real-time information and develop
ways of monitoring remote sites with minimal
maintenance and support infrastructure.

As a result, there has been a growing demand
and adoption of Remote Condition Monitoring
(RCM) systems to interconnect equipment and
facilitate effective communication across the
network. W hile RCM helps streamline
performance and also establish risk-based
maintenance regimes, lack of standardized
systems often make it difficult to establish
consistent processes needed for robust
management of railway networks.

In this technical paper, we suggest
standardizing RCM technology and processes
used for maintenance of signaling assets through
robust management processes to enhance

consistency in output management. The
suggested solution captures and consolidates the
output from different locations to provide an
information-rich environment that generates
alerts. This allows organizations to tailor
inspection and maintenance regimes as per the
criticality and condition of individual assets. It also
enhances visibility and improves the life of
trackside equipment through preventive and
predictive maintenance, while at the same time
reducing human efforts.

Introduction
Railway control and signaling systems play a

critical part in ensuring safe and high performance
rail operations.   The challenge lies in maintaining
and servicing the growing and widely dispersed
line-side signaling assets.  Conventional regimes
either follow planned maintenance schedules or
a ‘find and fix’ approach, which lack reliability and
are resource and cost intensive. Therefore,
optimal maintenance at remote sites with minimal
monitoring for increased efficiency has become
a critical imperative for the Railways today.

Solutions that can help ‘predict and prevent’
failures, on the large and complex asset base,
either through targeted renewal or customized
maintenance regimes are the need of the hour.

Adoption of remote monitoring can help track
and manage assets that are networked and
spread over wide geographical areas. Automated
control from a centralized location makes it
possible to carry out non-intrusive asset
management activities, and enable resource and
cost optimization.

RCM results in a railway network that is easily

Rajashekar is a Railway Signalling Professional having over 10 years of
experience. He holds a Master's Degree in Power Electronics from Vellore
Institute of Technology (VIT).
He worked for various Railroad customers in UK, Spain, Turkey and India in
Designing, Installation, Testing and Commissioning. He is currently working
for UK Mainline customers.
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maintainable, efficient, effective and sustainable.

 Limitations of conventional asset
maintenance regimes

Though Railways are adopting automated
processes for asset maintenance, they still largely
depend on conventional approaches, where they
collect information and inspect sites manually.
However, these methods are riddled with several
limitations and are increasingly failing to
effectively manage and maintain complex asset
bases.

1. Carried out on a cyclical basis , regardless of
operating context

2. Resource intensive and time consuming
3. High maintenance costs
4. Higher life cycle cost of the project
5. Scarcity of resources – requirement of skilled

maintenance staff.
Remote condition monitoring: The modern
approach to rail signaling asset maintenance

Recognizing the need for automated asset
management solutions the Railways have been
investing heavily in RCM of signaling assets. RCM
provides several benefits such as timely
intervention resulting in improved train
performance, accurate and reliable data to
support informed-decision making, and risk-
based maintenance.

Typically remote monitoring makes digital
information available from one unit or a system
to another at a different, or distant geographical
location, thereby minimizing manual effort and
time taken to capture such information. It
combines three distinct entities including the
remote sites or equipment (being monitored), the
communication channel, and the centralized
location for monitoring. RCM can be used across
industries and sectors with dispersed assets in
distant locations.

This application is most relevant in the case
of rail signaling industry where large numbers of
signaling gadgets are located trackside,
stretching over vast stretches of land. With such
large, complex asset bases, RCM of signaling
assets can help the Railways   efficiently maintain
and refurbish equipment, as well as capture early
warning signs of deterioration. RCM covers event
monitoring of the signaling and interlocking
systems. Dedicated RCM systems enable
Railways to achieve three critical objectives -
safety of the passengers and nearby habitation,

timely and efficient train performance, and
operation, effective management and sustenance
of signaling assets.

The application also holds a huge potential to
provide predictive and preventive maintenance
over a period of time and enhance
responsiveness in case of failure of an equipment.
It further paves the way for automated control
from a centralized location that can enhance
visibility, and optimize resources and cost.

While RCM helps capture data from different
locations, effective management of signaling
systems depends on analyzing and extracting
information from these data sets to help predict
future events. However, sensors of varied sizes,
specifications and standards lack interoperability
posing several constraints, resulting in limited
functionalities and inconsistent business
processes. These disparate and siloed sensor
networks with limited integration restrict the
Railways’ capability to perform real-time analytics
and leverage RCM to its optimal potential.

These challenges can be addressed by
developing an open access model for product
development to ensure interoperability of the
systems developed by different vendors. This will
also provide a level playing field and reduce cost
of the equipment.

Standardization of systems for optimizing
RCM

Standardization of RCM technology and
processes used for monitoring signaling assets
can enhance consistency in output management.
An integrated solution enables the capture and
consolidation of output from different locations to
provide an information-rich environment. It can
further process the data set to provide useful
insights, and generate alerts allowing
organizations to customize inspection regimes as
per criticality and condition of the assets.
Predicting failure modes enable eff icient
scheduling and planning of repair and
replacement, facilitate proactive maintenance and
a shif t towards a fully risk-based asset
management approach.

The mechanics of an integrated solution:
Intelligent infrastructure for RCM processes

In our suggested solution, sensors/relays,
loggers, central system, data management and
associated processes are combined to form an
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‘intelligent infrastructure’, as shown in figure 1. It
facilitates informed and data-driven asset
management decisions that are more interactive
and effective.

Sensors/relays attached to an asset capture
and disseminate data to the on-site location for
example for a set of points (swing time or current
drawn etc). The logger performs elementary
processing of the raw data before sending it to
the central system, in a standard XML format
depending on a defined protocol. Based on
historical data collected by the system, the limits
are derived from algorithms that take into account
historical behavior, failure modes and other
sources of information. These thresholds are
user-defined values, and the central system
generates alerts and alarms when the criticality
exceeds these limits.

The alerts generated are automatically made
available to the maintenance staff, enabling them
to rectify the root cause of the symptoms, thereby
preventing asset failure. In case of significant
deviation from the defined threshold, the system
generates alarms that enable control and
maintenance staff to access and fix the failing
asset in time, and ensure minimal disruption to
train services. Alternatively, the signaler also has
an option to choose not to use a particular asset,
for instance not to swing a set of points, until it
has been restored completely.

In addition, alerts, alarms and the system’s
historical information can be further leveraged to
improvise asset design, and enhance inspection,
maintenance and renewal regimes.

The advantages of an intelligent and
standardized RCM process

Implementing standardized RCM technology

and processes enables industry players to
facilitate targeted renewal and maintenance
regimes leading to a reduction in   costs over a
product /project lifecycle. Intelligent infrastructure
helps predict and prevent failures while delivering
several operational and business benefits to all
the stakeholders in the value chain:

Lowers operational cost and higher
maintenance efficacy:
• Prior visibility into critical issues by intelligent

central storage facility and robust data
management processes.

•  Improved maintenance tactics
• Enhanced asset performance
• Lower cost of maintenance, repair and

replacement.
Enhanced reliability and safety:
• Availability of data would result in reliability

studies of the failed components, thus effecting
better designs.

• Better visibility into glitches and possible
breakdown

• Superior overall system safety
The move towards resilient and smart rail
infrastructure

Increasing number of signaling gears installed
trackside require considerable amount of human
effort in maintaining  the assets, which adds to
the life cycle cost of the project. RCM of signaling
assets helps Railways in improving the life of the
trackside equipment through preventive and
predictive maintenance. It also helps minimize
human effort and facilitates utilization of skilled
resources in more productive areas.

In order to harness RCM optimally, it is
imperative to have an integrated solution that can
help standardize the RCM technology and
processes developed by different vendors.
Standardization solutions help consolidate,
correlate and analyze huge data sets gathered
across assets and networks, and determines
possible improvements to the capacity of railway
networks. Access to the right information at the
right time improves collaboration between
operations and maintenance, and promotes
sound decision making capabilities.

Given the rapid technological advancement,
Railways are going to see  increasingly intelligent
and smart infrastructure in the future  that are
dispersed, yet inter-dependent.  It is therefore
important to establish standardized processes

Figure 1Intelligent infrastructure of Remote Condition
Monitoring process
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INNOVATION – AMBALA DIVISION (NR)

                                                                                 Shri.  Nirala Katiyar,  Sr.DSTE/Ambala, NR

SIGNALLILNG
1 M/s Global make
ELB with motorized boom
locking arrangement has
been provided at L-xing
gates over Ambala Division.
Due to long length and
relatively low mechanical
strength of ELB booms,
there were a number of

cases of gate boom getting bent.  Also if the
boom was stopped during operation, it
experienced jerks resulting in bending of
booms. To resolve this problem, 02 Nos stay
wires have been provided on each boom
departmentally at 14 such L-xing gates.  As a
result of this, the booms remain straight and
do not experience any jerk if stopped during
operation.

2 When the UAC installed in BPAC is reset, it
goes into preparatory mode and only after the
passage of one train, it normalizes. Since
preparatory resetting feature was incorporated
after the initial installation of the BPAC

systems, no indication of preparatory reset has
been provided on the BPAC panel. As a result
of this, the ASM could not come to know that
the BPAC has gone into preparatory mode
after resetting and there were cases of
repeated resetting by Panel ASM resulting in
undue detention to trains. To avoid this, “a
preparatory reset indication has been provided
on the BPAC panel in AmbalaCantt – Dhulkot
Single line Block section depicting to ASM that
the UAC has been reset and is in preparatory
mode”.

           Before                             After
3 The visibility of stencil type route indicator is a

matter of concern, especially at room when
sunlight is falling on the route indicator.  To
overcome this problem, LED stencil type route
indicator has been provided at Ambala
Division.  With this the route on the route
indicator is clearly visible even when bright
sunlight is falling on it.

             Before                            After

4 To prevent train detention in case of breakage
of boom of L-xing gate, sliding type barriers
have been provided over the division. During
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the working of sliding type barrier, a situation
is faced when it is not possible to pull the signal
lever due to positive boom locking feature of
the gate. To overcome this problem, dummy
weights have been provided at site. During
normal working, sliding barriers and dummy
weights are kept locked with padlocks.  In case
of gate accident, gateman shall first open the
padlocks of sliding barriers and shall then pull
the sliding barriers across the full width of the
road, thus blocking the road traffic.  After
extracting relevant key and inserting it into gate
control lever, if gate lever could not be pulled
due to effect of positive boom locking, the
gateman shall then put the dummy weight on
positive boom locks. This will enable the
gateman to pull the gate control lever of sliding
type lifting barrier.

5 The Existing hand operated drill machine
available with signal staff for drilling holes in
rail suffers from some inherent shortcomings.
Drilling activity with these drill machines is time
consuming, leads to frequent breaking of drill
bits and may lead to unsafe situation in case
the staff fails to pull out the machine in time
before passage of train as the rail holding
mechanism holds the rail from its top.  Ambala
Division has responded to the above
shortcomings and as an innovation designed
an 110V operated electric drill machine. The
machine has many features which provides
many operational benefits.  For operating the
machine, supply is fed to a DC electric motor
through bridge rectifier arrangement so
designed that it can be operated with both AC
as well as DC Supply without any change in
termination.

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Rail Holding 
Mechanism 

Drill 
Chuck 

Supply Terminals 
(AC/DC) 

Movable 
Platform 

Hand operated 
Pressure wheel 

Being electrically operated and having
adjustable drill holding mechanism, the machine
operation is fast and  is capable of drilling holes
of various sizes required for various applications
like axle counters, bonding holes point rodding
etc. in all types of rails. To enable smooth drilling

operation, hand operated pressure wheel has
been provided which when operated gives
homogeneous pressure on assembly and makes
the drill insertion into the rail a smooth and jerk
free operation. Bearing loaded movable platform
has been provided for smooth sliding of motor.
The holding mechanism for the machine has been
designed in such a way that it holds the rail from
the bottom. So it is not required to pull out the
machine every time during the passage of train
which not only leads to more safe and secure
working but also improves the quality of drilling.
It takes just 2-3 minutes to drill a hole in the web
of a rail.  So far about 50 such holes have been
drilled without encountering any problem.

Above all, the drill machine has been designed
using available divisional resources. For example,
motor from released electric point machine has
been used, supporting angles are of released lock
bars, released point Roding has been used for
hand operated pressure wheel mechanism. An
additional investment of only about Rs. 1000/-
(Drill Chuck, bearing and welding) is required to
manufacture the above drilling machine.

TELECOMMUNICATION
6 Ambala division has innovated and

successfully experimented to provide alternate
telephone connectivity to stations using the
grossly underutilized UTS network. In the UTS
network system, all stations of a division are
connected, with high degree of redundancy,
by a minimum of 64 kbps channel. The system
generates almost negligible data, hence the
entire bandwidth is virtually always free.  The
hiring cost of these channels is Rs.52,42,005
annually (Non Railway, service provider i.e.
BSNL in Ambala division) which has to be paid
irrespective of the usage.  At present UTS
system is installed at 104 Stations of Ambala
Division. Every station is equipped with Router,
Switches and thin client computer. Connectivity
of these locations is provided with Railway
channels with backup at every third station by
other service provider to provide vendor
diversity .Where Rly media is not available the
entire system is based on other media I,e,
BSNL  in Ambala division.

In scheme made by Ambala division, a VOIP
Telephone is connected to the switch at location
A, which in turn is connected to the router. The IP
of the VOIP telephone is kept in the same domain
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as that of the router. Same procedure for
connectivity is adopted at the other location i.e
location B.  IP address of all connected VOIP
telephone is stored in phone book. For calling on
the VOIP telephone at other end the station name
is recalled from phone book and dialing is done.
The schematic is as given below.

7 This system has innumerable benefits, some
of them are enumerated below.
It can be useful in case of failure of control

c o m m u n i c a t i o n
between two stations.
VOIP telephone can be
installed in the chamber
of Section Controller
permanently and
affected stations by
configuring IP address
of that station in all the
telephones then dialing can be directly done by
controller using phone book.

Also station Masters of adjoining stations can
speak with each other over these telephones.  In
the recent, either of Railway or other vender
channel becoming faulty or cable being cut, due
to vender diversity some form of communication
shall always be available and communication can
be done over VOIP phones. This system can be
provided at no extra cost except  that of VOIP
phone instrument as routers and switches are
already provided. In future when NGN exchange

 

VOIP Telephone 
VOIP Telephone 

Thin Client 

Thin Client 

Thin Client 

Thin Client 

Stn A Stn B 
Router Router 

Fast Ethernet 
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Fast Ethernet 
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becomes a norm VOIP phone can be integrated
with these exchanges as well.  Ambala division
usually provides Railnet connectivity at site of
unusual occurrences in the division, using Rly E-
1, E-1 to Ethernet convertor, LAN Extenders,
Wireless ADSL modem etc.  A VOIP phone can
also be provided at site along with Railnet
connection, so that site can easily dial the VOIP
phone already provided in Control office Ambala
over Railnet network.

8 Whenever any derailment/accident occurs,
role of  communication becomes very
important.  Now a days since most of the
officers carry smart phones and laptops, data
and information also needs to be exchanged
quickly.  For this provision of Internet is very
Important. To provide broad band Railnet/
Internet access to all at derailment/accident
site, Ambala Division has innovated and
developed in house a standard kit through
which, at all stations having Railway OFC,
broad band internet access can be provided.
The kit uses the E-1 interface of Railway OFC
and comprises E-1 to Ethernet convertor, LAN
extender, and E-1 modem.  For accident/
derailment in block sections having Quad
cable, Broad Band is extended on the disaster
management pair.

 This facility can also be used to stream live
videos of the derailment/accident site, without the
use of Bulky Satellite based VSAT system and
affords greater Bandwidth and speed.  This facility
has proved to be very useful and has been
appreciated by all.
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SUCCESS STORY FROM PATNA TO DHANBAD
– A Case Study

Contributed by S & T Unit of ECR

SUCCESS STORY FROM PATNA TO DHANBAD
– A CASE STUDY

The work of RRI at Patna Jn was sanctioned
in the year 1996-97 at a cost of Rs.14.07 crore.
The contracts for indoor and outdoor works were
awarded separately in the year 2001. The contract
for indoor work was terminated in the year 2003
due to non performance and fresh contract was
awarded on 23.06.2004. Both the above contracts
for indoor and outdoor works were terminated on
08.04.2008. A fresh contract for leftover indoor
works and outdoor works was in the year 2008
and it was commissioned in Feb’2013.

Though the work was sanctioned in 1996-97,
ESP was approved only in 2005 and SIP was
approved in 2006. As the work progressed, SIP
was altered thrice and finally SIP of Patna with
merger of Rajendranagar Station as East Cabin
was approved in Dec’2010. Some yard alterations
at Rajendranagar and commissioning of slot
working instead of block working between Patna
and Rajendranagar necessitated incorporation of
major indoor alterations at Rajendranagar PI
alongwith commissioning of Patna RRI which was
not originally planned. Some leftover traffic facility
works like those of two stabling lines and
additional platform with connectivity to line no.8
were also included in the work of Patna RRI.
These factors contributed signif icantly in
inordinate delay in finalization of plans and
execution of work.

Subsequently when CRS/Eastern Circle was
approached for sanction, the application was
returned with observations on 21/04/2011. In view
of the observations, SIP and Selection Table were
modified without discussion with Operating and
sanction was received on 02.11.2011.

NI was planned in Nov’11 but after review
meeting by GM on 15.11.11, NI was postponed.
NI was finally allowed in Feb’12 (Pre NI of 3 days
from 07.02.12 and NI of 3 days from 10.02.12 at
Patna and NI of 5 days from 08.02.12 at
Rajendranagar). PreNI/NI of Patna progressed
as per schedule and Patna RRI was
commissioned in the evening of 12.02.12 as per

target. However, in early morning of 13.02.12
some failures took place at Patna RRI resulting
in severe disruption to train movements. Also, the
NI of Rajendranagar got inordinately delayed and
the NI which was scheduled for 5 days continued
for 10 days.

The major factors which contributed to the
problems encountered at Patna RRI/
Rajendranagar are summarized as follows :

i) LED signals were used but LED compatible
ECRs for metal to metal relay installations were
not used. Conventional ECRs relays with local
arrangement (through bleeder resistance)
were used which did not work properly. Later
new LED compatible ECRs relay groups were
brought from other railways which solved the
problem.

ii) The fact that 80% of relays room wiring had
been done more than four years back had
resulted in dry soldering at some places
causing intermittent signal failures.

iii) Proper overhauling and oiling/greasing of point
machines before NI was not ensured resulting
in their malfunctioning in many cases.

iv) The Agency which was entrusted the work of
Patna RRI was neither an OEM nor had an
MOU with OEM for metal to metal relay
installation. If technical support from OEM
during design, installation and commissioning
had been available, many of the technical
issues would not have arisen.

v) Deputation of Operating personnel before NI
for exposure/training was done in a casual/
unplanned way and thus they could not get
proper training of the new installations. This
resulted in lack of knowledge and confidence
to handle even minor failures. Thus failures of
the next day morning created an atmosphere
of panic.

vi) One point machine had come in infringing zone
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due to raising/slewing of track and got
damaged in early hours of next day morning
after being heat by side stairs of a train which
was being dispatched from PF 10 towards
Rajendranagar cutting a cross the entire yard.
This resulted in failure of the point and locking
of the entire route. This train was stranded at
Patna for almost 2 hours resulting in regulation
of in coming trains for a long duration. If the
train was immediately piloted out of Patna yard
and route was released, the situation would
not have aggravated.

vii)Train operation from panel was commenced
from evening of last day of NI, while the panel
was ready for use after completion of all the
testing in early morning itself. If the new panel
was used from the morning itself for train
operations with NI working still in vogue, it
could have given an opportunity to solve most
of the teething problems during NI itself.

viii)Post commissioning deployment arrangement
of traffic and S&T personnel, though planned,
was not strictly monitored hence many of the
staff had left the site after commissioning. The
severity of the problems which cropped up next
day morning was compounded by lack of
sufficient man power.

ix) The NI of both Patna and Rajendranagar was
overlapping. Extension of NI at Rajendranagar
and surfacing of post commissioning failures
at Patna took place simultaneously with their
effect compounding each other. If both the NIs
were staggered, the problems could have been
managed in a better way.

x) While giving compliance to CRS observations,
some constraints had been imposed on traffic
facilities through increase in signal overlap and
extra locking of points and routes. Prior
consent of division and COM was not taken
while submitting these compliances which
showed lack of coordination and resulted in
raising these issues after commissioning.

xi) The magnitude of alterations at Rajendranagar
was quite large with no. of routes going up to
125 from 93 and 600 new relays were added.
It would have been better if new relay room
with completely new indoor wiring was opted
for instead of alterations in existing one.

xii)The completion diagram on which the
alteration was based was not correct and had
serious mismatch with site. This created
problem in signaling lowering/simulation and
a lot of rewiring had to be done.

xiii)The assessment of time required (of five days)
for doing the wiring alterations of such
magnitude at Rajendranagar was not correct.

It is worth mentioning that the problems
encountered while commissioning of Patna RRI
led to a series of introspection and brain storming
at all levels i.e. at executing unit level, at zonal
railways level and at Railway Board level aiming
to formulate system improvement measures so
that such failures do not occur in future. Railway
Board, vide its letter No.2012/Sig/SF/2(Policy)
dated 09/04/2012 has issued guidelines for
undertaking NI working and Commissioning of
RRIs at major junction stations.  Detailed
guidelines and checklist regarding planning and
preparation of works, methodology to deal with
CRS observations, Execution of field works with
respect to points, relay wiring and testing, track
circuiting, power supply, taking care of SOD,
deployment and training of staff, spare parts
availability, telecom facilities, cable testing,
planning of pre NI/NI works, deployment of staff
and distribution of works during preNI/NI, training
of staff, testing of function, deployment of
contractor’s staff, train operation and traffic control
during NI was circulated to all zonal railways vide
above mentioned letter of Railway Board to serve
as a ready reference to check preparedness for
pre NI/NI of major yards.

Following precautions/measures were taken
which ensured that commissioning of Dhanbad
RRI became a seamless affair:

i) LED compatible ECR for metal to metal relay
installation were arranged and used.

ii) Design aspect was taken care of by Siemens.
Their engineers were associated during
commissioning also.

iii) It was ensured that no S&T gear is in
infringement zone by Works unit and cross
checked by Open line.

iv) Overhauling/greasing/oiling of all the point
machines was done well in advance. Repeated
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physical and electrical testing of all the point
machines at site was done before NI so as to
ensure that no failure on account of point
machine is encountered.

v) All the signals were lighted from CTR and also
from panel which helped in removal of
mismatch in CTR and helped in smooth
transfer of functions during NI.

vi) Post commissioning deployment of S&T as
well as operating staff was kept the same as
during NI for 3 days after commissioning.
Thereafter the deployment was reduced
gradually in a phase wise manner.

The experience of Patna RRI and the
subsequent guidelines of Railway Board have
proved to be of immense help in successful
execution of such projects. The lessons learnt
from Patna have proved to be a catalyst for
system improvement at the level of IR and proved
that the failures which appear as stumbling block,
if taken in right spirit, may be transformed in
stepping stones to achieve higher levels of
success.
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Keeping Pace with Changing Times
- S&T Workshop, Podanur (Southern Railway)

 Shri  S.Manohar, CSTE/SR ,
Smt. Navitha Singh, CWM/WS/PTJ

S&T Workshop, Podanur was started in the
year 1958 as an overhauling workshop for electro-
mechanical items. With the transfer of technology
from M/s Westing House, England in 1973, it took
up manufacturing of Q series relays. Over the
years, the workshop has grown to become a
major production centre for ‘Q_ series relays. The
other major products of the workshop are Push-
button type token less block instrument for single
line in non-RE areas and IRS point machines.
Because of the in house manufacturing of these
products, railways gained self-sufficiency in relay
interlocking, both in maintenance and
commissioning of new works.

The requirement of QN1 relays on IR has
come down drastically after the introduction of
EI. Further, the deployment of Push Button TLBI
has also reduced after the completion of Gauge
conversion and slow progress in New line
Projects. The production figures of these items
during the last five years are as under:

These reduced requirements severely affected
the out-turn of the workshop. S&T Workshop has
taken up the challenge and diversified into
development of new signaling items to keep pace
with the changing times.

Newly Developed Items
1) Special and Track Relays

In Electronic Interlocking, QNN1 and QNNA1
relays are mostly used instead of QN1 and QNA1.
The requirement of Special and Track Relays in
a yard remains the same irrespective of the
interlocking adopted. S&T Workshop, Podanur
has received RDSO approval for QT2, QTA2,
QSPA1, QECX, QBA1, QNN1 Special type relays.
Development is on hand for QNNA1, QN1K,
QNA1K & QBCA1 relays, the samples of which
are being submitted for RDSO approval

2) Push-button Single Line Block Instrument
with USFB1 Interface
Push Button Tokenless Block instrument

Items  2009-10  2010-11  2011-12  2012-13  2013-14 (upto 
Sept)  

QN1 Relay  53200  59319  58674  42785  20209  
Push Button TLBI  700  720  263  72  19  
 

(TLBI) was the major revenue earner for S&T
Workshop, Podanur. As explained above, the
requirement of this product has come down which
is seen from the dispatch particulars of TLBI in
the past 5 years .

As per the Modernization plan finalized by
Railway board in 2010, Push-button Single Line
Block Instrument for RE has been developed and
put on trial in Ernakulam ‘D_ Cabin -Irumpanam
section of TVC Division since 08/05/2012.

Further another version of Push Button Token
less Block instrument with UFSBI interface has
been developed which can be a universal
instrument on single line section, irrespective of
the media available in both RE & non-RE sections.

The equipment has been tested in RDSO and
proposed to be installed for field trial in the
Metturdam -Mettur Thermal Power plant section
of SA Division.

3) Double Line Block Panel with BPAC using
USFBI+MUX Combiner
This product is being used in many Railways

as block instrument instead of SGE being
advantageous because of the absence of
mechanical moving parts and the capability to
work on all media. Considering the growing
popularity of this product, S&T/workshop has
decided to take up the development and
manufacture of the same. The prototype of this
instrument has been inspected and passed by
RDSO/SBC and is being sent to RDSO/LKO for
initial type approval.

4) Battery Charger/IPS failure SMS alert system
Presently, malfunctioning of the Power

Equipments at a station is known through the
alarm generated in the SM’s room who in turn
reports it to the signalling staff for rectification.
Many times there is a delay in communicating
the failure, which affects the train movement. The
‘SMS Alert System_ developed by this workshop
automatically sends failure messages via SMS
to pre-programmed mobile numbers by detecting
the change in status of the Potential Free contacts
of the Power equipments installed at a station,
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thus ensuring a quick restoration of the failures.

 It is proposed to manufacture 500 nos of this
item in the current financial year.

5) Integrated Passenger Information System
Divisions are facing lot of diff iculty in

maintaining the_ Passenger Information System_
installed at various stations due to non supply of
spares by OEMs. In order to address this problem,
S&T/WS/PTJ has taken up the development of
IPIS comprising of 5 line display, double side
single line display, train at a glance display, Coach
guidance display boards along with control-

Console and software. These equipments have
been manufactured as per the latest RDSO
specification no RDSO/SPN/TC/61/2012 Rev.3.0.

Additional features like wireless data
communication and power line data
communication have also been incorporated in
these equipments. The first set of IPIS was rolled
out by AM (Signal)/Rly board on 5.10.13.
Additional IPIS’s for 4 stations will be
manufactured in the current financial year.

6) LED Main Signals (Red, Yellow, Green)
S&T Workshop, Podanur has developed LED

main signals (red, yellow, green) as per the latest
RDSO specification no. RDSO/SPN/153/2011
Rev.4.1 and the same have been submitted to
RDSO/LKO for initial type approval. Approval is
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pending for want of safety validation of the
product by 3rd party as per CENELAC Standard.
Pending RDSO approval, Red & Yellow LED
signals of are being manufactured and
dispatched to consignees for use as Road
Warning Signals. So far, around 4000 nos. of LED
signals have been manufactured and dispatched
to various consignees.

7) Timer 10/30 seconds
The requirement of 10/30 seconds timer has

come up due to the provision of dead approach
locking at LC gates and auto re-setting of
SSDAC’s in automatic signaling sections. 10/30
seconds timers have been developed and
submitted to RDSO/LKO for initial type approval.
The approval is expected shortly and about 2000
nos. of timers are planned to be manufactured
during 2013-14.

8) Electric Key Transmitter (EKT)
To overcome the issue of timely and quality

supply of EKT’s, S&T/WS/ Podanur has
developed EKT and submitted to RDSO/LKO for
initial type approval. The product has passed type
testing at RDSO lab and the approval is expected
shortly. It is proposed to manufacture 50 nos. of

EKT’s in the financial year 2013-14.

9) SSDAC
S&T/WS/ Podanur has taken up the

manufacture of SSDAC based on the technology
received f rom M/s CEL. It  is planned to
manufacture 5 sets of SSDAC initially in the
current financial year and submit the same for
initial type approval to RDSO. On getting RDSO
approval, regular production of the product will
be undertaken.

10) Add-on-Box for feed battery charger
The majority of the track field battery chargers

in the field are of older version, which does not
have potential free contacts for failure monitoring.
To overcome this problem, ‘Add-On-Box_ has
been developed, which when wired in conjunction
with the existing track feed battery charger, will
give the facility of potential free contacts. It is
proposed to manufacture 10,000 nos. of this
equipment in the current financial year.

11) LED Tri-color Torch
 Operating,

Mechanical & Electrical
department require LED
tri-color torch for use by
the train running staff.
These departments are
facing dif f iculty in
sourcing a reliable
product from the open
market and also in
getting support for future
maintenance. To cater to
this requirement, the
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workshop has developed LED tri-color torch as
per the latest RDSO specification no. RDSO/SPN/
195/2008 Rev.2.1 and it  is proposed to
manufacture 10,000 nos. in the current financial
year

New Items Under development
1) DC Motor for Point Machine

DC motor for point machines is being procured
from RDSO approved vendors. Due to limited
vendors in the approved list, lot of difficulties is
being faced by the workshop in sourcing the DC
motors, thereby affecting the production of point
machines. Hence, it is decided to develop and
manufacture DC motors for meeting both in-
house requirements as well as for

 2) UFSBI
UFSBIs will be required by S&T/WS/ Podanur

in big numbers for manufacturing ‘Single line
Block instrument with UFSBI interface_ and
‘Double Line Block Panel with BPAC using
USFBI+MUX Combiner’. To cater to this in-house
requirement, it has been decided to take up the
development of UFSBI. Action has been initiated
for procurement of populated PCBs and sub-
assemblies to manufacture 200 pairs of UFSBI.

3) Track Feed Battery Charger
S&T Workshop, Podanur has taken up the

development of track field charger as per the
latest RDSO specification no. IRS:S-89/2013
Version 1.0. The development of proto-type will
be completed in the current financial year and
will be offered for RDSO approval.

4) Integrated Power supply
S&T Workshop, Podanur is planning to

develop IPS for 4 line and 6 line stations. The
development of proto-type is expected to be
completed in the current financial year and will
be offered for RDSO approval.

5) Subsidiary LED signals (Route, Calling-On,
Shunt).
After successful development of Main LED

signals, Subsidiary LED signals development has
been undertaken by this workshop. The proto-
type is planned for development and submission
to RDSO for initial type approval in the current
financial year.

6) Auto-fuse change over system:
Many Railways are using this equipment to

prevent failures due to fuse blown-out. RDSO has
issued specification no. RDSO/SPN/209/2012 for
this product. Considering the usefulness of this
product, this workshop has taken up the
development of this product.

7) Earth Leakage Detector:
The development of this product to RDSO

spec no. RDSO/SPN/256/2002 has been
undertaken by this workshop. The prototype is
likely to be developed in the current financial year.

With the continuous development of new
items, S&T /WS/PTJ is working towards providing
a in-house sustained support for the adoption and
maintenance of new technologies in the Signal
and Telecommunication department of Indian
Railways.
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Verifying compatibility of Rolling Stock with
Signalling systems

- Shri Akhilesh Yadav, Head of development, REP,
Atkins, India

Signalling equipment are designed keeping in
mind rolling and traction systems available at the
time of design. Signalling system takes care of
various physical & electrical characteristics of
rolling stock and permitted tolerances therein.
When a new rolling stock (including new
locomotives) is being designed or introduced on
to the existing railway system, it is necessary that
an exhaustive compatibility analysis of rolling
stock is undertaken with respect to signalling
systems already deployed in the railway. For such
analysis to be undertaken we need to have all
compatibility requirements at one place.

But presently, these requirements are spread
over signal engineering manual, schedule of
dimensions, international EMC standards, rolling
stock & P. Way manuals of IR. This paper tries to
identify all relevant requirements and suggests
that it would be a good idea to bring them at one
place in form of a rolling stock compatibility
guidelines with signalling systems for IR.

A. Fundamental Requirements
Fundamental compatibility requirements for

rolling stock related with wheel-rail interface &
emissions from traction system as below:

1. All vehicles shall always be correctly detected
by the existing signalling system, including
track circuits, axle counters etc.

2. Vehicles and trains shall not generate energy
or electromagnetic interference capable of
interfering with signalling systems, including
track circuits, axle counters, block equipment,
TPWS balises, power supplies, relays and
interlocking equipment.

3. Ensuring that both trains and signalling
infrastructure have compatible operating
parameters (ex; train shunt, wheel geometry,
braking distance, inter signal distances,
maximum traction current, maximum wheel
base etc).

 B. Applicable international standards (for
EMC)

Akhilesh has more than 21 years of experience in railway signalling domain
with a multi-functional range of railway engineering skills in design, installa-
tion, testing and maintenance of main line and suburban signalling. He has
experience in train control and protection systems like AWS, TPWS & ETCS
and has developed specification for development and deployment over Indian
railways. Akhilesh is well versed in international standards like EN50126/
EN50128/EN50129 for development and assessment of safety critical sys-
tems. Akhilesh has handled a number of Rail projects across India while

working in Indian Railways in different capacities like design, construction, project management,
Testing & commissioning. He also has extensive experience in design & verification of signalling
systems for UK Railway projects.
Akhilesh has led indigenous development of key technologies like axle counters, failsafe multi-
plexer, radio based block working duly complying with international safety standards while working
as director, signal at research design and standards organisation (RDSO) of Indian railways.
Akhilesh has participated in preparation and assessment of safety cases for safety critical signalling
systems. Akhilesh has also undertaken cross approval process for software based safety critical
signalling systems for suitability and adoption over Indian Railways.
At present, Akhilesh is based in Gurgaon and deploys his skills as Head of development at Global
Design Centre of Atkins’ Rail Engineering Projects business. He is presently working on develop-
ments related to advent of Electrologix based Atkins signalling method for delivering key projects
for network rail UK. He is also leading and developing a system and safety engineering team for
providing these services to projects in India and Asia pacific.
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1. IEC 62427- Compatibility between rolling stock
and train detection systems

2. IEC 62236 – Railway applications-
electromagnetic compatibility (part 3 &4)

3. CLC/TS 50238:2- Compatibility with track
circuits (draft EN standard)

4. CLC/TS 50238:3- Compatibility with Axle
counters (draft EN standard)

C. Rolling Stock Factors that can affect
performance of Signalling & Telecom systems:

These are listed as R1 to R14 for ease in
refereeing them later in the paper-

R1. Maximum distance between two consecutive
axles (affects minimum TC length)

R2. Diameter of wheels (affects wheel detection
by axle counter- Point & crossing   suitability)

R3. Shape and profile of wheels (wheel detection
by axle counter)

R4. Metallurgy of wheel and Rail (metal prone to
contamination- high resistance)

R5. Limits on wheel wear (axle counter working,
point working)

R6. Minimum Weight of vehicle (for proper rail/
wheel electrical contact)

R7. Braking systems, including train performance
parameters for brakes (fundamental
signalling design of telling a driver at a first
caution signal that he is approaching a stop
signal that is just braking distance away now)

R8. Wheel & Axle Electrical conductivity - wheel-
to-rail contact points on the same axle

R9. Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) between
rolling stock and signalling.

R10. Traction system compatibility (Maximum
traction current, even distribution of return
current)

R11. Sanding equipment and its possible effects
on track circuits and axle counters

R12. Train deceleration/acceleration
performance. (On board ATP envelope)

R13. Overhang of the vehicle beyond the shunting
axle (fouling point)

R14. Driver position vis-a-vis first axles (signal
going to ON)

R15. Any other factor identif ied by risk
assessment for particular vehicle. Risk
assessment shall be done by a group
consisting of signalling, track, electrical and
mechanical engineers.

 D. System to be set up for ensuring
compatibility:

We need to frame requirements for each of

these risk factors (R1-R14) and then ask rolling
stock manufacturer for submitting “proof of
compliance” (in form of measurements, test
results, field trial results etc.) for all these. We
also need to carry out separate risk assessment
for particular rolling stock –signalling interface for
any other risk being introduced before the same
is cleared by signal engineers.

 E. Requirements already available but
need to be confirmed by one time analysis.
1. R1-R5: These requirements can be assessed

from Indian railway schedule of dimensions
(any mismatch here shall be evaluated now
and suitable action needed for correction in
system or SOD). These should be taken out
from SOD with para references and listed in
compatibility document we intend to create.
We may also have to arrive at certain specific
limits required by signalling systems if the
same are not available in SOD.

 2. R6- will need some experimentation to find
minimum weight of vehicle that provides a
maximum 1 milliohm contact resistance
between rails contact surfaces of same axle.

 3. R7- Braking systems including brake block,
wheel tread to ensure:
i.  All trains operating on the IR network must

have a combination of braking
performance and maximum operating
speeds which permit them to stop safely
in the warning distances provided by the
installed signalling infrastructure. (using full
service braking distance plus margin)

ii.  In 4 aspect territory, generally signalling
braking distance provided is 2km (distance
from YY to R). This is arrived by using
following:
• Maximum full service braking distance
at highest speed of any train running over
the section. (Say, Rajdhani -130kmph –
SBD is 1600km)
• A reaction time of 5 sec for driver and
braking system to be fully effective. (5 sec
at 130kmph is 181m)
• A margin of 10% over above two for
variations in braking capability (178m)
• Adding above three we arrive at 1960m
and this is OK with 2km we have provided
between YY and R in 4 aspect territory.
• That means any train should not be run
at a speed that leads to its SBD of more
than 1600m.
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• Any on board train protection system
acts as a bridge between rolling stock
braking capability and signalling system
provided braking distance (YY to R). So any
mismatch in braking data of the train and
inter-signal distances can lead to unwanted
braking by ATP system.

iii. Wheel slip & slide protection (WSP) system
affects working and design of automatic train
protection systems like ETCS/TPWS.  WSP
system provides the guarantee of braking
distance of rolling stock even in worst scenario
of rainy season. In absence of WSP, braking
capability of train can deteriorate due to wheel
slides during rainy season.

 4. R8- Electrical conductivity:
i. Maximum resistance between rail contact

surfaces of wheels on the same axles shall be
not greater than 1 milliohm when new wheel
sets are provided.

ii. Wear & tear should not cause loss of proper
contact (at the worst case wear rail-wheel
contact shall be adequate)

iii. Sanding operation shall not leave insulating
material on rails (blower is required on the
rolling stock to clean up after sanding)

5. R9- Electromagnetic compatibility: (all the
specs listed in “B” deal with EMC):
i. Trains shall not generate any form of

electromagnetic interference, which may
interfere with the safe and reliable operation
of the signalling system.

ii. This requirement includes control systems on
board especially IGBT and thyristor based
systems that generate harmonics in wide
range of frequencies up to few thousands of
hertz.

iii. Generally, trains shall comply with current
international Electromagnetic Compatibility
standards (IEC and EN listed above in “B”)

iv. A frequency versus interference current level
(amps) chart need to be prepared for all
signalling systems (current level will be at least
50%  below threshold value of signalling
system- Example if AFTC Rx has sensitivity
of 15ma at audio range then- no Loco/EMU
system shall generate energy above 7.5ma at
this frequency band) – see a typical chart for
a European railway
That shows frequency vs maximum

interference current from rolling stock for various
train detection systems in use in Europe.

v. Rolling stock certification for EMC compatibility
is a very specialized subject and requires
expertise in both domains. Compliance proof
for this (EMC) requires all the test results from
accredited laboratories and possibly
independent assessment by accredited
agency.
(Against all notified standards and our freq vs

current graph).

vi. Many times rolling stock manufactures use
certain tuned condensers to limit current in
particular frequency. But this is fraught with
dangers of what happens when condenser is
not working or defective hence a system shall
be incorporated on board that prevents rolling
stock operation if these kinds of safety devices
are not functional/defective.

 6. R10- Traction system compatibility:
i The maximum traction current drawn from the

traction system shall be limited to defined value
that has been taken as basis of current
signalling design and whenever this current
increase by high power rolling stock, signalling
design need to be reassessed and suitable
precautions taken based on risk assessment
of signalling on the route these new locos
intend to run.

ii The traction negative cabling on board a Loco
shall be of such a design so as to allow full
rated load current to be evenly distributed over
all wheels so that the current will be evenly
distributed into both rails. Each connection to

Source- EMC for European Railways, Final
report on Study to collect and document rules,
processes and procedures to verify the
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) of railway
vehicles in Member States of the European Rail
Area- for European Railway Agency- November
2010.
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axle shall be rated to carry full load current.
This is necessary since imbalance in return
current can induce large voltages.

iii Where the rolling stock traction is controlled
by software that has the potential to impact
the traction system signalling compatibility then
any clearance for rolling stock shall be version
controlled for software that has been tested
for compatibility.  (firing angle for IGBT can
change harmonic levels)

iv Any changes to the traction control software
will require new signalling compatibility tests
to be conducted.

7. R11- Sanding equipment:
i Dry sand is an extremely effective electrical

insulator. The use of sand or similar materials
to improve rail / wheel friction must be applied
and controlled in a manner which does not
leave an insulating layer on the rail / wheel
contact surface.

ii Arrangement of blower behind the sanding
equipment for removal of insulating layer of
sand from rail.

iii Sanding equipment shape can interfere with
axle counter functioning and hence no part of
sanding equipment shall be parallel to track
for more than 50mm within a distance of
100mm from rail level. iv. Sanding equipment
profile shall not be away from wheel profile by
more than 100mm for a height of 100mm from
rail top.

 8. R12- Train deceleration/acceleration
performance:
i All kind of trains running on a section should

have a combination of braking performance
and maximum operating speeds that permits
them to stop within the warning distances
provided by the signalling system.  ii. Train
braking performance of a complete consist,
operating at up to its permitted maximum
speed at a site, must equal or better the
braking distances provided through the signal

aspects.
ii Train braking performance tables at various

gradients and speeds shall be published.
Signalling is concerned with “full service
braking distances” since driver is expected to
stop within signalling distances provided using
normal braking and not emergency braking.

iii Minimum distance between warning aspect
(YY is 4aspect, Y in 3 aspect) and stop aspect
should be more than -- full service braking at
maximum speed+ 5sec run time at MPS+10%
margin over first two ( for all the trains  running
in the section at given MPS)

 9. R13- Overhang of the vehicle:
i No vehicle should have overhand more than

permitted (can be seen from SOD)
ii More than permitted overhand might result in

fouling of line whereas track circuit will show
as fouling clear

10. R14- Driver position vis-à-vis first
axles:
i This results in improper stopping and

unnecessary provision of first IBJ at more than
13 m or other unnecessary complications. It
is necessary that distance from front of the
train to driver position is now fixed for any next
development over IR.

11. R15- Risk Assessment:
i For any new vehicle, a risk assessment need

to be carried out involving track, signalling &
rolling stock engineers to ensure that all
interface hazards are identified and mitigated
before the vehicle is brought in use.

Disclaimer: This paper does not represents
views of company author is working with or has
worked with in past.

Author is a retired (VRS) signal engineer who
worked in Southern railway & RDSO for significant
duration.
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Over View of M/s. Frauscher MSDACs

Shri. O.P.Nebhnani, Senior Professor Training/IRISET

1. Introduction:
Suburban of Central

Railway & Western
Railway is life a line of
financial capital of India i.e.
Mumbai. It carries 7.6
million commuters daily
from their home to
workplace and vice versa.
Any untoward incidence on

suburban section throws the traffic out of gear
which paralyses city as a result causes very high
degree of dissatisfaction among Mumbaikars
resulting in lowering the image of Indian Railways.
Also a severe to very severe rain fall during rainy
season is a normal phenomenon resulting in large
no of failures of the AC Track Circuits as well as
various make Audio Frequency Track Circuits in
Mumbai Suburban Section.

It was in this context  it was decided that as a
part of DC/AC Conversion work on CSTM to
Thane Section of Central Railway under MUTP II
it was planned to provide MSDACs so as to
eliminate Track Circuit failures thus enhancing
reliability of Signalling System on Suburban
Section.

Since the work has been funded by World
Bank as such under International Competitive
Bidding (ICB) the work was awarded to lowest
eligible bidder M/s. Frauscher Sensortechnik,
Austria. These Axle Counters involving new
technology have been provided for the first time
in India. A brief of these MSDACs is detailed in
subsequent paras.

2. Project Details:
Details are as under:

• Project: MUTP II  ( World Bank  Funded)
• Section:  CST Mumbai  to Thane, Kalyan,

Raoli and Jogeshwari stations
• Total Number of stations: 19
•  Total number of detection points: 1584
• No track sections: 1199
•  Make/Model: Frauscher  Sensortechnik,

Austria,  Model ACS 2000

• Installed  and Commissioned till October 2014
:  950 DPs

3. ACS 2000 Axle Counting System:
The axle counting system ACS2000 is a

modular system and, when fully configured,
comprises the following components/boards:

a) Trackside equipment:
 i) GAK trackside connection box

ii) RSR wheel sensor
iii)Rail claw with clamping bolt and protection
tube

b) Indoor installation
ABP axle counting backplane

ACB axle counting board

BGT board rack

BSI overvoltage protection

SIC fuse board

EB evaluation board

3.1 Functions of Components:

3. Functional Principle:
The safe operation of the ACS2000 system is

based on the microprocessor system specifically
developed for this application, which checks all
safety-relevant messages and processes them
using a two channel procedure. The
microprocessor system comprises two mutually
independent channels. However, the hardware
is identical. The channels are fed in parallel with

Indoor Equipment 

ABP 
Axle counting back 
plane 

Connection and power supply for all the boards 

ACB Axle counting board  
Counting digital information from IMC, generates 
clear/occupied signal 

BGT Board rack Housing and protection of the board 

BSI 
 

Overvoltage protection 
board 

Protection of indoor equipment against induced 
overvoltages (e.g. lightnings or overhead line short 
circuits) 

DIOB Digital I/O board Data exchange between 2 axle counting systems 

IMC Evaluation Board 
Power supply and evaluation of one wheel sensor, 
digital output of wheel sensor information, serial 
interface for diagnostics 

SIC Fuse board Protection of supply voltage 
 Outdoor Equipment 
BBK Clamping bolt Part of the rail claw to adjust the wheel sensor vertically 
GAK Trackside connection 

box 
Connection between wheel sensor and signalling cable 

PB Testing plate Device for testing of the wheel sensor on site  
RSR Wheel sensor Wheel detection 
SK Rail claw Mounting of the wheel sensor onto the rail without 

drilling 
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the same input data and due to their identical
design always process the same data. Thus, the
data is provided by two channels. Two mutually
independent comparators will allow the clear track
indication only provided both results coincide.

The ACS2000 Axle Counting System
generates the clear track and track occupied
indication of a track section. Potential-free
contacts of miniature relay  are used to output
the track vacancy and occupancy detection which
are further used to energise conventionial relays
in relay room, contacts which are used in
signalling circuits. The axle counting board ACB
is capable of evaluating the information, supplied
by evaluation boards, of up to 6 independent
counting heads. In case of adjacent track
sections, double usage of the counting head at
the separation joint is possible as is triple usage
depending on configuration. When the IMC
evaluation board is used, an output of driving
direction, an output for a triple usage information
or an input for counting head control is possible.
The configuration is depending on the IMC type.
ACS 2000 Axle Counter System Works on 19 to
72 V DC.

The axle counting system ACS2000 allows an
isolated mode or a transmission mode (Block
mode). When the axle counting system is used
in transmission mode, additional 16 digital
arguments (e.g. information, messages,
commands) can be transmitted bi-directionally via
modem. Arguments are read in by optocouplers
and output by potential-free contacts of miniature
relays.

Block diagram of overall system

Block diagram of ACS2000 in transmission
mode with DIOB

Wheel Sensor RSR 180: The wheel sensor
comprises two sensor systems. System 1 (Sys1),
is located on the left side and system 2 (Sys2) is
located on the right side. Configuration of Sys1
and Sys2 is symmetrical. One wire of each sensor
system is assigned to transmit the sensor system
signal to the evaluation board. The other two wires
are used for the voltage supply of the wheel
sensor. The wheel sensor has a moulded four-
wire cable with a standard length of 5 m. Together
with an evaluation board wheel sensor RSR180
acts as a counting head. The wheel sensor is
mounted to the rail using a rail claw.

 Diagrams below shows the operating principle
of wheel sensor wherein the diagram on left side
shows wheel sensor without presence of wheel
and on right side passing of wheel or other metal
piece over the sensor causing dip in the output
due to cutting of magnetic flux in the receiver coils.

4.1 Configuration:
Configuration is simply achieved by hardware

scaling and setting a limited number of DIP-
switches. No special software tool is necessary.
Following parameters can be configured on the
back plane:

• Counting direction
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• Isolated mode or block mode
• Double usage of wheel sensor

All the necessary configuration settings are set
during production process.

4.2 Diagnostics and Maintenance:
Due to high flexibility of system, an additional

diagnostic system can be implemented at any
time. Diagnostic information shows three statuses
of the components which are also colour coded:

FDS: Above block diagram shows connection
of FDS to axle counter system ACS 2000 and
possibilities of transfer of diagnostic data to
various protocols viz. TCP/IP, HTTP, SMTP etc.
and to GSM & GPRS devices through interfaces
available in the system. Thus provision of FDS
can help in overall reduction of maintenance costs
by preventive maintenance as well as fast and
efficient fault clearance. One such report of FDS
through Web based interface is shown in diagram
given below.

5. Trolley Suppression:
Counting head control is a functionality of

Frauscher MSDAC to control the output of a
counting head using a control input. A wheel
passing the wheel sensor RSR will generate
output pulses on the evaluation board EB if the
counting head control input is not active.

The evaluation board will not generate output
pulses although a wheel is passing the wheel
sensor as long as the counting head control input
is active. The number of output pulse to be
suppressed within a specified period of time is a

(fixed) parameter within the evaluation board
firmware. This principle is used for suppressing
two wheels of trolleys.

In order to determine whether or not an output
pulse is unwanted the fail-safe clear information
of the neighbouring track sections is used to
control. In this system of counting head control
for trolley suppression counting head control for
intermediate wheel sensors is used from adjacent
track section in which evaluation board
suppresses two wheel sensors. However, for first
and last wheel sensors it is possible to give head
control input from bordering Track Circuits, Signal
Aspects, Interlocking, Siding Points etc.
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6. Comparison of Conventional Track Circuits
and Axle Counting System:

Following table shows a comparison of both
systems.

7. Comparison of Thales, Siemens & Frauscher
Axle Counter Systems:

8. Key facts & Advantages of Frauscher Axle
Counting Systems:
 Quick mounting of the wheel sensor on the

rail using rail claw mounting
 Robust wheel sensor design
 Monitoring of track sections with a maximum

Item Conventional Track 
circuit 

Axle Counting System 

Requirement for 
superstructure 

Requires Electrical 
insulation 

None 

Restrictions due to return 
track currents Yes None 

Sensitivity due to outer 
influences (over voltages, 
track currents, etc.) 

High Compensatable 

Sensibility due to cl imatic 
influences (heat, cold, 
soiling, water) 

High (track bed resistance, 
wetness, leaves, etc.) 

Very low (e.g.wheel sensors are 
temperature tested and classified 
as IP68)  

Length of track section Less than 750m Upto 10 Km 
Recognition of broken rails Partly possible Not possible 

Features Track vacancy indication 

Track vacancy indication, 
direction information, axle 
counting, counting of rollings 
stock, speed measuring 

Control of complex point 
structures 

Partly possible Possible without restrictions 

Possibility of re-mounting 
Only with high effort 
(adaption of 
superstructure, rail joints,) 

Easy due to sensor mounting with 
rail claws 

Installation 
Installation of rail joints, 
drilling due to connection 
cables 

Quick mounting due to rail claws 

Availability Medium – High Very high 
Cost of installation High Low 
Overall costs (components) Comparable Comparable 
Maintenance effort High Very low 
 

Item Thales Siemens Frauscher 
Mountig of DP Outer & inner side of 

rail   
Outer & inner side of 
rail 

Iinner side of rail 

Frquency 30 kHz 43 kHz 250 kHz 
Drilling of holes 
on Rail  

Drilling of holes on 
rail  

Drilling of on holes 
rail 

No Drill ing of holes on  
rail 

Adjustment on 
DP 

Mechanical & 
Electronic Adjustment   
on rail                  

Mechanical &                                                 
Electronic Adjustment   
on rail  

Mechanical Adjustment 
on rail 

Electronics near 
Track 

Electronics near track                                                              Electronics near track                               No electronics near 
track                                                      

Outdoor -- indoor 
signal 

Outdoor  -- indoor                                    
digital signal                                           
 

Outdoor  -- indoor                                                       
digital signal                                                

Outdoor  -- indoor 
analogue signal (central 
diagnostics) 

Evaluation Unit Central Axle Counting                              
Evaluation unit 

 

Central Axle Counting                                                 
Evaluation unit                                           

Axle Counting unit per 
section (Availability, 
optimum utilization) 
 

 

of 6 (12) counting heads
 Suitable for traversing speeds of 0 to 330 kmph
 The wheel sensor system allows distances of

5 (10km) between wheel sensor and
evaluation board (depending on cable
diameter)

 Total absence of electronic components in the
proximity of the track

 No expensive test and measurement devices
required

 No system maintenance in the dangerous
track area required

 Modular design allows eff icient use of
components

 Easy project planning of axle counting system
 Design and evaluation according to CENELEC

standards
 Configurable reset conditions and procedures
 Fast and easy setup of indoor and outdoor

equipment
 Fail-safe communication and data

transmission between two axle counting
boards in compliance with EN50159-1

 Diagnostics software available to improve
usage in the field

9. Conclusion:
Provision of Axle Counters have reduced

the incidences of failures due to track  vacancy
detection as these axle counters are also provided
in dual detection mode with Axle Counters/
Conventional AC Track Circuits/AFTCs as a
further measure to the improve the availability of
system. Further on completion of balance Axle
Counters overlayed along with other dual
detection modes will further improve travel of
experience of 7.6 Million Commuters of Mumbai
especially during monsoon severities in the
ensuing seasons.
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Glimpse of Wi-Fi Internet In Howrah – New Delhi
Rajdhani Express

Shri Sanjay Kumar , DyCSTE/W/HWH/ER

The Howrah-New Delhi
Rajdhani Express is the
first and only train in Indian
Railway to allow free Wi-Fi
to its passengers. Ever
since the scheme was
introduced, passengers
have been option for the
service. Most of those who
register are executives, IT
professionals or students

who work on the move.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Now a days thousands of people are travelling

through train and spend considerable amount of
time, just waiting for reaching to destination or
talking friends, family colleague, co-passenger
etc. These days the requirement is such that
people are supposed to work/respond round the
clock. In fact most of the people are travelling
with smart phone, Tab, I pad, Laptop, Net enabled
video games etc, so as to do their work.

Therefore, there is a need to provide internet
service to our passenger; so that they can perform
their work and make their journey time useful and
pleasant. In order to fulfill this commitment, Indian
Railway has launched Wi-Fi Internet service as a
pilot project on Howrah- New Delhi Rajdhani
Express (All Three Rakes) .

To introduce internet access in moving train
was technical challenges considering that the
train passage through all type of terrain and
access in all weather is to be provided. After due
deliberation on various options for providing
Internet access, Indian Railway decided for
satellite communication link to the train and Wi-
Fi connectivity to different coaches. After
successful technical trial, Indian Railway has
launched a pilot project on Howrah-New Delhi
Rajdhani in both directions. Presently this faculties
has been extended free of cost to the passengers
of 12301, 12302, 12305 and 12306 Howrah- New
Delhi Rajdhani Express.

Wi-Fi Service System in moving train:
The facility of Wi–Fi has been provided to the

passenger though hybrid satellite communication
with 2G/3G and Wi-Fi connectivity. The Satellite
communication link is arranged through satellite
hub facility setup by Indian Railway. Initially 4Mbps
of download bandwidth and 512 Kbps of upload
bandwidth is earmarked for internet facility in the
moving train. The satellite antenna is placed in
one of the two Power Cars of the rake. This is
linked through Wi-Fi radios provided outside of
each coach. This is further distributed inside the
coaches through indoor access point. This will
help passengers of the Rajdhani Express train to
access internet during their journey.

For accessing the internet facility, the bona-
fide passengers will have to access Indian
Railway Wi-Fi network. The passengers will be
able to register by providing the PNR and other
details like mobile number etc. On validation of
the data entered by the passengers, as per extant
DOT guidelines, the Login ID and Password will
be sent through SMS to the registered mobile
number. The Login ID and Password will remain
valid for entire journey.

 The on-board satellite antenna will be linked
to the satellite to achieve internet on the running
train and in the case of any satell ite
communication error, the on-board multi–access
router will be switched  automatically to 2G / 3G
connectivity option for retaining the service.
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HOW Wi-Fi IS REACHING TO THE
PASSENGERS

The passenger access is conceived via the
WIFI 802.11g standard. It builds a seamless
universally recognized connectivity. The same
standard is used inside the stations and in the
hot spots available in cities, tourist centre, Airport,
information point. This access gives the traveler
a uniform and mass-standard connectivity when
he uses the mass computer technology facilities
(Laptop, PDA,. Smartphone etc.).The convenient
propagation problem inside the Railway coaches
can be solved by the smart choice of the position
of the hotspot antenna. The EM interference noise
inside the coaches has no significant disturbing
effect in the 2.45 Ghz frequency band and is not
affecting the Wi-Fi connectivity.

Passengers on-board availing the service will
be connected to the internet throughout their
journey and can access all the internet services
such as web browsing, email, play games,
downloading files , chat , IP based voice
services(like Skype etc)  and watch videos online
on YouTube. But, accessing any illegal websites
have been automatically restricted by default and
this service is provided to the Indian Railways by
Techno Sat Com (India) Limited and according

to their tech specs, they are earmarking initially 4
Mbps of download bandwidth and 512 Kbps of
upload bandwidth which the company is
speculating can serve 120 passengers at a time
without any issue.

For security purpose, the Railways Authority
is following the guidelines of DOT for providing
public Wi-Fi networks to its passenger; a detail
log file is being maintained.

TECHNOLOGY USED IN THIS SYSTEM
Various technologies are available to provide

internet facility on train. 2G, 3G, and local    Wi-Fi
network available. These type of network are
feasible but there will be coverage problem in
block zone, interior and rural areas. Indian
Railway chooses satellite Hybrid media which
gives mostly coverage 99.5%.

The entire system has been designed,
developed, tested and commissioned as per
RDSO Specn. No. RDSO/SPN/TC/96/2010, VER
0 for technical requirement of system providing
broadband internet on running train through 2-
way satellite communication.

SYSTEM  COMPOSITION: -
The satellite solution comprises of satellite

tracking antenna system, system run software,
master server, Wi-Fi management system, Multi
Access router, indoor control panel equipment,
UPS power back up and power consistency
equipment, etc. The solution provides the vital
communication link required to set up a satellite
based communication network. The system could
support any communication requirement be it
voice, data, or video.

The satellite solution mainly is divided in three
modules:

• Ground Station Arrangement
• Satellite System
• Wi-Fi System

In the initial installation on three rakes of the
New Delhi to Kolkata Rajdhani Express, the
MCPC (Mult iple Channel Per Carrier)
transmission format is used. This enables to
transmit a single “outbound” carrier from the
satellite ground station of Indian Railways which
is shared by the three trains together with three
separate “inbound” carriers, one per train.

9MHz bandwidth is currently leased by Indian
Railways and 6MHz will be made available for
initial broadband on train’s services. As a first
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estimate of the satellite bandwidth required, link
budgets have been produced for the following
configuration:

• One 4MBit/s forward link, with the bandwidth
shared between the three trains

• Three nos 512kBit/s return links, one per train

SATELLITE HYBRID SYSTEM:
  As discussed in the previous paras the

most suitable system for providing wifi internet in
the moving train is through satellite hybrid system.
This technology comprises of Satellite Tracking
Antenna System for Backhaul of Traffic generated
over Wi-Fi network inside the train with 3G as
backup link.

• This arrangement gives coverage of 99.5% .
• Seamless Broadband Connectivity of 4Mbps

at 130Kmph
• 100% coverage of Satellite all over India, this

means the same train rake can ply any part of
the country with seamless connectivity.

• This system is further scalable to 3rd
Generation Ka band Systems with Gigabyte
backbone.

The various STANDARDS COMPLIED BY
THE HYBRID SATELLITE SYSTEM.

• EN50121---3: EMC Standards For Electronic
Equipment On Trains

• EN 50153: Safety Of Electrical Installations
• EN 61373 Class 1B: Shock And Vibrations
• UIC 533: Roof Electrical Safety
• UIC 515–UIC 566: Structural Integrity
• NF16101--102-103: Standards on Fire and

Smoke
• CE-- marking and Compliance: Concerns

Public Safety, Including Radiations,
• EMC and Compliances to Transmit and

Receive Frequencies

• Aerodynamic Test Compliance of the Radome
• Maximum Moving Dimension Compliance.

Technical  details of this  system. : This system
consists of mainly three parts.

Part A  : Satellite HUB (Installed in New Delhi)
Part B :  Satellite System INSAT 4CR
Part C :  Train Tracking System
PART A: SATELLITE HUB (INSTALLED IN NEW
DELHI)
A.1   SATELLITE HUB

This satellite hub is installed in New Delhi.
Mainly consists of two parts server and antenna.
Connected with satellite INSAT 4CR. Internet link
of 10mbps taken from Railtel.

• Solution has been integrated with satellite HUB
of Indian Railways.

• Hub backhauls the traffic of 6Mbps which is
again scalable up to 36Mbps based on
transponder space.

• HUB houses the backend which controls the
train communication.

A.2   HUB TECHNICAL DETAILS.
• There is 9m Ku Band Antenna in ODU of

IRPMU HUB  at New Delhi Station.
• IT backend items & RF baseband equipments

are installed inside the HUB room.
• HUB works on INSAT-4CR Satellite located at

74° East.
• Transponder allotted at TP No. 6
• Allotted Satellite Bandwidth is 6 MHz.
• Internet link 10mbps is obtained from Railtel.

PART B :  SATELLITE SYSTEM : INSAT-4CR
B.1    INSAT-4CR:

INSAT-4CR is a communications satellite
constructed & operated by ISRO as part of the
Indian National Satellite System. Launched in
September 2007 by the f ifth f light of the
Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle, GSLV-
F04, it replaced the INSAT-4C satellite which had
been lost in a launch failure the previous year.
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The satellite is stationed in geostationary orbit at
a longitude of 74 degrees east, providing
communications to India.

INSAT-4CR is equipped with twelve Ku band
transponders operating at a frequency of 36 MHz,
with 140 Watt travelling wave tube amplifiers. The
satellite has an effective isotropic radiated power
of 51.5 dBW. An additional Ku band signal is used
as a beacon for tracking.

INSAT 4CR connect with the server hub with
antenna install in New Delhi and satellite tracking
antenna installed in Rajdhani Express Rakes. It
connects transponder and satellite antenna with
ku band frequency.

Part C :  Train Tracking System
Train tracking system used to connect all the

coaches through Wi-Fi network. Train receives
data from satellite and provides data to all
coaches of train and vice versa. Important
hardware is used to perform this action is
following.

MAIN HARDWARE USED IN TRAIN: On train
satellite components comprises the SATELLITE
TRACKING ANTENNA, ANTENNA CONTROL
UNIT, SATELLITE MODEM etc.

C.1   OUTDOOR UNIT: It consist of
C. 1.1   SATELLITE TRACKING ANTENNA
C.1.2  MULTIBAND ANTNNA
C.1.3  OUTDOOR ACCESS POINT
C.1.4  IFL CABLES

C.2  INDOOR UNIT: It consist of
C.2.1   SURGE PROTECTOR
C.2.2   SERVER RACK
C.2.3   SATELLITE MODEM
C.2.4   ANTENNA CONTROL UNIT

C.2.5   POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT
C.2.6   UPS
C.2.7   INDOOR ACCESS POINT
C.2.8   PoE SWITCH
C.2.9   Ethernet Surge protection
C.2.10   EARTHING MECHANISM

C.1.1  SATELLITE TRACKING  ANTENNA
This is an automatic Satellite Tracking Antenna

connected with INSAT 4CR satellite with Ku band
frequency. The Satellite Tracking Antenna has
been installed on each train (above power car) to
maintain the connectivity whilst train is stationary
, moving , tilting , accelerating , decelerating ,
changing direction etc.  This Antenna with Radom
is installed on the power car above luggage room
cavity. The frequency range is 14.00 to 14.50 GHz
Ku band for transmission & 10.70 to 12.75 GHz
Ku band for reception. The power supply has been
provided by antenna control unit.

Following are technical specification of
Satellite Tracking Antenna:-

1. Frequency range:- 14 to 14.5 GHz for
transmission and 10.7 to 12.75 GHz for
reception.

2. G/T:- 43dBW   (Antenna gain-to-noise-
temperature (G/T) is a figure of merit in the
characterization of antenna performance,
where G is the antenna gain in decibels at the
receive frequency, and T is the equivalent
noise temperature of the receiving system in
kelvins. T is the summation of the antenna
noise temperature and the RF chain noise
temperature from the antenna terminals to the
receiver output.)

3. EIRP:- 17.3dBW (The equivalent isotropically
radiated power (EIRP)is used to estimate the
service area of the transmitter, and to
coordinate transmitters on the same frequency
so that their coverage areas do not overlap.It
is the product of transmitter power & the
antenna gain in  a given direction relative to
an isotropic antenna of  a radio transmitter).

4. Effective Noise temperature :- 150oK
5. Polarization: Motorized Skew arrangement

Various parts of antenna are connected with
server rack through low loss IFL cable drawn from
antenna to server rack which is discussed later
on in indoor unit description.
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C.1.1 ANTENNA  INSTALLATION LOCATION:
An experience

 Initially it was decided that antenna had to be
installed at the back side wall of Power car by
welding a structure on the back wall and installing
antenna on it. But later on, Railway had finally
decided to install antenna on the frb tub cavity of
power car by installing a mechanical structure on
frb tub. For this purpose 3 Nos. of special power
cars having cavity was manufactured in Rail
Coach Factory Kapurthala. There we had installed
mechanical structure on frb tub cavity on all the 3
power cars. The antenna is installed on base plate
of structure.

C.1.2  Multiband Antenna
• Multiband Antenna is installed on the roof top

of power car for GSM backup link in case of
tunnels etc when there is some obstruction in
the line of sight of satellite link.

C.1.3  OUTDOOR ACCESS POINT :-
Outdoor access point is used to connect indoor

access point through POE switch & CAT-6 cable.
The detail connectivity is explained in figure below.

Outdoor access Point  is installed at the outside
wall of each passenger coaches for wireless
communication. Installation of access point is
distributed in left right format in each passenger
coaches. It means half of the coaches had access
point install on the left side and remaing
passenger coaches access point install on the
right side of the coach. In this way during wireless
communication left side slave   access point talks
with left side master access point of power car.
And right side slave access point of each

passenger coach talks with right side mater
access point power car. This concept also proves
beneficial during curves of railway track where
communication can also happen with a diagonal
direction. Outdoot access point gets DC power
from POE swith install inside 6U rake.

Two Numbers of Outdoor Access Point is
installed outside the power car in left & right side.
It is mounted on the iron strip fixed on sidewall of
coach. To maintain stable connectivity outdoor
access points are fitted alternatively side each
coach.

C.1.4  IFL CABLES
The Inter Facility Link (IFL) cable is used

between the Outdoor and Indoor units is limited
to 30mts. IFL cable is used for flow of RF signal
between server rack & antenna.

The IFL cable carries
DC power supplied by
the satellite modem, for
the outdoor electronics.
They also carry the L-
band signal to/from the
outdoor electronics and
the modem.

Total 5 nos. of IFL cable is used as following:-

• Rx (Receive)
• Tx (Transmit)
• Multiband(GSM)
• GPS
• ACU(Antenna control Unit)
C.2   INDOOR UNIT
C.2.1 SURGE PROTECTOR:

Surge protector is installed in the path between
Antenna to server rack for protection against
surge current. On commencement of high surge
current emp protector will absorb the high current
and in this way the
server rack will be
in safe condition.
Surge protector is
installed in the
path of all the IFL
cable for
c o m p l e t e
protection of all units against surge current.

C.2.2  SERVER RACK
Server rack mainly consists of Server, Satellite

modem, Antenna control unit, Power distribution
unit. All the IFL cable coming from antenna side
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is connected to server
rack at the respective
ports. Server consists of
various modules for
routing switching
processing etc.

C.2.3 SATELLITE MODEM
L band satellite modem is installed in server

rack for transmitting & receiving the land signal.
It works on L band frequency range (950-2050
Mhz). L Band signal coming out from Tx port of
modem is sent to amplifier at antenna which
further amplify the signal at Antenna and convert
it to Ku Band (14 to 14.5Ghz) for on air satellite
communication. Similarly Antenna after receiving
the Ku Band signal (10.9 to 12.75 Ghz) convert it
to L Band signal (950-2050Mhz) which is sent to
L- Band satellite modem through IFL cable.
Satellite modem on train works on trains works
on MCPC, SCPC chain where modem receives
4mbps link through MCPC chain and it transmits
512 kbps link through SCPC chain. Tx & Rx port
of satellite modem are connected internally with
Tx & Rx port on the top portion of server rack.

C.2.4  ANTENNA CONTROL UNIT
Antenna control unit is installed in server rack.

Its main function is to send the control signal to
automatic tracking satellite antenna. It receives
the GPS coordinate from inbuilt GPS antenna in
satellite tracking antenna. As per the updated
GPS coordinates of each and every location on
the fast move of train it calculate the azimuth and
elevation of that point and it communicates with
antenna to rotate as per the required azimuth,
elevation, polarization of location. In this way
antenna is always tracked on satellite and gives
100% satellite link in trains. The Antenna port of
Antenna control unit is internally connected with
ACU port on top portion of server rack which is
further connected with Satellite Tracking Antenna
through IFL cable.

C.2.5 POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT
There is single power distribution unit in server

rack having many powers socket which gives the
AC power to all the equipment installed in server
rack.

C.2.6  UPS
UPS is installed at the bottom of the server

rack. The current carrying capacity of UPS is
3KVA. UPS gets main supply from the power

panel of the control room of power car. A dual
pole MCB is installed in the power panel through
which AC supply input comes to UPS. UPS gives
230V AC to server rack through power cable
which gets connected to the power in port of the
server rack on the top. From this port AC power
does to power distribution box which further
distributed to all the equipments.

C.2.7 INDOOR ACCESS POINT
Indoor access point is used to connect outdoor

access point and passenger internet accessing
device. Indoor access point is installed in each
and every passenger coach on the ceiling wall of
coach which can be
easily identif ied and
during its normal function
green color led keeps on
blinking. It works on
2.4Ghz frequency band.
It gets DC power from
PoE switch installed in 6U height customized rack.
Indoor AP is connected with PoE switch through
CAT 6 cable with RJ45 connector at both ends.
Indoor access is configured in such a way that
the entire wireless signal received by outdoor AP
of particular passenger coaches comes to indoor
AP of that coach through PoE switch via CAT 6
cable to indoor access point. From indoor AP Wi-
Fi signal is spread over the entire coach and
passenger access the same Wi-Fi signal.

C.2.8  PoE SWITCH
8 port PoE switch is installed inside 6U rack in

each coach. It get power from coach power panel
trough MCB. It gives
power over Ethernet
CAT 6 cable to outdoor
and indoor access point
of that coach. Earthing
point is present in the
PoE switch through
which earthing mechanism is done for protection
of device. Out of eight port only 2 port of PoE
switch is used. One port is used to connect with
Indoor AP and another port is used to connect
with outdoor AP.

C.2.9 Ethernet Surge protection:-
Ethernet surge protection is installed in each

6U rack to protection against surge current . It is
installed in the path of CAT-6 cable towards
Outdoor access Point .CAT6 cable coming out
from PoE switch goes to the in  port of Ethernet
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surge protection. From the out port of surge
protector CAT6 cable goes to Outdoor Access
Point. In this  way Radio devices gets protection
against surge current .

C.2.10  EARTHING  MECHANISM  for complete
system
• An earthing point is present in the PoE switch

. Earthing cable is connected from the earthing
point which is further connected to the specific
earthing box of every coach i.e. earthing brush
of coach wheels.. In this way PoE switch gets
earthed.

• Similarly power car equipments is earthed by
connecting earthing cable between server rack
and earthing point. All the equipments are
earthed with server rack.

• There is chemical earthing in HUB and a
earthing copper strip is coming inside HUB
room. All the equipments is earthed with
copper strip.

USER INTERFACE
PASSENGER REGISTRATION:

Passenger must have Wi-Fi facility in his/her
device and must be turn on.

Click on link available on network “IR-Wi-Fi”
.Dialogue box will open. The passengers will be
able to register by providing the PNR and other
details like mobile number etc. On validation of
the data entered by the passengers, as per extant
DOT guidelines, the Login ID and Password will
be sent through SMS to the registered mobile
number. The Login ID and Password will remain
valid for entire journey.

The picture shows the view of the access page

C.3.2 AUTHORIZATION AND PASSWORD
GENERATION.

With the said password the passenger can
utilize the Free Wi-Fi services during the entire
journey.

FUTURE SCOPE OF THIS SYSTEM
This latest technology give indian railways the

vast scope to improve passenger facilty as
follwing :

• Real time train locating system.
• Integration with PRS and UTS server for

issuing tickets on Train.
• Live and passive IP Based Video Surveillance

on trains.
• Broadband connectivity for Loco Pilot

Information Monitor for important updates:
Real time health of Train System, check status
of train gates, Weather, Emergency
Messaging, Location Information, Online
Signaling and Information, Online Track
Information etc.

• Electronic Passenger Chart Display with
possibility for last moment cancellation
updates and chart editing option.

• Broadband Connectivity to PDA’s of TCs (ticket
collectors) for punching tickets online and
issuing e---tickets and M--- tickets on train.

• Real time credit card validation of on train ticket
purchase.

• Telephone VOIP and Fax Facilities on train for
Railway staff.
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In Railways, various
gauge conversion, doubling
and other traffic facilities
works are going on.  For
fast execution of these
works, it is very important
that planning of works are
done properly and in big
yards, phase works are
planned and yards are

designed to execute the work in various phases
so that due to yard works, projects are not
delayed.

How the Engineering plans and Signalling
plans to be made for various phases of works is
detailed in following paras:

(A) Doubling works starting / ending at Major
Yards:

When doubling work is connected to a Major /
Junction Yard, major alterations are required to
be done at that yard.  This may require new Panel
Building also.  Construction of new building, circuit
design and execution of complete RRI/EI work
may take more than a year time.

To get benefit of doubling without major yard
remodelling, a phase plan can be prepared with
minimum alteration in existing yard and doubling
can be commissioned.

The new Double Line can be connected to the
major yard with one cross-over and signalling
arrangements can be done with minimum

alteration in existing central PI/RRI and or End
panel as the case may be.  Complete yard
remodelling can be done later-on as and when
the indoor/outdoor works are ready.  This
arrangement was done at Gonda Yard of North
Eastern Railway during commissioning of Double
Line.

(B) Gauge Conversion of MG to BG at Major/
Junction Yards:

If at some Major Junction Station, one portion
is MG and rest is BG and this MG along with some
yard lines are to be converted into BG, major
alteration or new work is required to be done.
For this New Relay Room of adequate size or
complete Panel Building may be required.  This
complete work may take more than a year time.
To get the benefit of newly converted BG by
running BG trains on it, newly converted BG
should be connected to present BG Yard with a
crossover with minimum alteration in existing
signalling system.

By connecting newly converted BG Line to
existing line of BG Yard, with a crossover, trains
can be received and dispatched with minimum
signalling alterations in existing system.  The yard
remodelling can be done later on when all the
indoor / outdoor signalling works are ready.  This
planning was done at Bikaner and Sriganganagar
yards of North Western Railway.

(C) Commissioning of Double Line on a route:
When Double Line is to be commissioned on

a route involving a number of Stations, it is not
practically possible to commission whole route
at a time due to resource constraints.

Commissioning of Double Line can be planned
for two block section at a time as alternate station
will have favourable cross-over for running of train
from Single Line to Double Line and vice-versa.

DESIGNING OF YARDS FOR
FAST EXECUTION OF PROJECTS

Shri S.P.S.Chauhan, Dean/IRISET
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In the above diagram, Double Line working is
to be commissioned from ‘A’ Station to ‘C’ Station
and further ahead.  At Station ‘C’, direction of
emergency cross-over is such that train can be
dispatched at Single Line on other side.  The
same layout is repeated at alternate station.
Hence, first we can plan to commission doubling
from Station ‘A’ to Station ‘C’ and then we can
move ahead for next two Block Sections.  In this
planning, however, we have to do Signalling work
at third Station (Station ‘C’ in this case) two times,
first we have to commission Double Line one side
and Single Line other side and then in next phase,
Double Line at both the sides.  Thus, for Station
‘C’ we need two ESP & SIP, one with Double Line
one side and Single Line other side and another
with Double Line at both the sides.  Circuit
diagrams are to be prepared first for second SIP
i.e., Double Line both sides.  Wiring in relay room
should be done as per this SIP and tested for
continuity and functional test including square-
sheet test.  After this activity, alteration is done in
the wiring for Single Line working at one side with
different colour of wire for easy identification and
wires to be removed are kept properly with tag
mark on it.

Now the complete wiring and testing is done
as per SIP of Double Line one side and Single
Line one side.  Domino’s on the Pnel are also
arranged as per Panel Diagram.

Once the doubling is commissioned from ‘A’
to ‘C’ Station, again we have to plan two Block
Sections ahead.  In that case, Station ‘C’ is now
to be commissioned for Double Line both side
and Station next to advance station (say, ‘E’ in
this case after ‘D’) with Single Line one side just
like Station ‘C’.  Circuit alteration at Station ‘C’ for
Double Line both side can be done in 4 to 5 hours
disconnection including complete testing as wires
are kept properly tagged and one round of testing
was already done earlier.  So putting these wires
back to original place and testing will not take
much time.

In this case, as the activity is concentrated at
only 3 Stations, all available resources can be

deployed at these 3 Stations instead of deploying
them at many Stations if planned otherwise.
Commissioning of Double Line from Station ‘A’ to
‘C’ takes only about 6 to 8 hours and can be done
in one day time.  This system was planned in
Gonda-Gorakhpur-Chappra Section of North
Eastern Railway and Jaipur-Rewari Section of
North Western Railway and doubling was
commissioned successfully.

(D) Planning of Yard remodelling in Single Line
Section where Double Line work is also
sanctioned:

Sometimes traffic facility works like adding
third line including conversion of Standard-I
interlocking to Standard-III Interlocking with PI or
EI are to be commissioned on Single Line Section
where Double Line work is also sanctioned but it
will take some time and before that third line and
Standard-III PI or EI is to be commissioned.

In this case, ESP is so designed that during
doubling work, there is no need for shifting of
points, only additional loop line need to be added.

In the above diagram, it can be seen that the
third loop line is so designed that it will be
converted to Double Line during doubling and its
crossovers will act as emergency crossover in
Double Line.  The length of this loop line will be
so adjusted that one more loop line can be laid
inside it which will be future loop line.

By this design, minimum work will be required
to be done from Engineering side as well as
Signalling side as outdoor cabling, etc. should
be done as per requirement of Double Line.  Only
tail cable work will be left for execution during
Double Line.  This planning was done in Rewari-
Hisar Section of North Western Railway.

Thus by planning the yards, works can be
executed in phases and with minimum
expenditure and time, future work can be
commissioned.  Also, benefit of Double Line or
gauge conversion can be achieved without linking
it to major yard remodelling.
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Optimum Communication technology for Passenger
Comfort and Security

Smt. S Manga V/Senior Professor Telecom/IRISET

Passenger train and
railway station security have
become very critical and are
gaining high priority. The
installation of surveillance
IP cameras on moving
trains connected over
WLAN can make remote
monitoring possible.  Also
sophisticated solutions can

give an added sense of security to train
passengers.

DRIVEN BY CHANGING market
expectations bandwidth, response and advancing
technologies, train communications technology
is in the midst of a highly significant transition.
Train communications systems now must do
more than ever before. The railway applications
beyond demand more bandwidth, a faster real-
time response time and more reliability from their
communications networks, be they intra-train,
train-to-ground, or trackside networks.

Typical train networks include the Ethernet
train backbone, ground-to-train communications
and onboard IP video surveillance.

WLAN solutions available in market have
become an excellent solution for train-to-ground
communication networks due to the improved
advantages of wider coverage, higher throughput,
and more bandwidth.

Reliable wireless LAN link can give a
reliable and real-time data communications
solution for flexible deployment on moving trains
to maximize overall passenger safety.

Industrial Ethernet solutions are also
available which can provide a high bandwidth
backbone to transmit the video, voice, and data
needed for passenger entertainment, emergency
intercoms, and video surveillance systems. A
high-speed network can transmit live video
surveillance images in real-time to an existing
human machine interface (HMI) in the cab to
optimize the response time during emergencies.

Technologies underlying train

communications systems have not changed
much since the first 'modern' rail systems were
established 200 years ago. However, the latest
wireless data technologies now available enable
the creation of advanced train communications
systems. WLANs offer an optimal combination
of bandwidth and cost effectiveness for such
operations, and gigabit bandwidth enables real-
time performance for passenger comfort and
security.

WLAN (Fig. 1) offers an optimal
combination of bandwidth and cost-effectiveness
for railway operations.

WLAN is clearly the superior choice, as it
offers the most bandwidth and the lowest total
cost. Monthly service charges are a significant
continuing expense of satellite and cellular
communications. With WLAN, not only are the
installation costs low, but there is also no need to
pay a satellite or cellular provider for data service.
In terms of mobility, the development of optimised
roaming technology has made WLAN mobile
enough to support train to ground
communications, even at relatively high cruising
speeds.

Fig. 1. Suitable WLAN communications
equipment includes Ethernet switches and IP

cameras

Trackside communications
WLAN eliminates cabling headaches for

trackside networks, such as theft, maintenance
and damage. Trackside networks consist of
numerous wayside cabinets that share data up
and down a length of track. Replacing the cables
with WLAN units in each wayside cabinet
eliminates such vulnerabilities.

Intra-train communications
Compared with couplers, WLAN has a higher
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throughput and lower maintenance costs. Train
operators are calling upon intra-train networks to
support more applications, including passenger
information, public announcement, video
surveillance, intercom, HVAC, and data driven
train control systems.

Conventional wired intra-train communications
relied on couplers between carriages to send data
down the line, but these have a fixed bandwidth
and limited data rate, which places severe
constraints on the upgradeability of an intra-train
network. WLAN is a natural fit for intra-train
networks that can reduce maintenance costs
while increasing throughput to support more
applications today and in the future. WLAN can
comfortably support advanced CBTC and
passenger infotainment systems.

As the key link between the trackside network
infrastructure and the intra-train network, train-
to-ground communications is the lynchpin that
enables innovative, next-generation railway
applications.

These systems simply would not be possible
with conventional train-to-ground communications
systems. The control centre must receive and
send a dizzying amount of data, including train
status, passenger status, video data from
cameras, and emergency controls. In addition,
the Passenger Infotainment System must transfer
real-time video, ads, news content, and more. 10
Mbps (or greater) is a reasonable estimate of how
much throughput is needed to sustain these next-
generation applications.

The sheer magnitude of throughput required
is far beyond radio capabilities. This level of
demand even strains the capacity of modern
satellite and cellular data technology such as
GSM and HSDPA. However, the IEEE 802.11
WLAN standard allows transfer up to 300 Mbits
of data to comfortably enable all the applications
envisioned today, with plenty of throughput left
for future applications.

Train-to-ground communications
A reliable and capable train-to-ground

communications link is the foundation of many
valuable next-generation train systems, but
creating such a link can seem like a daunting task.
How is it possible to maintain a consistent,
uninterrupted link between fixed trackside access
points and a quickly moving train that traverses
many different operating environments? Luckily,

WLAN technology has a large toolbox of
solutions. Train tunnels are examples of clear
environments having limited interference.
Antennas are a cost-effective coverage solution
for this kind of environment.

There is far more interference aboveground,
especially in busy urban areas. Still, WLANs can
use a number of strategies to create networks
that remain reliable in these conditions. Hardened
outdoor wireless access points (APs) with fast
roaming and dual RF redundancy are ideal for
such a scenario, especially when deployed with
high AP density. (Fig. 2).

For truly exceptional operating environments,
waveguides (Fig. 3) or leaky (leakage) coaxial
cables (LCX) provide an even more secure link
between client and AP, albeit at increased cost. A
track lined with waveguides or LCX cables offers
wireless clients very stable, interferenceproof
access.

Fig. 2. Dual RF for wireless redundancy -
concurrent redundant wireless connections.

Hardened outdoor wireless APs with fast
roaming and dual RF redundancy are ideal for

train to ground communications, especially
when deployed with a high AP density

Fig. 3. The antenna remains within 20cm of
the waveguide strip on the ground. This helps

provide an even more secure link between
client and AP
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Suitable communications equipment includes
industrial embedded computers, industrial
Ethernet switches and IP cameras with EN50155
and EN50121-1/2 certification to confirm their
resilience in harsh railway environments, and the
rugged wireless devices to bring it all together.
Gigabit bandwidth enables real-time performance
for passenger comfort and security. Outdoors
wireless AP/bridge/client devices should feature
fast roaming technology, as well as the
dependability provided by dual independent RF
modules, power redundancy, and a weatherproof,
dustproof, wide operating temperature design.

With two such units at each wayside cabinet,

a railway can replace trackside cabling and its
attendant maintenance headaches with dual
redundant RF links. Units can connect to a solar-
powered Power-over-Ethernet (POE) switch that
supports, for example, an IP camera and a third
wireless device that acts a local wireless AP.

Such a system can provide railway staff out in
the field convenient wireless access to system
maintenance tools. Such equipment can also
provide the foundation for a future train
communications network with the addition of even
more advanced wireless technology, complete
with fast train-to-ground WLAN communications.
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Chain operation of points in British RRI

                     Shri. M.Koteswara Rao, Professor Signalling/IRISET

Need of Chain Operation
of Points

Indian railways uses DC
Series wound and split field
motors for operating the
point machines. Direct
current (D.C.) series motors
get their name from the way
their armature and field
windings are connected

together. This  type  of  connection  gives  a  D.C.
series  motor  the  following characteristics:

• High Starting Torque (at the time of starting)
• No Load Operation
• Poor Speed Regulation

The primary disadvantage of D.C. series
motors is they cannot operate safely in an
unloaded condition.

D.C.Motor Characteristics:
The speed and torque characteristics of D.C

motors of various configurations (series, shunt,
compound, cumulative and differential) are as
shown in Figure 1.

We can see, D.C series motors initial torque
is very high. i.e. at the time of starting they need
huge current for producing the high torque. As
we increase the armature current of motor, more

Figure 1

back emf will be generated and as a result speed
of the motor falls. It can be seen from the above
graph.

Connections of 8 Point Machine to a common
battery bank :
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The connections of 8 Siemens Point Machine
ot a common battery bank is as shown in figure
2.

Figure 2

In British RRI, the moment signal button and
route buttons are pressed, NLR/RLR will pick up
there by NWLR/RWLR pickup and NCR/RCR
pickup and they throw all points in the route,
isolation and overlap simultaneously with
respective NWR/RWR up.

Let us assume, there are 10 crossovers in the
yard and all the points (10) are not in the required
position and an obstruction is available in all the
points. As per point specification, obstruction
current will be double the normal current.
Siemens/IRS point normal operating current is
4A and for clamp type points it is 5A and in case
of obstruction, and the moment signal button and
route buttons are pressed, all the Clamp type
points will be drawing 10A current each. Hence
from 200AH battery bank the net current drawn
will be 100A.

But, from the 200AH battery bank, we can draw
only 200/10= 20A current only. When we draw
100A current, the battery bank will be drained
forever and all the conductors used for connecting
batteries will get burnt. It may not be possible to
charge the battery again in normal manner (We
may have to go for boost charging methods etc).

To prevent this burning of conductors and deep
discharge of batteries, we go for chain operation,
where in we permit only two points of a crossover
draw the current from the battery bank and
stagger other all points operation such that not
more than two points will be drawing initial starting
torque current from the battery bank.

For the chain operation of points, the following
extra relays are required.

For every point – WWR, ASWR relays and for
the whole yard AS1WR, AS2WR and WWFR
relays are required.

The names of relays are as follows.

ASWR – Point chain group selection relay

AS1WR –Point chain group initiation relay

WWFR – Point chain group first and final relay

AS2WR - Point chain group termination relay

WWR1 – Chain relay of point 1

WWR2 – Chain relay of point 2

WWRN – Chain relay of last point N

The flow chart for chain operation is as
follows:

Conditions for ASWR of first to last but one
points (i.e. 1 to N-1 points)
1. (NLR UP, NWLR UP and NCR DOWN) or

(RLR UP, RWLR UP and RCR DOWN)
(NLR UP, NWLR UP) or or (RLR UP, RWLR

UP) signifies it is auto operation and not manual
operation. ASWR relay should drop only when
NCR UP or RCR UP

Conditions for ASWR of last point (i.e. Nth
point)
1. (NLR UP, NWLR UP and NCR DOWN) or

(RLR UP, RWLR UP and RCR DOWN)
(NLR UP, NWLR UP) or or (RLR UP, RWLR

UP) signifies it is auto operation and not manual
operation. ASWR relay should drop only when
NCR UP or RCR UP

2. Last point ASWR picks up with WWFR DOWN
and sticks with the last point ASWR circuit.

Conditions for AS1WR
1. After previous operation, WWR1 DOWN,

WWR2 DOWN, WWFR DOWN and AS2WR
DOWN.

2. Request for chain has come from any of the
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points i.e
Prove ( (NLR UP/RLR UP) in series with

ASWR UP) for each point in parallel.

AS1WR is made slow to release using RC
combination.

Conditions for WWFR
1. AS1WR UP
2. Last WWR DOWN in parallel with Last point

ASWR up.
3. WWFR once picks up it bypasses AS1WR UP
Conditions for AS2WR
1. AS1WR UP
2. WWFR UP.
3. AS2WR once picks up it bypasses AS1WR

UP
4. AS2WR is made slow to release using

Reverse biased diode.

Rules for designing WWRs is shown in the
next sheet.
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Railway as the Nation’s i-WAY
RailWire by RailTel

- Shri  Ashutosh Vasant, GGM (Marketing), Railtel

• The SLA based
backbone for Digital India
:480 District 100G network
• RailWire :
Community empowering
collaborative distribution
network
• R a i l W i r e :
Affordable , Scalable,
Symmetrical Broadband to

the masses
• 4200 Plus  PoP “Managed capacity-Managed

Services SDN- NFV network” by RailTel for
Digital India which in addition meets mission
critical Railway operational and Passenger
Amenity needs

• Revenue multiplier effect of RailWire , taking
RailTel to Rs.10,000 Crore turn over by 2017
with minimum FCF of 30%

• OTT Digital display network spanning 4200
Railway stations: the biggest and most
powerful opinion changing network:
Something multi times ahead of “The Nation
wants to know ....”
Digital India has been envisioned as an

ambitious umbrella programme to prepare India
for knowledge based transformation. The project
is a game-changer, from the perspective of
delivery of pro-citizen good governance, with the
synchronised and coordinated engagement of the
entire government. India is sitting at the cusp of
an IT revolution. The Prime Minister has raised a
very important slogan: IT + IT = IT. Essentially
this means that India’s talent plus information
technology is equal to India tomorrow. There are
three basic objectives of the Digital India initiative:
citizen empowerment, governance improvement
and thirdly, changing the IT profile of India.
Therefore, it means empowerment to governance
to growth.

The programme was conceptualised in a span
of less than three months and consequently
endorsed by the Union Cabinet at its meeting held
on August 20, 2014. To realise the vision of the
Prime Minister, Digital India programme has

identified three key areas: Digital infrastructure
as a utility to every citizen, governance and
services on demand, and digital empowerment
of citizens.

Specific timelines for the completion of various
projects

The first and foremost objective of the Digital
India project is to make broadband facility
available in every village across the country. This
would drive up e-commerce business in villages.
The National Optical Fibre Network (NOFN)is
planned to reach in all 2.5 lakh Gram Panchayats
in the country in a phased manner. The set target
is of 50,000 Gram Panchayats this year, 1 lakh
next year and 1 lakh Gram Panchayats in the
year thereafter. The government has decided that
this project will be completed in the coming three
years at a total estimated cost of Rs 20,000 crore.

NOFN project is planned to connect all gram
panchayats in the country through optical fiber
utilising existing fibers of BSNL, RailTel and Power
Grid and laying incremental fiber wherever
necessary to bridge the connectivity gap between
Gram Panchayats and Blocks.

This programme aims to provide the required
thrust to the following nine pillars of growth viz.
broadband highways; Universal access to mobile
connectivity; Public internet access programme;
E-governance: Reforming government through
technology; eKranti Electronic delivery of
services; Information for all; Electronics
manufacturing; IT for jobs and early harvest
programmes.

Once the Digital India programme comes into
shape , it will lead to a lot of other services. Like
the television revolution was sparked by the
proliferation of channels, in a similar manner, Lot
of retailers shall join in. E-education, e-health and
most important, e-commerce will get a boost. The
country shall see an enormous potential and literal
explosion of e-commerce in the rural areas of
India where one will have a warehouse and at
the click of a button, you can place your order
and Flipkarts and Amazons of the world  will go
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in these areas. This would drive up e-commerce
business in villages.

The NOFN program though being all ambitious
, is saddled with the following bureaucratic pitfalls:

1. It has been decided to lay incremental fiber
from  the nearest available fiber network. For
this ,the existing fiber routes of all three PSUs
namely BSNL,RailTel and PGCIL were
mapped by NIC on GIS maps .As BSNL has
maximum fiber presence, 80% of the
incremental lengths fall on BSNL backbone.
With BSNL’s network uptimes itself
challenged, the connectivity ahead to GPs as
being rolled out is of questionable reliability.

2.  BSNL has all throughout laid unarmoured fiber
which suffers from pitfall of non traceability and
damage by rodents .Though the executing
PSUs have laid incremental lengths based on
NIC maps, the backend BSNL fiber is either
non traceable or has no spare fibers .This
challenge is going to delay the end to end
integration.

3. The umbrella organization formed to handle
NOFN is BBNL which is again manned by ex-
BSNL officials. They have prevailed inspite of
representat ions to the contrary to lay
unarmoured fiber even for the incremental fiber
lengths to GPs. This will remain the weakest
link ,more so, with entire GP roll out planned
on linear network.

4.The lighting of the fiber is planned using GPON
technology with maximum BW per GP being
just 100 mbps .This planned BW is grossly
insuff icient to even meet the national
broadband plan leave alone being enough to
support other commercial services.

5. The services are planned to be integrated,
implemented and run  by BBNL on fiber routes
maintained by two more PSUs ie the backbone
owner and the incremental fiber laying PSU
.With three PSUs responsible for a single
service, its easier than imagined about the
quality of service and response to the end
customer.
All above challenges get addressed by a very

powerful program of RailTel called “RailWire”

RailWire as a solution has the potential to :

a) bring about an upswing in country's GDP by
min 3%,

b) provide atleast 5 direct jobs per GP and atleast
10 indirect jobs per GP

c) empower local community by providing
affordable broadband to every nook and corner
of the country with community involvement

d) provide high speed, scalable, upgradable,
symmetrical , wired ,pithead based 24x7
support based connectivity with host of value
added services like RailWire magic box
converting any ordinary TV into a computer at
one time cost of Rs.6000 ( can be subsidised
using DoEIT BroadBand  penetration support
fund)  and per hour usage charge for any
software needed from the central cloud, host
of CCTV services with storage and video
analytics, Digital signage, SP WiFi, OTT
platform and Electronic Medical record etc.
available on pay per successful use basis  i.e.
SLA based OPEX payment .

e) deliver all citizen services through a single
portal like CALNET of California

RailWire thus is an effective means of meeting
the "Digital India" Target and meet the PMO
objectives of creating the Broadband highway for
minimum Government-Maximum Governance in
the shortest possible time ,with  highest reliability
, lowest cost , with a community empowering ,rural
migration arresting , scalable , symmetrical , wired
connectivity superior to all other platforms and
above all being self sustainable .

WHAT IS RAILWIRE ?
RailWire is the magic by which RailTel is

present in every house that has a cable  TV and
thus holds the potential of reaching 300 million
cable TV homes !! .

RailTel had started the business of acting as
trusted carrier and partner for MSOs in 2006 with
roll out of GTPL in Gujarat which now reaches
85% of Gujarat cable TV homes and five other
states on RailTel network and is growing.
Following GTPL, every MSO in the country
realised the strength and opportunity of riding the
RailTel network thus creating a strong mutual
relationship.

RailWire uses this strong hold of RailTel in
cable TV business along with the  transparent
revenue sharing partnership between the end
cable operator, the aggregate network provider (
may be the MSO ) and RailTel by using a
thoroughly tested and rejigged OSS/BSS
platform, the RailTel high resilience network, IT
platform, hosted DC/DR solutions and the copper
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cable that reaches every cable TV home. By using
highly reliable multiplexing technology, RailTel
makes the option of Broadband reach every cable
TV home that opts for the service.

With increase in ARPU of the Local cable
operator many fold, he ensures that his limited
customer base gets the best customer focus 24x7
, with his responsibility limited to just the physical
cable connection, which he knows best for ages
,with all other network complexity being RailTel's
baby .

As is known , nothing beats the speed and
reliability of a wired copper connection with
reliable OFC as backend .Thus the speed and
reliability is the RailWire USP.

RailWire has thus successfully replaced the
incumbent for connecting Village Panchayat
offices in Kerala in three districts  and Tamilnadu's
ARASU has signed with RailTel for RailWire
program to roll out Broadband to every house in
Tamilnadu.

WHY IS RAILWIRE MODEL CONSIDERED
MOST EFFECTIVE FOR e-GOV and DIGITAL
INDIA OVER OTHER MODELS  ?

For any model to be effective ,it is essential
that it not just meets the intended objectives but
remains self sustainable so that it doesn't depend
on consistent govt support  through out the life
cycle of the solution.

To share a snapshot of the REALISTIC
RailWire Business on hand, request kind attention
to  the following facts :

State Population CATV 
Homes 

Addressable 
Market(AM) 

RailWire 
June 

ARPU All 
India in Rs 

Per month revenue in 
Crores  with % 

of Addressable Market 
captured  

 
     1% 5% 10% 
Gujarat 6 Cr 1 Cr 1 Cr 966 9.66 48.3 96.6 
Rajasthan 7.2 Cr 1 Cr 1 Cr 966 9.66 48.3 96.6 
Total     19.32 96.6 193.2 

 

Thus the Annual Revenues combined from just
these two states  works out to Rs.231.84 Cr ( for
just 1% , very pessimistic outlook on capture of
addressable market ) to Rs. 2318.4 Cr ( for 10%
capture of the addressable market, a very
achievable market share )thus making the
RailWire model viable and self sustainable .

As proven above ,RailWire being self
sustainable , it ensures that the services delivered
remain up and running, being self priming ,
without becoming a parasite on Govt support as
is otherwise the case with all Govt initiatives.

WHY GUJARAT AND RAJASTHAN TO START
A PILOT ?
1.These two states have maximum addressable

market whose basic needs of survival ( roti ,
kapda , makan ) are already met and thus  can
afford spending for Broadband and VAS ( value
Added Services)

2.These two states have the highest NRI
population with inbuilt/ inherent demand for
reliable, high-speed Broadband

3.These two states have masses with business
acumen with capability of turning opportunities
and possibilities into reality

4.Most important of all,these two states  have
RELIABLE POWER SUPPLY in most villages
and towns , the most crucial element for
Supporting broadband penetration .

WHAT STRATEGY NEEDS TO BE ADOPTED
BY RAILTEL TO ENSURE THAT THE ROLL OUT
TARGETS ARE MET WITHOUT GETTING INTO
LOOP OF DELAYS IN NETWORK CAPACITY
CREATION?

A focused strategy for roll out of reliable, high
speed, scalable , SLA based State Broadband
Network in these two states using Managed
services model of creation of capacity using NaaS
( Network as a Service ) with a pit head based
Strategic Business Unit to ensure physical
network uptimes and focussed roll out
coordination and customer relat ionship
Management , needs to be ensured .This can
help speed up RailWire roll out and  can create a
replicable model for being adopted across India .

A successful roll out can change the fortunes
for India as well as the common masses,  bringing
atleast 3% upswing in the GDP of these states ,
setting in motion a multiplier effect for revenues,
yet not experienced in India .

WHAT STEPS HAVE BEEN TAKEN BY RAILTEL
IN THIS DIRECTION SO FAR ?

RailTel has engaged with Govt of Gujarat at
the highest levels with one on one presentations
and close followups at every level of
administration for last 8 months .Has given
presentations to DoT, USOF and TRAI. Gradually
the policy makers have started seeing the
advantages of RailWire as a superior model to
all other explored options in meeting the Digital
India targets  .

RailTel at no stage  has budged from RailTel's
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commitment for NOFN roll out but has instead
pleaded to Govt of Gujarat to choose more
efficient and cost effective option from the money
that they are ON DATE SPENDING on VSAT and
dongles for next 5 years even with NOFN coming.

This also helps USOF to delver the committed
GP connectivity numbers overcoming the
challenges being faced by BBNL execution
agencies.

VAS of Tele Presence  in schools , Govt offices
,Police Stations , CCTV made compulsory in GoG
schools , GiGe WiFi in choupals , add to increase
the RailWire advantages in e-Governance .

Further, with RailWire connected GPs in place
,USOF/ DoT  will be in a phenomenal position to
establish the solution's viability , more so, when
inspite of RailTel/PGCIL/BSNL completing the
targeted incremental laying for NOFN, the GPs
may face challenge in coming up due to known
bottlenecks in NOFN design starting with use of
UNARMOURED OFC that too on the already
challenged BSNL UNARMOURED OFC network.

Where the NOFN works, RailWire can shift
beyond NOFN to serve the intended GUN roll out
at near zero cost .

DIGITAL INDIA BACKBONE ON MANAGED
CAPACITY MANAGED SERVICE BASIS

To meet the backbone needs of Digital India
,RailTel needs to upgrade its backbone network.
The conventional ways of upfront investing in high
capacity equipment based on available
technologies and then waiting for the same to be
sold is a thing of the past. The speed, the scale
and the benefits of paying as you get paid stand
leveraged by going in for Managed Capacity and
Managed Services network as perfected by the
Airtel’s of  this world.

It is thus proposed to go for lighting of a
separate pair of fiber across the all India network
by inviting the best vendors of the world to roll
out SDN-NFV (Software Defined Networks-
Network Function Virtualization) based scalable
networks with defined timelines of roll out .This
ensures that SLA based capacity gets created
against issued work order and gets paid just for
the capacity as used instead of that being bought
upfront in conventional CAPEX based models
.This eliminates the pitfalls of technological

obsolescence as well.

Using the network leverage ,RailTel thus gets
to roll out needed capacity in 480 of the 600
Districts in India .This can then be offered to Govt
of India as the Digital backbone on pay per use
basis .The vendor gets paid only on RailTel getting
paid. This model thus generates a phenomenal
revenue opportunity.

The state of the art network so built with five
nine SLA , ensures that  the same is available to
Indian Railways across all OFC POPs for all
mission critical applications eliminating the needs
to maintain a host of different type and make of
equipment which can stand phased  out as they
meet the end of life.

Entire communication network of the Railways
thus moves to SLA based Managed capacity
Managed Services Model .Being SDN and NFV
based, the provisioning of any needed interfaces
or modules is just a click away helping roll out
the best of signaling applications like ETCS/CBTC
/ATP /ATO/UTO and so on, on the fly.

OTT based Digital Display Network
With the SLA based backbone network in

place, it’s a cake walk to roll out integrated digital
display network across the connected 4200
Railway stations with multiple  high end digital
signages at every platform .

Imagine the clout of being able to launch a
new product or service across the nation through
centrally fed advertisement on all the connected
stations across the country. This medium will be
multi times more powerful than the best of the
entertainment or news channels or media houses
of this world. The time slots on this network can
be sold world over for the best FMCG/Auto/White
goods etc manufacturers who would die to
advertise on this network.

The advertisement monetization potential of
this powerful network is Rs.20,000 Crores per
annum .

The above suggestions if rightly monetized
with some quick decision making entrusted to the
right core group, RailTel can become a cash cow
for the Railways and a reliable Digital India
platform for the nation.
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( The above views are personal of Sh.Ashutosh Vasant, Group General Manager /Marketing/
Corporate , RailTel Corporation of India Limited, who happens to be one of the founding members of
RailTel and belongs to the 1990 batch of IRSSE. He has taken absorption in RailTel wef 2008 and is
a now a permanent employee of RailTel )
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IRS CLAMP TYPE POINT MACHINE

Shri G.V.RAO, Instructor,  Outdoor Signalling

INTRODUCTION-
 High speed turnouts were developed capable of allowing a High speed

with the increase in traffic density, higher section of rails (Thick web switches
with 60 kg rails) and with a view to utilize optimum of available modern and
latest assets in order to provide the passengers less time consuming train journey
.To operate TWS Point IRS Clamp type point machine required and designed to
comply with IRS specification S-24/2000 (RDSO Drawing No. RDSO/S-3454
for 60 kg rail and RDSO/S-3455 for 52 Kg rail) .It is non-trailable type point
machine. Use of clamp type point machine is desirable  in standard IV( 140-160
kmph) interlocking, where the stock rail & tongue rail are physically locked by

means of clamp type lock.

Features of Point machine:

 Difference  between clamp type and other point machines-

S.NO      Description                  Remarks 
1            Type  

 
D.C. Series high thrust (700 Kgs)  
 

2          Stroke  
 

High stroke 220mm  
 

3      Type of Locking  
 

Rotary cum clamp type lock  
 

4 Arrangement for Locking of switches  
 

Indirect through ground connections (rods) 
in side machine and direct locking  on stock 
and tongue rail through clamp type lock. 

5         Thrust  
 

700 Kg  
 

6 Over load protection  
 

Friction clutch self adjustable  
 

7       Snubbing  
 

Mechanical  
 

8     Locking of throw  
 

Available  
 

9 Number of control contact  
 

2 ( NC),    2( RC)  
 

10 Number of detection contact  
 

2 ( ND),    2 ( RD) 
 

11 Number of ground connections  
 

Five (02 lock+ 02 detection + 01 through)  
 

 

S.NO Clamp type point machine Siemens /IRS Point machine 
1 Stroke-220mm Stroke-143mm 
2 Normal working current 3 to 3.5 amps Normal working current 2 to 2.5 amps 
3 Throw Bar pinions 07 no’s Throw Bar pinions 05 no’s. 

 
4 No idle stroke Idle stroke is -25 mm ( point opening 

115mm) 
5 Point  Machine to be installed at 1140 mm  

distance from inner edge of  nearest stock 
rail 

Point  machine to be installed at 1050 mm 
from inner edge of    stock rail 
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Use of 220 mm stroke

Spring setting device (SSD):
1.  This is a spring loaded mechanical device

fixed on insulated tie plate of sleeper number
13-14 by permanent way department.

2. SSD contains two cranks and they are
connected with each other by means of spring
loaded arm.

3. Each tongue rail is connected to end of a crank
of SSD.

4. It is used for setting of close switch tongue rail
with stock rail up to maximum possible length.

ADVANTAGE
• It ensures and proves the proper setting of both

stock and switch rail.
• Due to the 160mm opening of TWS at toe,

the clearance at JOH is 60mm. This prevents

S.NO THROW                          EFFECT ON 
  Open switch 

 
Close switch  
 

1. During First  60mm (only 
open switch tongue rail 
moves )  
 

Moves 60 mm towards 
stock rail  
 

Get unlock( clamp lock 
unlocked)  
 

2 During next 100 mm 
throw (Both tongue rail 
moves together)  
 

Moves another 100 mm  
and now gets closed 

Moves 100 mm towards 
track center 

3 During next 60 mm  
 

Gets locked ( clamp type 
lock) 

Moves 60 mm and gets 
opened by 160 mm  
 

 
the repeated striking of the open switch at JOH
by inner side of the wheel, which in
conventional switches leads to chances of
under wheel flashing.

• Clamp locking of the switch prevents vibration
caused in the switch due to train movement
affecting the friction clutch directly. In
conventional switches this leads to reduction
in efficiency of the friction clutch.

DISADVANTAGE
• No rigid connection between stock rail and

chair plate as in conventional point, which may
lead to out of alignment of the sleeper due to
vibration.

• No Idle stroke is provided hence point opening
should be accurate 160mm.
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IP Telephony
An Overview Of Audio Codecs

Shri M.Umapathy, Instructor Telephony /IRISET

Voice transmission is
analogical, whereas the
data network is digital. The
process to sample
analogical waves into
digital information is made
by an encoder-decoder
(codec). There are many
standards to sample an
analogical voice signal into

a digital one. The process is often quite complex.
Most of  the conversions use pulse code
modulation (PCM) or variations.

In addition, the codec zip the sequence of data,
and sometimes provides echo cancellation. The
compression of  the waveform can save
bandwidth. This is especially interesting in low
speed connections so you can have more VoIP
connections at the same time. Another way to
save bandwidth is using the silence suppression.
The goal is not to send packages when there is
no voice in the conversations.

Codecs are generally understood to be various
mathematical models used to digitally encode
(and compress) analog audio information. Many
of these models take into account the human
brain’s ability to form an impression from
incomplete information. We’ve all seen optical
illusions; likewise, voice-compression algorithms
take advantage of our tendency to interpret what
we believe we  should hear,  rather  than what we
actually hear.

“According to research, it doesn’t matter in
what order the letters in a word are,  the olny
iprmoetnt tihng is taht frist and lsat ltteres are
in the rghit pclae. The rset can be a toatl mses
and you can sitll raed it wouthit a porbelm.
Tihs is bcuseae we do not raed ervey lteter by
istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe.”

We do the same thing with sound, if there is
enough information, our brain can fill in the gaps.
The purpose of the various encoding algorithms
is to strike a balance between bandwidth
efficiency and voice quality. On an audio CD,

quality is far more important than saving
bandwidth, so the audio is quantized at 16 bits.

Originally, the term codec referred to a COder/
DECoder: a device that converts between analog
and digital. Now, the term seems to relate more
to COmpression/DECompression.

The number of codec samples per packet is
another factor that determines the bandwidth and
delay of a VoIP call. The codec defines the size
of the sample, but the total number of samples
placed in a packet affects how many packets are
sent per second.

As defined in ITU-T/ G.114 specifications, the
recommended one-way overall delay for voice is
150 ms. For a private network, 200 ms is a
reasonable goal, and 250 ms must be the
maximum.

 Voice Activity Detection
With circuit-switched voice networks, all voice

calls use 64 kbps fixed-bandwidth links regardless
of how much of the conversation is speech and
how much is silence. With VoIP networks, all
conversation and silence is packetized. With
Voice Activity Detection (VAD), packets of silence
can be suppressed.

Over time and as an average on a volume of
more than 24 calls, VAD can provide up to a 35
percent bandwidth savings. The savings are not
realized on every individual voice call, or on any
specific point measurement. For the purposes of
network design and bandwidth engineering, VAD
must not be taken into account, especially on links
that carry fewer than 24 voice calls
simultaneously. Various features such as music
on hold and fax render VAD ineffective.

RTP Header-Compression or Compressed
RTP (cRTP)

All VoIP packets are made up of two
components: voice samples and IP/UDP/RTP
headers. Although the voice samples are
compressed by the Digital Signal Processor
(DSP) and can vary in size based on the codec
used, these headers are a constant 40 bytes in
length. When compared to the 20 bytes of voice
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samples in a default G.729 call, these headers
make up a considerable amount of overhead.
With cRTP, these headers can be compressed
to two or four bytes. This compression offers
significant VoIP bandwidth savings. For example,
a default G.729 VoIP call consumes 24 kb without
cRTP, but only 12 kb with cRTP enabled.

Audio Codecs
Codecs are of various types. The size of each

VoIP packet depends on the codec type used and
the number of voice samples encapsulated in
each IP packet. The number of bits per second
that each codec generates is referred to as codec
bandwidth. The following is a list of some ITU
codec standards, along with a brief description
for each:

G.711
It is PCM - based on the 8000 samples per

second rate and 8 bits per sample, PCM
generates 64,000 bits per second, or 64 kbps.
No compression is performed.

G.719
This codec provides high quality, with a bit rate

of 32 to 128 kbps wideband 20 Hz - 20 kHz audio
bandwidth, audio coding at low computational
load. It was produced through a collaboration
between Polycom and Ericsson.

G.722
Wideband Speech Encoding Standard -

divides the input signal into two sub bands and
encodes each sub band using a modified version
of ADPCM. Supports a bit rate of 64/ 56/ 48 kbps.

G.726
Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation

(ADPCM) - Superseeded by G.721 & G.723 which
became obsolete. Instead of constantly sending
8 bits per sample, fewer bits per sample, which
only describe the change from the previous
sample, are sent. If the number of bits (that
describe the change) sent is 4, 3, or 2, G.726
generates 32, 24 or 16 kbps respectively.

G.728
Low Delay Code Exited Linear Prediction

(LDCELP) - It uses codes that describe voice
samples generated by human vocal cords, and it
utilizes a prediction technique. Wave shapes of
five samples are expressed with 10 bit codes so
that bandwidth drops to 16 kbps.

G.729
Conjugate Structure Algebraic Code Exited

Linear Prediction (CS-ACELP) - DSPs produce
one digital voice sample for 10 milliseconds (ms)
of analog voice signal. The packetization period
is the amount of analog voice signal (expressed
in milliseconds) that is encapsulated in each IP
packet (in digitized format).

GSM
GSM 06.10 (also known as GSM Full Rate) is

a codec designed by the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute for use
in the GSM mobile networks. This variant of the
GSM codec can be freely used so you will often
find it in open source VoIP applications. The codec
operates on audio frames 20 milliseconds long
(i.e. 160 samples) and it compresses each frame
to 33 bytes, so the resulting bitrate is 13 kbps.

Speex
Speex is a variable bitrate (VBR) codec, which

means that it is able to dynamically modify its
bitrate to respond to changing network conditions.
It is offered in both narrowband and wideband
versions, depending on whether you want
telephone quality or better. Speex is a free codec

Speex can operate at anywhere from 2.15 to
22.4 kbps, due to its variable bitrate.

iLBC
Internet Low Bit Rate Codec, Operates at 15.2/

13.3 kbps. It is a free codec developed by Global
IP Solutions (later acquired by Google).

Audio Codec Performance How It Is Measured
Mean opinion score (MOS) is a test that has

been used to grade the quality of an audio codec
as per ITU-T recommendation P.800. The
calculation is defined in the ITU-T PESQ P.862
standard. Like most standards, the
implementation is somewhat open to
interpretation by the equipment or software
manufacturer. Moreover, due to technological
progress of phone manufacturers, a calculated
MOS of 3.9 in a VoIP network may actually sound
better than the formerly subjective score of > 4.0.
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In multimedia (audio, voice telephony, or video)
especially when codecs are used to compress
the bandwidth requirement (for example, of a
digitized voice connection from the standard 64
kbps PCM modulation),
the MOS provides a
numerical indication of
the perceived quality
from the users'
perspective of received
media after
compression and/or
transmission. The MOS
is expressed as a single number in the range 1
to 5, where 1 is lowest perceived audio quality,
and 5 is the highest perceived audio quality
measurement.

The MOS is generated by averaging the results
of a set of standard, subjective tests where a
number of listeners rate the heard audio quality
of test.

Audio Codecs Summary

 

MOS Quality Impairment 

5 Excellent Imperceptible 

4 Good Perceptible but not annoying 

3 Fair Slightly annoying 

2 Poor Annoying 

1 Bad Very annoying 

Codec 
Developed 

By 
Free/ 

Licence 
Sample 

Rate 
Bit Rate 

Frame 
Size 

Applications MOS 

G.711 ITU-T Free 8 kHz 64 kbps 125 µs VoIP applications 4.30 

G.726 ITU-T Free 8 kHz 
16, 24, 
32, 40 kbps 

125 µs VoIP applications 3.85 

G.728 ITU-T Licence 8 kHz 16 kbps 625 µs VoIP applications 3.90 

G.729 ITU-T Licence 8 kHz 8 kbps 10 ms VoIP applications 4.00 

GSM ETSI Free 8 kHz 5.6, 13 kbps 20 ms GSM Networks 3.80 

iLBC Global IP Solutions Free 8 kHz 
15.2 
13.33, kbps 

20, 
30 ms 

Cisco,  Gtalk 
Yahoo 

4.14 

SILK Skype Limited Free 
8, 12, 
16, 24 kHz 

6 to 40 kbps 20 ms Skype 3.83 

Speex Xiph.Org Free 8, 16, 32, 48 kHz 
2.15 to 4.6 kbps 
4 to 44.2 kbps 

30, 
34 ms 

Adobe 
Flash Player 

3.65 

 

Codec Sample Size
This is the number of bytes captured at each

codec sample interval. For example, the G.729
coder operates 80 bits per sample at a bit rate of
8 kbps.

Codec Sample Interval
This is the sample interval at which the codec

operates. For example, the G.729 coder operates
on sample intervals of 10 milliseconds.

Voice Payload Size
The voice payload size represents the number

of bytes that are filled into a packet. For example,
G.729 packets can use 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, or 60
bytes of voice payload size.

Packets Per Second
PPS represents the number of packets that

need to be transmitted every second. For
example, a G.729 call is with 50pps with voice
payload of 160 bits per packet.

Conclusion
From the above summary it is evident that

Frequently Used Terms In Codecs
Codec Bit Rate

This is the number of bits per second that need
to be transmitted to deliver a voice call.

codec bit rate = codec sample size / codec
sample interval

G.711 codec operating at 64 kbps, is with highest
performance score but it needs more bandwidth,
whereas G.728 codec operating at 16 kbps, is
with low performance but it consumes less
bandwidth.
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Journey from Graham Bell Telephone
to present Telephony

Shri S.M.Hafeez Ali, Lecturer Telecom/IRISET

The Telephone
In 1876, at the age of

29, Alexander Graham Bell
invented his telephone
(The word telephone, from
the Greek roots tele, “far,”
and phone, “sound”).
Alexander Graham Bell's
notebook entry of 10 March
1876 describes his

successful experiment with the telephone.
Speaking through the instrument to his assistant,
Thomas A. Watson, in the next room, Bell utters
these famous first words, "Mr. Watson -- come
here -- I want to see you."

Within 20 years of
the 1876 Bell patent, the
telephone instrument,
as modified by Thomas
Watson, Emil Berliner,
Thomas Edison, and
others, acquired a
functional design that
has not changed
fundamentally in more
than a century. Since the invention of the transistor
in 1947, metal wiring and other heavy hardware
have been replaced by lightweight and compact
micro circuitry. Push-button versions of this set
became available in 1963. Modern telephone
instruments are largely electronic. Wire coils that
performed multiple functions in older sets have
been replaced by integrated circuits that are
powered by the line voltage. Mechanical bell
ringers have given way to electronic ringers. The
carbon transmitter dating from Edison's time has
been replaced by electret microphones, in which
sound waves cause a thin, metal-coated plastic
diaphragm to vibrate, producing variations in an
electric field across a tiny air gap between the
diaphragm and an electrode. Advances in
electronics have improved the performance of the
basic design, and they also have allowed the
introduction of a number of “smart” features such
as automatic redialing, call-number identification,

wireless transmission, and visual data display.
Such advances supplement, but do not replace,
the basic telephone design.

Early telephones were locally powered, using
either a dynamic transmitter or by the powering
of a transmitter with a local battery. One of the
jobs of outside plant personnel was to visit each
telephone periodically to inspect the battery.
During the 20th century, "common battery"
operation came to dominate, powered by "talk
battery" from the telephone exchange over the
same wires that carried the voice signals.

The Switching systems
Manual switching

From the earliest days of the telephone, it was
observed that it was more practical to connect
different telephone instruments by running wires
from each instrument to a central switching point,
or telephone exchange, than it was to run wires
between all the instruments. In 1878 the first
telephone exchange was installed in New Haven,
Conn., permitting up to 21 customers to reach
one another by means of a manually operated
central switchboard.

Electromechanical switching
I) Step by Step (Strowger) Switching Systems

The idea of
automatic switching
appeared as early as
1879, and the first fully
automatic switch to
achieve commercial
success was invented
in 1889 by Almon B.
Strowger. The system
operates by using
rotating "selectors" that
can select a "level" (or
step) by the number of
pulses that are
interrupted on a line
(using a "rotary" telephone). This instructed a
solenoid to move this wiper (or selector) to a
particular position based on the number of pulses
it had received. This then put the caller on another
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level and again pulse dialed to get to another level
and so on until the caller had reached the
subscriber they were calling on the last level (or
digit they dialed).However, the major
disadvantage of  Strowger switch is its
dependence on moving parts and contacts that
are subject to wear and tear.

II) Crossbar Switching Systems
In1913 J.N. Reynolds, an engineer with

Western Electric (at that time the manufacturing
division of AT&T), patented a new type of
telephone switch that became known as the
crossbar switch. The Crossbar switch had a
significant advantage over Step by Step since it
was able to use a "store and forward" concept
where it would take incoming digits, store them,
and then process the call. It was also able to do
call routing and determine where a call should
be sent to by doing "translations" of the incoming
digits and deciding how to send the call. The first
commercially successful system, however, was
the AT&T No. 1 crossbar system, first installed in
Brooklyn, N.Y., in 1938. Further revisions of the
AT&T crossbar systems continued until 1974, by
which time new switching systems had shifted
from electromechanical to electronic technology.

Electronic switching
With the advent of the transistor in 1947 and

with subsequent advances in memory devices as
well as other electronic devices and switches, it
became possible to design a telephone switch
that was based fundamentally on electronic
components rather than on electromechanical
switches. The first commercial version, placed in
service in 1965, became known as the No. 1 ESS
(electronic switching system). The No. 1 ESS
employed a special type of reed switch known as
a ferreed (a switch with a memory). In addition to
this new switch device, the No. 1 ESS
incorporated a new read-only memory device and
a new random-access memory device. These
innovations allowed the No. 1 system to serve as
many as 65,000 two-way voice circuits, and it
permitted hundreds of new features to be handled
by the switching equipment. It underwent a
number of revisions, including the adoption of
semiconductor memory in 1977.

Digital switching and ISDN
All the automatic telephone switches, both

electromechanical and electronic, are classified
as space-division switches. Other forms of

switching, however, are made possible by
convert ing the f luctuating electric signal
transmitted by the telephone instrument into
digital format. In one of the first digital systems,
known as time-division switching, the digitized
speech information is sliced into a sequence of
time intervals, or slots. Additional voice circuit
slots, corresponding to other users, are inserted
into this bit stream of data, in effect achieving a
“time multiplexing” of several voice circuits.
Switching essentially consists of interchanging the
time position of one user's slot with that of another
user in a determined manner. Time-division
switches may also employ space-division
switching; an appropriate mixture of time-division
and space-division switching is advantageous in
various circumstances. The first time-division
switching system to be deployed in the United
States was the AT&T-designed No. 4 ESS, placed
into service in 1976. The No. 4 ESS was a toll
system capable of serving a maximum of 53,760
two-way trunk circuits.

 An integrated services digital network (ISDN)
is a structured all digital telephone network system
that was developed (1984) to replace (upgrade)
existing analog telephone networks. The ISDN
network supports advanced telecommunications
services and defined universal standard
interfaces that are used in wireless and wired
communications systems. The main element of
ISDN services are ability to deliver maximum data
within the combination of voice, data, video, fax,
over a single line while it provides at least two
instantaneous connections. Most recently, ISDN
service has largely been displaced by broadband
internet service, such as xDSL and Cable Modem
service. These services are faster, less expensive,
and easier to set up and maintain than ISDN. Still,
ISDN has its place, as backup to dedicated lines,
and in locations where broadband service is not
yet available.

IP Telephony
An IP (Internet Protocol) telephone system

uses packet-switched Voice over IP (VoIP), or
Internet telephony, to transmit telephone calls
over the Internet as opposed to the circuit-
switched telephony used by the traditional Public
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). IP
telephony blends voice, video, and data by
specifying a common transport, IP, for each,
effectively collapsing three networks into one. The
real development in IP telephony started in 1995.
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With a conventional PBX, separate networks
are necessary for voice and data
communications. One of the main advantages of
an IP PBX is the fact that it employs converged
data and voice networks. This means that Internet
access, as well as VoIP communications and
traditional telephone communications, are all
possible using a single line to each user. This
provides flexibility as an enterprise grows, and
can also reduce long-term operation and
maintenance costs.

One of the key advantages to IP telephone
systems is that whereas long-distance calls on a
regular phone system can be cost prohibitive, the
same calls on an IP phone system are free --
there are no fees beyond the cost of Internet
access. Moreover, IP telephony also supports
video communication between two or more users.

Next Generation Network (NGN)
The telecommunications world is being

revolutionized with the emergence of next
generation networking (NGN). Next-generation
networks with IP based cores allow convergence
of different network architectures in both wired
and wireless worlds. The frontrunners of this

convergence include SIP (Session Initiation
Protocol) and IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem)
making it possible for triple play services (voice,
data and video) to flow over the same network.

The term Next Generation Network (NGN) is
used to describe an integrated, open network
architecture that provides voice, data and
multimedia services over the same network. The
concept of integrated services on a single network
is not new. Both Broadband ISDN and ATM deliver
integrated services. The fact that NGN is a
packet-based QoS enabled network providing
both telecommunication and data services over
different access technologies, sets it apart,
making it new and appealing.

In the NGN model implemented in Indian
Railways by Railtel, the media gateway allows
for a seamless interworking of voice connections
across these disparate zonal railway telephone
exchange networks ensuring the best possible
speech quality. The Railtel Convergent Network
Management Center addresses the entire
operations and maintenance needs of the
softswitches, gateways and Railway Trunks.
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Integrated Power Supply
- Sample Load Calculation

 Shri . Y.P.Singh, ASTE/C-III/SC

IPS system provides complete Power Supply
solution from one system to all signaling circuits.
The SMPS based IPS system is extensively used
in critical railway signaling applications. The
reason behind failures in approved IPS system
is the mistakes in load calculation. Hence, an
effort is being made to present load calculation
of IPS.

IPS mainly consists of:

a) SMR (Switch Mode Rectifier) Panel / SMPS
based Float Rectifier cum Boost Charger
(FRBC).

b) A.C. Distribution Panel.
c) D.C. Distribution Panel.
d) Battery Bank. (110V DC).

IPS Diagram

The modules is just for example, generally
there will be 30 modules so we can decide where
to put modules.

IPS  LOAD CALCULATION
As we know for delivering load at output, loss

in the intermediate system must be taken into
account. On the basis of above block diagram,
we will calculate DC and AC load.

D.C Load calculation-:

Above method is used for load calculation and
to decide rating of modules.

Internal Relays
Let no. of relays = N             Let us suppose no.

of energized relay= 40% of N= 0.4N

Current per relay =0.07A,         Voltage per
relay=24V

Total current =0.07 × 0.4N =0.028N

Power (V×A)= 24V × 0.028N =0.672N

If efficiency of DC-DC converter is (generally
it is 0.8),

then total power required at input of DC-DC
converter to have 0.672N at output

=>0.672N/=0.84N   -----------  (I)

Load current at SMR end = 0.84N/24 = 0.035N

Let us suppose N=300  So,  Load current =
10.5A

Module Rating = 24-32V/10A

 No. of modules Required=2

 Hot stand by=2     Total=4

External Relays
Let no. of relays = N             Let us suppose no.

of energized relay= 80% of N= 0.8N

Current per relay =0.1A, Voltage per relay=24V

Total current =0.1 × 0.8N =0.08N

Power (V×A)= 24V × 0.08N =1.92N

If efficiency of DC-DC converter is (generally
it is 0.8)

Then total power required at input of DC-DC
converter to have 1.92N at output

=>1.92N/ = 2.4N    -----------------  (II)
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Load current at SMR end = 2.4N/24=0.1N

Let us suppose N=50     So, Load current=5A

Module Rating = 24-40V/5A

 No. of modules required=2   Hot standby=2
Total=4

Or Module Rating = 24-40V/10A

No. of modules required= 1 Hot standby=1
Total=2

*24-40V is used to account for the intermediate
losses.

Panel Indication
No. of Panel = 1

Let us suppose it to be 4 line station

So   Current =2.25A,  Voltage =12V

Power (V×A) = 12× 2.25 = 27  VA

If efficiency of DC-DC converter is (generally
it is 0.8)

Then total power required at input of DC-DC
converter to have 27VA at output

= > 27/  = 33.75VA.    .............  (III)

Load current at SMR end = 33.75/12=2.8125A

Module Rating = 12-28V/5A

 No. of modules required= 1      Hot standby=1
Total=2

Datalogger
No. of Datalogger = 1

Let us suppose Current =3A,  Voltage =24V

Power (V×A)=24× 3=72VA

If efficiency of DC-DC converter is (generally
it is 0.8)

Then total power required at input of DC-DC
converter to have 72VA at output

=>   72/  = 90VA.  ....................  (IV)

Load current at SMR end = 90/24 = 3.75A

Module Rating = 24-32V/5A

 No. of modules Required= 1, Hot standby=1
Total=2

BPAC
No. of BPAC = 1

Let us suppose Current =2A, Voltage =24V

Power (V×A)=24× 2=48VA

If efficiency of DC-DC converter is  (generally
it is 0.8)

Then total power required at input of DC-DC
converter to have 48VA at output

= > 48/ = 60VA................................   (V)

Load current at SMR end = 60/24=2.5A

Module Rating = 24-32V/5A

 No. of modules Required= 1, Hot standby=1
Total=2

HKT/Magneto
No.  = 1

Let us suppose Current =0.5A,  Voltage =12V

Power (V×A)=12× 0.5=6VA

If efficiency of DC-DC converter is (generally
it is 0.3)

Then total power required at input of DC-DC
converter to have 6VA at output

=>  6/= 20VA....................................(V)

Load current at SMR end = 20/12=1.67A

Module Rating = 12-28V/5A

 No. of modules Required= 1, Hot standby=1
Total=2

Block Tele
No. = 1

Let us suppose Current =0.1A, Voltage =6V

Power (V×A)=6× 0.1=0.6VA

If efficiency of DC-DC converter is (generally
it is 0.3)

Then total power required at input of DC-DC
converter to have 48VA at output

=>  0.6/  = 2VA .................... (VI)

Load current at SMR end = 2/6=0.33A

Module Rating = 3-6V/1A

No. of modules Required= 1, Hot standby=1
Total=2

Block Line
No. = 1

Let us suppose Current =0.5A, Voltage =60V

Power (V×A) =60× 0.5=30A
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If efficiency of DC-DC converter is (generally
it is 0.8)

Then total power required at input of DC-DC
converter to have 30VA at output

=>   30/= 37.5VA.................. (VII)

Load current at SMR end = 37.5/60=0.625A

Module Rating = 60-100V/1A

No. of modules Required= 1, Hot standby=1
Total=2

Total Equipment DC Load in VA=( I + II + III +
IV + V + VI + VII ) = A

DC Load @110V(amp)= A/110= B

A.C Load Calculation
Load signals

Let us suppose Current =2.7A,         Voltage
=110V

Power (V×A) =110× 2.7=297

Considering transformer safety factor=1.5 ,
Total power at output of inverter=1.5×297=445.5

So selected inverter capacity= 445.5×(230/
110)=931.5=1000VA = C (Selected inverter
capacity)

Inverter Input current in Amps@110DC = 0.8(
C/110 × 0.8) = 8.4 = D

Total Load current @110V DC in Amps= B +
D = X

BATTERY
Battery backup required in Hrs = 6,   Depth Of

Discharge= 70%

Aging factor=1.25, Design factor=1.1

Hence Battery AH = X(1.5×1.1)/0.7= “C”
capacity of battery

Charging rate required= C/10

Charging rate in % of battery AH(normally 5%
for RE & 10% for Non RE)= C/20 for RE = “V”

Charging current Amps= [ V×C/100]= “G”

So total SMRs Output current=  Battery
charging current + Load current= X + G = Y

Total current at input of SMR@230VAC with
90% efficiency in AMP

=> Y/Conversion factor ×0.9 = ”Z”

(Conversion factor =230/110 i.e from a.c to d.c)

Track circuit Load Calculation

Track circuit Wattage = 12

Each track circuit VA including Track feed
charger and Track transformer = 24.24

No. of track circuits= n, Total Track circuit
Load(VA) = 24.24n

Total current on input of T/C CVT at 230 V
AC(in amps)Q/230 = 24.24 n/230 = “Z1”

*Required generator source capacity=
(Z+Z1)×230×1.3(safety factor)
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Integrated Intelligent Infrastructure Management System
 - For Mass Rapid Transit System & Railways

Shri Padam Vijayvergiya, Vice President, Venture IS  Private Limited

Introduction
The Rail system in India

has proven its worth as one
of the best “Mass Transit
System”. With the
population of the cities
increasing, there is so
much pressure on the road
infrastructure, the  Rail
transit system comes with
huge benefits and that has
the capability to carry a

large no of people safely from pt A to pt B.

On the other hand, a well connected train
system helps in the reduction of gaseous
emissions and vehicular pollutants and
contributes in a big way in making the city cleaner
and greener from its present state.

At the same time, The train system brings with
it huge amount challenges for its Management
to ensure uninterrupted Operations of the entire
system.

How do we create a world Class Railways?
Challenges Today -
 Multiple type of systems exist in todays’

modern railway stations,
• Communication systems
• IT systems
• Water supply and tanks for train as well
as station use.
• Passenger Retiring rooms
• Air conditioning systems for offices and
passengers
• Safety and security systems on the trains
aswell as the stns
• The status of the fire fighting and fire
suppression systems installed in the station
and on the train.
• Power source to the station along with
backup source like DG set etc.
With the length and breadth of the Indian

Railways and the no of passengers at the Ingress
and Egress of each of these stations, it is a huge
challenge to ensure that every thing is up and
running all the time.

It is actually practically and humanly not
possible to monitor and manage the operational
uptimes of these systems and ensure best of
services to the passengers all the time, without
the tools.

Another major challenge that remains is that
even after modernization efforts of the railways
to improve services, safety and security of the
passengers, the management of these systems.

 e.g 1 surveillance system would have an
independent monitoring screen which has no
relation or co-relation with the station Ingress/
Egress gates or the Fire alarm system.

Hence, incase a fire alarm is detected by the
fire detection system, there is no way by which
the surveillance team gets to know of it and is
sure of an actual fire. Since there are multiple
false alarms from the FDS. But then when there
is actual fire, we don’t have the best resources
pushed in to suppress the same.

e.g 2 In the event of fire, when the team goes
to operate the fire suppression / fire fighting
system, they find the systems not working
properly or out of order as this was not being
checked or monitored automatically.

Hence, despite railways having spent millions
of Rupees in the deployment of these systems, it
comes to no use many times, at the actual time
of need.

What is required to Address these Challenges
-

The simple answer to the complex challenge
is an Integrated Approach.

1. There should be a system that can monitor
and manage all the disparate systems that
exist in a modern railway station today and
create a centralized management Dashboard
for Monitoring and Management.

2. All these have to be bound under a “Standard
Operating Environment” SOE for bringing out
the best possible operation efficiency and
benefits
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Below referred is a block diagram of Integrated
Operations Management that can help enable
build a Standard operating Environment for the
Railways -

 Who can provide this kind of solution –
There should be some product which has the

capability to not only monitor an IT infrastructure
(servers, routers, switches, links etc.) but also
complex NON-IT infrastructures ranging from HT
& LT panels, DG sets, Fuel level, surveillance
systems, fire alarm system, water tanks and water
quality, escalators etc. with a single appliance
based tool but also create centralized
management and operational workflows based
on the interdependencies of these systems in the
practical scenario.

The answer is IIMS “Intelligent Infrastructure
Management System” .

The IIMS should essentially have central
aggregator that is highly robust and scalable with
the capability of working in a distributed
environment where cluster of appliances
deployed acts as a manager of managers.

Station aggregators  manages the facility
equipments at station level such as DG, HVAC,
Safety and Security equipments etc. through
RTUs installed at the field level.

In-built service dependency engine provides
event co-relation analysis and also allow you to
create customizable rule base event co-relation
that suits you and your environment. Each of the
monitored service parameter can be configured
with a threshold value that could trigger alerts over

mail or SMS to the designated team on
performance degradation.

All-in-all, service continuity and optimization
is rest assured through Centralized Infrastructure
Management provided by series of Appliances.

Deployment story in Railway Systems -
As mentioned earlier (Repeat) , The delivery

of a train system brings with it huge amount of
challenges for its Management to ensure
uninterrupted Operations of the entire system.

The entire Metro Rail System consists of
stations, trains and a centralized Depot. In terms
of infrastructure management, the Train System
essentially has two main components for its
Management:

• Station BMS/ Non-IT System
• Station Communication Infrastructure

To achieve business continuity with high
operational efficiency, it was desired to have a
single management system and scenario which
could cater to the entire infrastructure irrespective
of the type of systems or their make / models.

The solution, proved its capability in this field
with the successful implementation of an
Integrated Centralized Management system that
has the capability to manage the BMS /Non-IT
infrastructure and the Communication
Infrastructure through a single fabric of devices
and applications.

This integrated approach, gives the customer
a huge benefit in terms of Management Efficiency,
Understanding Dependencies and creation of
processes for ensuring high productivities.

Station BMS /Non-IT infrastructure Systems
• Electrical Panels HT and LT.
• Control Mechanism of the ACBs “Automatic

Circuit Breaker”
• Backup Genset units.
• Pumps and water Hydrants
• Fuel Level Monitoring of the Diesel Tanks.
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• UPS systems for E&M and S&T
• Lighting control and Management
• Temperature & Humidity Monitoring of critical

unmanned rooms.
• Escalator and Lift systems at station level
• Fire Alarm Systems
• HVAC System

Station Communication Infrastructure –
• Backbone communication infrastructure, e.g

SDH
• CCTV surveillance system
• Passenger Information Display System PIDS
• Public Address System PAS
• Station OAIT infrastructure, switches, servers

etc.
• Master Clock System
• Wireless Radio System
• DVAS System
• EPABX System
• AFC “Automatic Fare Collection” System

Product suite Brief :
The tools provided not only does an integrated

management environment for the entire
Technology landscape  but to enable the customer
create an SOE “Standard Operating
Environment”,  and operational it integrated the
centralized tool with two  modules,

1. Operations Management Tool OMS –
• This tools helps generate Fault Tickets based

on the work flows and defined problem
conditions.

• It does this with pre-defined SLAs and also
has the capability of sending SMS and mails
to the designated teams.

• Escalations can be defined if the issues are
not resolved on time as per the defined
organisation chart.

• Fully customised work flows can be created
for the flow of the faults.

• It can also be used to keep track of the
Inventory of the station systems.

2. Business Intelligence and Analytics  –
• This tool enables the management to generate

important automated reports and run analytics

of different interdependent systems.
• Automated reports can be programmed to be

mailed automatically to the key personnel for
understanding the operational status of the
stations.

• Comparative analysis of similar systems. E.g
run hours of the DG sets vs the fuel
consumption.
There are very few organisations who can

cater to a unified requirement of managing both
IT and non-IT segment of a complex networks
such as Railways currently.  On such company is
Athenta technologies, which has proven its
capability in this field with of an Integrated
Centralized Management system that has the
capability to manage the Non-IT and the
Communication Infrastructure through a single
fabric of devices and applications.

This integrated approach, can give Railways,
a huge benefit in terms of Management Efficiency,
Understanding Dependencies and creation of
processes for ensuring high productivities.

About Author- The Author Padam Vijayvergiya
is Vice President with Inventure IS Pvt limited, a
leading IT Consulting, Solution Innovator &
System Integration company providing innovative,
world class, best of the breed and value added
IT solutions through consulting and integration
services.

He is a based in Gurgaon (Haryana) and can
be reached @ padam.vijay@inventureis.com as
well as on +91 98 99 13 25 23.

About Athenta Technologies :  Athenta is  an
Infrastructure Management product company that
offers state of the art, next generation products
for comprehensively & cohesively managing all
aspect of Infrastructure – IT, Building, Industrial
Controls and Energy. Athenta Products help to
optimize operational expenses, enhance
customer experience, improve profitability &
reduce your carbon footprint, in a cost-efficient
manner. prides itself on being a thought leader
and innovator in the 'Integrated Infrastructure
Management' domain.

Athenta technologies can be reached at
info@athenta.com  and  +91 120 3147542.
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With Best Compliments from:

RDSO APPROVED MANUFACTURER & EXPORTER

RAILWAY SIGNALLING SAFETY ITEMS

• Signalling Relays including Universal LED ECR as per BRS & RDSO Specification
• LED SIGNAL LIGHTING UNIT as per latest

RDSO Specn. RDSO/SPN/153/2011 Rev. 4.1 &
RDSO Specn. RDSO/SPN/199/2010 Rev. 1.0 complying Safety Integrity Level 4 of CENELAC
Standard.

URBAN ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION PVT LTD
ISO 9001:2008 CERTIFIED

Regd. Office : 32/J, Sahitya Parisad Street
KolKatta - 700 006, INDIA

Tel: +91 33-2555 7233  Fax: +91 33-2555 7731
e-mail: urbankolkat@gmail.com

web: www.urbanengg.com

With Best Compliments From
M/S AMARARAJA POWER SYSTEMS LTD
Manufacturers of:
 Battery Charges IPS, Mini IPS
 Control and Relay Panels LC Gate IPS
 LT Panels SMPS
 MV Panels (11Kv & 33Kv)

B S Rama Rao
Branch Manager
Mobile +91 9701990934
Amara Raja Power Systems Limited
Suite 203, 6-3-550, L.B.Bhawan,
Somajiguda, Hyderabad - 500 082
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